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This document describes a computer program known as
POTGRM which has been developed as an independent segment of
the NASA Ames Three-Dimensional Linearized, Potential Flow
Analysis System (POTFAN) and which is used to generate a
panel point description of arbitrary, three-dimensional
bodies from convenient engineering descriptions consisting
of equations and/or tables. Due to the independent, modular
nature of the program, it may be used to generate corner
I INTRODUCTION
This document describes Version 1	 of a geometry
generating code (POTGEM) which computes panel corner points
and other geometrical data necessary to run the remaining
segments of POTFAN, which is a program system for analyzing
three-dimensional, subcritical potential flows about
arbitrary configurations. An overview of the POTFAN system
is given by Medan (1976) . In addition to being the first
segment of POTFAN, POTGEM	 can be	 used to generate
geometrical corner point data for other computer programs.
Some of the important characteristics of the POTGEM
irogram are the following:
1. Complicated components can be handled with a minimum- of
input.	 Components that	 can	 be	 handled ,nclude
complicated aircraft fuselages;	 thick wings	 with
variable section, twist, and dihedral wings with
control surfaces; wind tunnels; and fan Wakes. One or
more components considered together constitute a
configuration.
2. In addition to computing panel corner points, the 	 iP	 P
program computes position vectors to control points,
vortex force sensing locations, and other useful data.
3. Simple panel distributions are easily handled, yet the
program does allow complex and non-unitorm panel and
control point distributions.
4. The program allows components to be decomposed into
segments. The geometrical description of the component
and the independent variables may be different in each
segment.
5. The program has a general rotate, shift, and scale
capability.
6. The program runs under a command format which makes the
program flexible, easy to use, and easy to modify even
though the program is quite complex and versatile.
7. Variable dimensioning is used so that oddly-sized
problems can be handled without redimensioning.
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8. Machine dependent language .features have been generally
avoided	 to	 make	 conversions	 to	 other computers
relatively easy.
i
9. The	 program has been	 liberally documented internally
with comment cards to make it easy to modify.
10. The	 program	 checks	 for	 user input	 errors in	 many
places.	 This makes it somewhat difficult to improperly	 s
run the program.
11. The program is coded in FORTRAN IV.
12. To date	 the	 program has been run	 on	 a	 UNIVAC 1108	 ...`.
computer with 65k words of memory. j
13. The	 program	 can	 be	 executed	 in	 either batch	 or
conversational modes.
14. The program is based on a generalized coordinate system
that reduces to Cartesian, polar, or spherical in
special cases, yet is more flexible than any of these.
One major feature lacking in the program is that
because each component of a configuration is considered
independently, the program cannot automatically put panel
edges along lines of intersection with other components. it
is necessary for the user to supply these intersection lilies
in the form of the VL (S) , VU (S) , SL (V), or SU (V) curves that
are defined in Section 3.2.1. It should be noted, however,
that the program produces output (S and V at corner and
boundary condition points as described in Section 6.1) that
would allow another program to be developed which could
automatically calculate the intersection lines. This would
allow POTG'EM to then be rerun with the correct intersection
lines. Therefore, part of the intersection problem has
already been solved in POTGEM. It is expected that such a
program will be developed in the future.
Another disadvantage of POTGEM is that it `cannot
automatically distribute panels in relationship to surface
curvature (e.g., dense panelling in regions of high
curvature). Furthermore, POTGEM cannot be easily modified
to do this automatically. However, the output from POTGEM
(see Chapter 6) is suitable for driving another program
which could redistribute panels based on surface curvature.
Finally, the cross sectional data (Section 3.1. 1) that
is input to POTGEM is not in parametric form. if the
program had initially been designed this way, it would have
been somewhat easier to use and,, in some cases, multiple
segments (Section 3.1.7) would not have been required. This




i2 PROBLEM TASK DESCRIPTION
This section describes the basic specifications that
guided the development of this program and the basic
mathematical problems confronting the authors at the
beginning of the task.
The task that the program was required to perform is to
produce a file called the geometry file and containing the
data described in Section 6. It was required that this fine
be created from a convenient engineering description of as
general a component as possible. Furthermore, it was
required that the program be flexible, easy to use, easy to








associated with determining a panel corner point description
of a component from an engineering description. 	 The first
is to devise a method which will give the position vector of
any point on the surface given the two independent panelling
variables, which are called S and V. The second problem is
to divide an appropriate region of the S-V plane into -
quadrilaterals with the corner points of the quadrilaterals
corresponding either to corner points of the panels or to
control points of the panels. It is important to realize
that these two problems are completely independent.
Therefore, the computer program handles these phases
separately and the method of solution of either of the
problems is independent of the other,,
.0" 1
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3 METHOD OF SOLUTION
This section describes the solutions of the two
mathematical problems posed in the previous section.
3.1 SURFACE REPRESENTATION
As shown in Figure 3.1-1, the surface is described in
part by a set of cross sections, an arbitrarily curved axis
(which is not necessarily 	 perpendicular to the cross
sections) , and the angular orientation of the cross
sections.	 This	 data	 together	 with a	 method	 for
interpolating between cross sections completely defines the
surface. Each of these subjects is discussed in detail
below. Following this there are explanaticus of how the
pieces are fit together to make a working algorithm and of
the .multiple segment capability.
3.1.1 Cross Sections
The set of cross sections defining the component
consists of one or more members. Each member of the set may
consist of an open or closed curve, but the curves are
restricted to lie in a plane.
The independent variable in the cross section is V and
the dependent variable is V2. V may be either y', z', or a
and V2 may be either V. y' or R, respectively, Where R =
SQRT (y' **2 + z' **2) , 0 	 ATA N (z' / y ') , and where y' =
Y'/YPSCAI. (S) and z' Z'/ZPSCAL (S) . Here Y' and Z' are
defined by Figure 3.1-1 and YPSCAL and ZPSCAZ are arbitrary
scaling factors. These scaling factors are functions of the
other independent variable, S.
The choice of which pair of cross section variables
that may be used is restricted only by the requirement that
V2(V) be a single valued curve. If none of the three
choices yields a convenient, single valued curve, then the
component must be broken into two or more segments such that
for each segment V2 (V) is single valued. 'The multiple
segment capability will be discussed further in Section
3.1.7. The choice of V and V2 cannot vary' from cross
section to cross section within the same segment, but may






Once an appropriate set of cross section variables has
been chosen, it is necessary to consider how the cross
sections can be mathematically described. Each cross
section may be described either by the coefficients of a
series expansion (e. g- 'r V2 (V) =R (6) =A0*COS (e) +
Al *COS (6) +Bl*SIN (6)+...) or by a set of data points together
with a specification of an interpolation method. In the
latter case, the data points need not be (V,V2) parrs, but
can be	 ( y l ,z l ), (z l ,y'), or (6,R) pairs since the program
can internally convert whatever is given to it into (V,V2)
:airs. The method used to describe any cross section is
K	 independent of the methods used to describe other cross
sections (i.e., a table may be used for one cross section
t	 and a series expansion for another) .	 More details on theI,	 cvath;ematical description of these curves are given in
Section 3.1.4.
The maximum number of cross sections allowed is
governed by the variable MXD05 as explained in subroutine
GEOM.
3.1.2 Arbitrary Axis








ZAXIS = ZAXIS (S)
The functions XAXIS (S), YAXIS(S), and --ZAXIS (S) can be i
described using the same methods used for the cross
sections. These methods are described in Section 3.1.4.
Each of the three functions can be defined independently.
In view of the general form of the axis equation, the
independent variable S can be identified with several
physical quantities. If, for example, XAXIS (S) = S, then S
is the value of X along the axis. S could also be Y or Z or
the arc length. Furthermore, if XAXIS	 YAXIS = ZAXIS = 0,
S may even be an angle (see Section 7.5 for an example).- a
Usually, however, S is the value of X along the axis.
;a
3.1.3 orientation of Cross Sections'
It is Well known (Euler's_ rigid body theorem) that the
rotation of any rigid body can be effected by a single
rotation about some axis. In the present case, the body is
to be identified with the cross section and the rotation
refers to the angle through which the Y, Z plane must be
rotated to make it-parallel to the Y', ,Z ' plane. y
If the amount of rotation is denoted by PHI, and the
3-2
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taxis of rotation has the components EX, EY, and EZ,	 then the
notation can	 be defined	 by a	 3-by-3 matrix, T,	 whose
equation is the following:
1 0	 0
T (PHI)	 = COS (PHI)	 0 1	 0 +
0 0	 1 (3.1.3-1)
0 -EZ'	 EY'
a
SIN (PHT)	 EZ' 0	 -EX' + .►,•
-EY' EX'	 0
EX'
(1-COS (PHI))	 EY' LE X O	 EY' EZ I
EZ' i
where
EX' = EX/SQRT (EX **2 + EY ** 2 + EZ**2) (3.1.3-2a)
EY' = EY/SQRT (EX * *2 +	 EY**2 + EZ** 2) (3. 1. 3-2b)
EZ' = EZ/SQRT (EX**2 + EY**2 + EZ**2) (3.1.3-2c)
Each of the quantities PHI, EX, EY,and EZ is considered
to be a function of S and can be described using the methods
discussed in Section 3.1.4.
9
If the matrix T is known, but PHI, EX, EY, and EZ are
not known, then PHI, EA, EY, and EZ must be calculated since
the program works only with PHI, EX, EY, and EZ and not with
the individual components of T. To calculate these
quantities in the general case, one must first determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T. One of these eigenvalues
must equal one.	 The	 components of the eigenvector
corresponding to the unit eigenvalue can be defined to be
EX, EY, and EZ.	 PHI can then be determined by working
backwards through equations 3.1.3-2 and 3.1.3-1.
This cross section rotation is usually nonzero only in
three types of problems. The first consists of a-wing with
a twist distribution; the second consists of a highly
cambered .fuselage whose cross sections perpendicular to the
axis are much easier to obtain than -those parallel- to the
Y-Z plane; and the third consists of an axisymmetric, but
3-3
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otherwise arbitrary, body. In the first case the axis of
rotation is the spanwise axis and PHT is the twist angle.
In the second case the axis of rotatioa is perpendicular to
the plane in which the cambered body axis lies and PHI is
the arctangent of the derivative of the caiaher. In the
third case the axis degenerates to a point and PiiI becomes a
spherical polar angle (see Section 7.5 for an exaL'kple) .
3.1.4 Representation of functions
In the previous three sectiowa a number of functions
were introduced, but no mention was made of how these
various functions can be described to the computer program.
This will now be explained.
To begin with, ell of the various functions will be
treated in the same way and will be referenced with the same
variable names. Therefore each of the functions requires an
index to uniquely identify it. This index is the integer
variable .IC. Table 3.1.4-1 lists the correspondence between
IC and the various functions defining the surface. This
table also shows in parenthesis the defaults of the various
curves.
As just mentioned, all of the functions described in
the previous three sections will be referenced by the same
names. In particular, VAR1 will stand for S or V (depending
on the value of IC) , and V-AR2 will stand for XAXIS, YAXIS,
ZAXIS, PHI, EX, EY, EZ, YPSCAL, ZPSCAL, or V2 at any input
cross section (depending on the value of IC).
in addition to the index, there is an integer function
option, COPT, which identifies the basic type of description
to be used. For example, COPT=1 implies that the function
will be determined by linear interpolation from an input
table and COPT= -2 implies that the function will be
determined by a power series expansion from an input set of
coefficients. The above types of function definitions as
well as others are implemented in subroutine INTRP3 and
associated subroutines. Table 3.1.4-2 lists the
correspondence between the function option number and the
types of functions available in INTRP3. Note the following
correspondence between INTRP3 variables and the variables
associated with the functions introduced in the previous
three sections:
IOPT	 = COPT(IC)
XIN (*)	 = VAR 1 (*, IC)
YIN(*)
	
VAR2 (*,IC)	 g,PARAM (fl	 PARAM (*,IC)	 #
NIN	 NTAB(IC)
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iTherefore, in order to describe to the computer what
any of the functions in the previous sectionE is, basically
what one needs to do is to input the value of IC and the
variables COPT (IC) and NTAB (IC) and the arrays (VAR 1 (*, IC)) ,
(VAR2 (*,IC) ) , and (PARAM (*,IC) ) . Then the program will
determine the function, when required, using subroutine
INTRP3.
The above variables are frequently all that one needs
to consider when inputting any of the curves discussed in
the previous section.	 However, in certain applications
involving tables,	 some additional
	
data	 manipulation
capability is useful or required. This capability consists
	
of three transformations that may be performed on the arrays 	 Ws. 1(VAR1) and/or (VAR2) . The .first transformation consists of
the following general affine transformation:
VAR 1 1 = AFTRAN (1) *VAR1 + AFTRAN (3) *VAR2 + AFTRAN (5)
VAR2' = AFT RAN (2) *VAR1 + AFT RAN (4) *VAR2 + 'AFTRAN (6)
This has obvious usefulness for scaling and shifting tables.
The second	 transformation	 is	 a	 more	 general
transformation of the arrays (VA.R 1) and (VAR2) and includes I
an affine transformation as a general case. 	 However, the
most typical use of this second transformation is when the
curve is a cross section curve (i.e. IC >11) and (VAR'1) and
(VAR2)	 constitute a table.	 In this case the second
	
transformation is used to transform (VAR1) and (VAR2) so 	 j
that (VAR1) will be an array of V values and (VAR2) will be
an array of V2 values. This second transformation would
	
thus be very useful if, for example, it were necessary to	 3
	use polar coordinates for V and V2 and the availadle data 	 1
were in Cartesian coordinates. Both the first and second
	transformations are effected by subroutine TRAN2 as called 	 +
by subroutines SRFINI and /or SRFIN2.
The third, and final transformation is somewhat
different than the first two. In the first place it only
affects the array (VAR1). In the second place it has no
effect on the meaning of the variables V and V2. That is
(VAR1) does not become an array of V values until after the
first two transformations while the third transformation,
although changing (VAR1), does not have an effect on the
significance of V. Another way of stating this is if a
certain set of program input data that did not specify the
-third transformation were used to describe a component, then
the same input data only with the third transformation
invoked would describe the same component. Thus the use of
the third transformation does not require changes in the
remaining input data. Also the third transformation Will
nn+ afftar-+ +hn c anA U nalnsnc a+ rnrnnr nni n+c nr hrninAary
Ltransformation. has is on the duality of interpolated values.
To clarify how this is possible, consider a two-dimensional
blunt airfoil in the Y'-7.' plane with the nose at the
origin.	 The upper surface of this component can be
described as
Z' (ya)	 A *Y'**.5 + B*Y 4 + C*Y'**1.5
Cbviously an interpolation using polynominal spline fits
would require many points near the nose to be accurate. Now
let Y"	 SQRT (Y I ) . Then
Z' (Y11) = A + B*Y" + CYIO ** 2 +
This curve does not require a large number of points tc
result in an accurate interpolation. This is the function
of the third transformation, namely to effect a
ire-interpolation transformation of the independent variable
to result in a much more accurate curve fit.
The main situation in which this transformation would
he used is on cross sections (i.e. V2 (V) curves) when such
cross sections are blunt nosed airfoils. see Section 7.6
for an	 example.	 This transformation 	 is effected by
subroutine TRAN1.
In summary, each of the curves required to define the
surface can be input either as tables or cce._(`ficients and
there are transformations available to manipulate tables and
improve the accuracy of table interpolations. The input of
these curves is accomplished with the 5RI1 and SRI2 commands
discussed in Section '5.2.
	
It should be noted that each of
the curves may be input in a completely independent manner
le.g., PHI (S) may be des ; gibed by a power series, YPSCAL by	 j
linear interpolation from a table containing five data
Fairs, V2_(V) at SCS (1) by CODIM interpolation from a, table
containing ten data pairs, V2 (V) at SCS (2) by a Fourier
series, etc.)
.	 s
3.1.5 Interpolation Between Cross Sections
A typical set of cross sections at which data is given
is shown in Figure 3.1.5-1. Each of the vertical lines in
the S-V plane is a cross section and, therefore, by using
the methods indicated in the previous section, each is a
line upon which the	 dependent	 variable, V2, can be
determined. Now the methods used to determine. V2 (5,v) in
the remainder of the S-V plane- will be described.
Consider an arbitrary point, P, in the S-V plane and a
horizontal _line drawn through this point.	 The horizontal
line intersects the given cross sections and at each
intersection the value: of V2 can be calculated. These V2
3-6
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values together with the corresponding values of S
constitute a table. Interpolation from this table is used
to determine the value of V2 at the point P.
This interpolation in the S-wise direction is done
using subroutine INTRP3 and, therefore, all of the methods
available in I1JTRP3 are available for this interpolation.
The method actually used is governed by the variable IO.PTS
and the array (PARAMS) that are entered with the PANL
command (see Section 5.2) . These variables are the same as
IOPT and (PARAM) in subroutine INTRP3, respectively.
As is the case for the various- functions described in
Sections 3.1.1 - 3.1.3, there is a pre-interpolation
transformation that can be invoked to increase the quality
of the interpolation. As mentioned in the previous section,
this transformation can be used with no other changes
required to the input. This transformation is governed by
STOPT and (PARST) that are entered with the PANT, command.
These variables correspond to IOPT-and (PARAM) in subroutine
TRAN1, which performs the transformation. The most typical
use of this transformation in this instance would be for a
fuselage with both ends blunt and located at S1 and S2. For
this case, STOPT should be 4 and PARST(3) _ (S1 + 52)/2 and
PARST (4) = (S2 - S 1) /2.
It should be noted that the interpolation between cross
sections is done ,prior to rotating the cross sections, prior
to putting the cross sections on the arbitrary axis, and
Frior to scaling the cross sections. This is consistent
with the way in which aeronautical structures are generally
defined and, therefore, this results in an easy to use
method.
I
3.1.6 Summary of Geometry Algorithm
In the previous sections various aspects of the method
were explained. This section explains how these pieces are
combined to make a working algorithm.
There are two major phases. The first is the geometry
input phase and the 'second is the actual calculation phase.
In the geometry input phase the _ functions XAXIS (S) ,
MAXIS (S) , ZAXIS (S), PHI (S) , EX (S), EY (S) , EZ (S), YPSCAI (S) ,
ZPSCAL (S) , and a set of cross section _curves, V2 (V) , are
defined according to the method described in Section 3.1.4
and using the SRI1 and SRL2- romnands.	 (Commands are
described in Section 5.) Also the definitions of V and V2
are established by ,one of the commandsPOLE, CARY or CARZ.-
Next comes the ,calculation phase in which values of X,
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Y, and Z on the body surface are determined f or given values
of S and V.	 This phase is performed mainly in subroutine
SURFAS. The determination of the actual values of S and V
for which calculations will be made is independent of the
geometry definition method and is discussed in Section 3.2.
Let (S,V) denote one of the given values of S and V.
Then the first step is the calculation of the 5-wise
interpolation table (Section 3.1.5) for the given value of
V.	 Next, the given S and values of S in the table are
transformed according to the value of STOPT (Section 3.1.5)
to make the interpolation
	 more accurate. 	 Then theY interpolation is performed.
	 As a result V2 (S,V)
	 is
determined. Then y' and z' are calculated from V and V2
	
^.
according to the definition of V and V2 (Section J. 1.1) .
This definition is stored in the variable VTYPE, which is
established by the POLR, CARY, or CARZ command.
	 Then the
values of XAXIS (S) , YAXIS (S) , ZAXIS (S) , PHI (S) , EX (S) ,	 a
EY,(S) , EZ (S) , YPSCAL (S) , and ZPSCAL (S)
are calculated. The variables y' and z' are multiplied by
YPSCAL (S) and ZPSCAL (S) , respectively, to yield Y' AND Z'
	 j
The cross section rotation matrix, T, is calculated from
equations 3.1.3-1 and 3.1.3-2 and, finally, X, Y, and Z are
calculated from
X (S, V)	 XAXIS (S) + T (1,2; S) *Y' (S,V) + T (1, 3; S) *Z' (S,V)
Y (S, V) = MIS (S) +- T (2,2; S) *Y (S, V) + T (2, 3; S) *Z' (S, V)
Z (S, V) = ZAXIS (S) + T (3,2;S) *Y' (S,V) + T(3,3;S) *Z' (S, V)
The last two terms in the above equations represent the
rotation of the cross section to its final orientation.
In addition to being used to find X, Y, and Z values of
corner points, the above method is used to determine the X,
Y, and Z values of boundary condition points and also to
calculate the unit normals. This is in contrast to many
existing programs, which determine boundary condition points
and unit normals from the corner points.
	 The latter method
as generally not as accurate.
The calculation of the unit normals will now b ediscussed.
	 Consider a point P in the S,V plane.- Let the
points A, H, C O
 and D be arranged around P in the manner
shown in Figure 3.1.6 - 1.	 The program calculates the
position vectors (RA, RB,' RC, and RD) to each of these
-points, calculates the cross product of RC-RA with RD-RB,
normalizes the result, and calls it the unit normal.--If
UNEPSS and UNEPSV are small enough (but not too small),, this
method is generally more accurate than using the panel
corner points. It should be noted that a consistent sign
convention has been applied so that the unit normal will lie
on the _same side,, of the surface as a vector in the
N1-cross-N2
	 direction.	 if S and V
	 are either both
increasing or both decreasing functions of the N1 and N2
)
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0.indices, then the unit normals will be in the S-cross-V
direction.
3.1.7 Surface Segmentation
A component may be divided into a number of segments.
There are several reasons why this is done.
In the first place the geometry may be naturally
segmented. For example the NASA Ames 12.2m-by-24.4m
(40"x80 1 ) wind tunnel has a cross section in the shape of a
square with semi-circles on each side. (Figure 7.3-1 shows
one side of this configuration.) The top and bottom
surfaces can be easily and exactly described in a Cartesian
coordinate system and one side can be easily and exactly
described in a polar coordinate system with origin
coinciding with the center of the corresponding semi-circle.
(See Section 7.3 for an example.)
A second reason for segmentation rests in the fact that
the cross section curves, %1 4"(V), must be single-valued. An
example of where this requirement necessitates segmentation
is a thick wing section. In this case two segments are
required. one is the upper surface and the other is the
lower.
A third reason is that the component may be too
complicated to handle as a single segment. That is, there
may be too many cross sections and/or table entries to fit
in the program at once.
A final reason is that there may be certain lines on
the component along which panel edges must be constrained to
lie. An example of this is a wing planform with a crank.
In modelling such wings it is best- to have panel edges at
the spanwise location of the crank.
In addition to the above examples, some components may
have to be segmented for more than one reason. A thin Wing
with a deflected control surface, for example, may be easier
to describe in segmented .form and also panel edges should be
made to lie along the hinge line.
Despite the differing reasons for segmentation, the
_program handles all cases of segmentation in the same
manner. Different aspects of this _treatment are discussed_
in the following paragraphs.
The total number of segments and the number of panels
in each segment must be established once for each component
before any panelling is done. This is accomplished by a




somewhat different from thy, geometry definition commands,
the SEGMENT command, and the PANL command because it refers
to the entire component, whereas the others refer to a
segment (except the geometry definition commands need not be
repeated if the geometry description remains the save).
Prior to panelling each segment, the segment must be
identified (see the SEGMENT command, Section 5.2) , the
boundaries of the segment in the S,V plane must be defined
(see the SL, SU, VL, and VU commands, Sections 3.2 and 5.2),
and the distribution of corner points and boundary condition
points along the boundaries (see the SLBC, SUBC, VLBC, and
VUBC commands, Section 5.2) must be established. Also,
prior to panelling each segment, those aspects of the
geometry that are different from those of the previous
segment must Le redefined.
Because of the fact that boundaries between segments
may represent situations where the actual geometry is
discontinuous (e.g., between a wing and the side edge of a
control surface) the program inserts a pseudo row of panels
in between each segment. 'In many cases it is desirable to
eliminate these rows. This is accomplished by the NR11 and
NRI2 commands (Section 5.2).
., . ;
3.2 PANELLING
In the previous section, a method was described for
determining the position vector to the surface given the two
independent panelling variables, S and V. This section will
now describe how the values of S and V are determined. For
each segment (Section 3.1.7), the locations of corner points
are leterminea from the boundaries of the segment, the
intersections of the corner and boundary condition grid
lines' with the boundaries of the segment, and a method for
constructing grid lines from the boundaries and intersection






All segment boundaries in the S-V plane are in the form
of four arbitrary functions SL(V), SU (V), VL(S), and VU (S)
as shown in gigure 3.2.1-1.	 Although' in mo Ct applications
the four curves are straight lines, there
where more general curves are desirable or
on a, fuselage where a wing intersects),.
Each of these four functions can be








describing the geometry can (Section 3. 1. 4) . That is,
subroutine INTRP3, with all of its various options, is used.
These functions are input using the commands SL, SU, VL and
VU (Section 5.2) .
As will be seen later, one of the necessary steps in
determining S and V values in the interior of the segment is
the calculation of the intersections of the VL and VU curves
	
With the SL and SU curves. The method that the program uses 	
d
for this calculation is an iterative one that cannot be
guaranteed to converge for all cases. This iterative method
is described in subroutine GRID. A sufficient condition for
convergence at the intersection of the VL(S) and SL(V)
curves is that
ABS (d (VL)/dS) *ABS (d (SL) /dV) <1
Similar conditions hold for the other three intersections.
In the extreme cases for which the above conditions do not
hold, the intersections mush be determined a priori and
input to the program with a PANL command.
The notation for these intersections is defined in
Figure 3.2.3-1 (e.g., (SSUVL, VSUVL) is (S,V) at the
intersection of SU (V) with VL(S)).
3.2.2 Grid Line Intersections with Boundaries
Grid lines are lines in the S-V plane along which
corner points or boundary condition points can be located.
More specifically, corner points and boundary ' condition
points are located at the intersections of grid lines
extending nominally in the S direction With those extending
nominally in the V direction. These grid lines are defined,
in part, by their interesections with the boundaries of the
segment. This section explains terminology related to these
intersections and how the intersections are input.
A nondimensional system is used to describe the grid
dine and boundary intersections. This system is illustrated
in Figure 3.2.2-1 for the VL(S) curve. The intersection of
VL(S) with SL (V) is, by definition, at XGP=- 1 and the
intersection of VL(S) with SU (V) is at XGP=+1. Furthermore,
XGP, by definition, varies linearly with S. 	 in the program
the intersections of the V-wise corner point grid lines with
the VL(S) curve are contained in the array (XGPVLC) and the
intersections of the V-wise boundary condition point grid
lines with the VL(S) curve are contained in the array
(XGPVLB) .	 Similar notation applies to the other grid line
boundary intersections	 (e.g.,	 (XGPSUB)	 contains	 the
intersections of the SU (V) curve with the S-Wise boundary
condition point grid lines).
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tThe program does not assume that any of the elements of
the XGP arrays are equal to -1 or ♦ 1 (i.e., corner points
need not lie on the segment boundaries) . Also the program
allows, for example, XGPSLC (I) to be unequal to XGPSUC (I) ,
although the program will assume that XGPSUC (I) is equal to
XGPSLC (I) unless instructed otherwise.
The intersection point arrays (i.e., (XGPSLC). etc.)
are defined for the program using the SLBC, SUBC, VLBC, and
VUBC commands. Although the arrays may be input explicitly
with these commands, the usual procedure is 'to select one of
a set of predefined rules and have the program calculate the
values.	 These details are governed by the variable IOPT
that is input with the SLBC, SUBC, VLBC, and VUBC commands.
If IOPT is zero, then the intersections are expected as
input. otherwise, the program will calculate the
intersections. The correspondence between some valid IOPT
values and the intersections calculated is shown in Figure
3.2.2-2 for the case of four panels and IOPT greater than
zero. The spacings for 1OPT less than zero are reversed
from those of. positive IOPT. For example, IOPT=-4 gives
finer spacing near XGP=+ 1. _ For any ncnzero IOPT the XG P
arrays will always be in ascending order. The computation
of corner point and boundary condition control point
spacings is done in subroutine XPANCP.
As will be seen in the next section it will be
necessary to calculate the S and V values at the
intersections of the grid lines with the boundaries. The
notation for these intersections is shown in Figure 3.2.3-1.
The characters C and B standing for corner points and
boundary condition points, respectively, have been dropped
because the procedure is identical for both. The
intersections of the S-wise grid lines with the SL (V)
boundary curve are given by the following equations;
VGPSL (K2)= (1-XGPSL(K2)) *VSLVL/2
(3.2.2=1)
(1+XGPSL (K2)) *VSLVU/2
SGP5L (K2) = 5L (YGPSL (K2))
	
(3.2.2-2)
In the above equation SL (VGPSL (K2)) is calculated using
subroutine INTUP3 and the data entered with the SL command.
Similar equations are used for the other three grid line and
boundary .intersections.
3.2.3 Intersections of S-Wise and V-Wise Grid Lines
As mentioned in the previous section the nondimensional
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description of the intersections contained in the arrays
(XGPSLC) , (XGPSLB) , etc., only defines the grid lines in
part. Namely, these arrays define the grid line
intersections with the boundaries of the segment and they do
so nondimensionally. This section completes the definition
by explaining how grid lines are extended to the interior of
the segment and how their intersections with other grid
lines are calculated.
The method used is identical for corner point grid
linesand boundary condition' point grid lines, and
therefore, the characters C and E in the arrays describing
the intersections will be dropped for the remainder of this
section. The particular value of (S,V) to be determined is
denoted by (S (K1,K2) ,V (K 1K2)) where K1 is an index that
varies in the S direction and K2 is an index that varies in
the V direction. All of the various symbols introduced to
this point are shown in Figure 3.2.3-1.
A simple, yet effective way to determine S(K1,K2) would
be to consider it a weighted average of the S values at the
intersections of the S-wise grid line with the SL (V) and
SU(V) curves. Mathematically this can be stated as
S (K 1, K2) = (1-FS (K 1, K2) ) *SGPSL (K2) /2 +
(3.2.3-1)
(1+FS (K1,K2) ) *SGPSU (K2) /2.
FS (K1,K2) is a nondimensional number that is equal to -1
when the V-wise grid line coincides with SL(V) and is equal
to +1 when the V-wise grid line coincides with the SU(V)
curve. A similar expression is used for V(K1,K2)
V (K1,K2) = (1-FV (K1,K2))*VGPVL(K1)/2 +
(3.2.3-2)
(1+FV (K1,K2) )*VGPVU (K1)/2•
This raises the question of how to determine FS(K1,K2)
and FV (K1,K2) . The answer' is shown in Figure 3.2.3-2. This
figure shows that FS (K1,K2) and FV (K1,K2) are at the
intersection of two straight lines drawn from (XGPV,L(K1) ,-1)
to (XGPVU (K 1) ,+1) and from (--1,XGPSL (K2) ) to (+1,XGPSU (K2))
In other wards 'FS (K1,K2) and FV (K1',K2) are the simultaneous
solution to
FS (FV (K1,K2))	 FV (FS (K1,K2) )
More explicitly, FS (K1,K2) and FV (K1,K2) are the simultaneous
solution of
FV (K1,K2)	 (1-FS (K1, K2)) *XGPSL (K2) /2 +





FS (K1,K2) _ (1-FV (K1,K2)) *XGPVL (K1) /2 +
(3.2.3-4)
(1+FV (K1,K2)) *XGPVU (K1) /2
Due to their linearity, the above equations are easily
solved analytically. subroutine GRID contains the actual
equations. This completes the description cf how S and V
values are determined.
In summary, the VL (S) , VU (S) , SL (V) , and SU (V) segment
boundary curves are defined by the VL, VU, SL, and SU
commands, respectively. The grid line intersections with
the boundary curves are defined by the VLBC, VUBC, SLHC, and
SUBC commands. Then, when a PANL command is given, the
program executes the following: (1) It calculates the
boundary curve intersections ((SSLVL,VSLVL), etc.); (2)
Using equations 3.2.2-1 and 3.2.2-2 and similar equations,
it calculates S and V values on the boundaries; (3) It
solves 3.2.3-3 and 3.2.3-4 simultaneously; (4) Finally it
calculates S and V from equations 3.2.3-1 and 3.1.3-2. The
program executes the preceding (as required, .i.e., redundant
calculations are avoided) for all of the corner points and
all of the boundary conditions points and, also under the
PAHL command, determines the position vectors to the corner
points and boundary condition points and the unit normals at
the boundary condition points using the methods described in
Section 3.1.
An example of an actual network of grid lines generated








To a great extent the description of the inner workings
cf the program has been relegated to comment cards in the
FORTRAN source decks. This includes descriptions of the	 «
functions of the subroutines and their input and output.
The remainder of the secticn presents relevant descriptive
data which could not effectively be placed on comment cards.
4.1 CALLING STRUCTURE
Figure 4.1-1 shows the subroutine calling structure.
Table 4.1-1 shows the calling structure in a ditferent
forma t.
4.2 COMMON BLOCKS
Table 4.2-1 shows the common blocks. These common




Table 4.3-1 summarizes the logical units (tape, disks,
cr drums) which the program uses,
3
4.4 MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
Without the 25 arrays dimensioned in the main program
and without using overlays, the POTGEM program requires
approximately 45,000 decimal Words of core storage. This
requirement includes all system subroutines and internal
symbol dictionaries and was determined on the INFONET Univac
1108 operating system. The size of the 25 arrays must be
added to this number to determine the total amount of
storage required by the program. An overlay structure and
compilation without internal 'symbol dictionaries can be used
to decrease the storage required.
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4.5 SYSTEM DEPENDENT SUBROUTINES
Subroutines FILEND, OPENW, and TIMEST all call system
dependent subroutines. Therefore, they all generally must
to modified when the program is used on a new computer
system.
4.6 RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The most important restriction regarding the PUTGEM
program is the limitation on the total number of corner
	
..^
koints. This is limited by the dimensions of the 25 arrays
in the main program. If these dimensions are not
sufficient, then they must be increased, the main program
must be recompiled, and the program must be relinked.
There are also limitations on the maximum number of
corner points in the N1 or S direction and in the N2 or V
direction, the maximum number of cross sections, the maximum
number of table entries, etc.
	
These	 limitations are
discussed in more detail in subroutine GEOM, instructions
for changing the maximum .limits are also given in GEOM.
The program itself checks for violations of the above








The purpose of this section is to provide the user with
information necessary to execute the 'program. Instructions
for modifying the program are also given.
5.1 GENERAL DATA INPUT CONSIDERASIONS
The program is designed to use commands as the basic
form of input to control the program flow. These commands
consist of four letters placed in the .first four columns and
are recognized as keys that cause the program to perform
particular operations. These operations consist of reading
input, writing output, or calculations, or a combination of
all three. After the operations are performed, the program
flow returns to the beginning of the program and reads the
next command.	 This continues until a STOP command is
encountered, whereby the program terminates.	 Any command
input record whose first four columns are left blank is
considered a "comment" command. In the conversational mode,
any command that is not recognized by the program is printed
and program flow is returned to the next command without any
operations being performed. In the batch mode an
unrecognizable command causes program termination uuless the
variable CONTIN has been made .TRUE. by a preceding DATA
command. Following each command some data must usually be
entered.. This data is prescribed in either NAMBLIST or
regular formats.
In the batch mode each command line that is read in is
krinted out before any action is taken on it. The entire 80
columns are printed even though only the first four columns
comprise the command.	 This allows the output to be
documented with "comment" commands and ,yelps to pinpoint
sources of errors.
Aside from commands, most of the input data is in
NAMELIST format. The program has been coded to take maximum
advantage of the way in which	 NAMLIST works.	 In
particular, only the specific data that is actually required
need's to_be input, the data elements can be in any order,
and ;(except where noted otherwise) data that is entered with
one command need not be reentered with succeeding commands
unless it is to be changed. To effect this last advantage,
intermediate arrays are used for some commands (SRI1, VLBC,
VUBC, SLBC, SUBC, VL, VU, SL, and SU)	 These intermediate
a
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arrays allow similar curves	 stored in different core
locations to be input with a minimum of data.
other input data is in regular format form. Integers
are always input under a 1615 format and floating point
numbers under an 8F10.0 format.
5.2 INPUT DESCRIPTION
Detailed descriptions of the various available commands
z are given in the listing of subroutine GEOM. This
subroutine is arranged in a number of sections. The first
section consists of general commentary and a summary of the
available commands. 	 The next section is the specification	 ~"
section (sets data types, dimensions, common blocks, etc.).
The next section sets the initial default values for those
variables having default values. The next section is the
command read and branch section. By examining this section,
one can determine to which point control is transferred for
specific commands. Each of the following sections contains
detailed commentary and code necessary to effect each
command. Thus by determining the command transfer point
from the command read and branch section, one is led to the
:lace in the listing that contains the detailed description
of the command and further input required for the command.
Since the listing contains the detailed command and input
descriptions, they will not be repeated here.
Instead, the most typical ordering of commands and some	 1
general comments will be given:
1. TITLE
2. DSEGMENTS
3. Geometry definition -- SRI1, SR12, POLR, CARY, and
CARZ.
4. SEGMENT. Not required if NSEGS =NSEGV = 1 for the -first
segment to be panelled.
5. Segment boundary definition -- SL, SU, VL, and VU. All
four commandE are frequently not required for the
second and subsequent segments.
6. Corner and control point distribution definition -
SLBC` and VLBC -commands. Use Figure 3.2.2-2 as a guide
to available distributions. SUBC and VUBC are not
usually required.
7. GRID. _Prints ;distributions determined in step 6.
8. PANL.
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r9. Repeat	 3	 through
	
8	 as'reguired	 for	 the	 remaining
segments.
	
The segments may be considered in any order.
However, for each specific case, 	 -there is generally an
optimal order	 that	 will minimize the asount 	 of	 data
reguired.	 Unless	 indicated
	 in	 the	 detailed
instructions, it is	 not	 necessary to repeat data that
does not change.	 If all 	 of the	 data input with	 any
SRI1,	 SRI2,	 SL,	 SU,	 VL,	 or	 VU	 command	 remains
unchanged, the command may be left out.
10. NRI1	 commands	 if	 there	 are	 multiple	 segments	 in
V-direction and component is continuous.
11. NRI2	 commands	 if	 there	 are	 multiple	 segments	 in
S-direction and compcnent is continuous.
12. Singularity Definition -- BCFLAG, DSF.LAG, and UVW.
13. RASE.	 May be given more than once.
14. FINISH.	 Enter variables in Section 6.1 that are marked
with an asterisk {*}.
15. STORE
16. PRINT
17. STOP or compute a new geometry 	 beginning with
INITIALIZE followed Eby steps 1 through 16 or compute a
modified geometry	 starting with an XINIT command
followed by a subset of steps 1 through 16.
It needs to be stressed that the above outline is not
to be considered a rigid one. 	 The commands, except where
noted, may be given in a different order.
	
Also not all of
the commands need to be given in all applications.
Also it should be noted that segments do not need to be
panelled in any specific order.
5.3 SYSTEM COUTHOL CARDS
This section describes the control cards that are
necessary to run POTGEM on the various computer systems that
have or are being used to runit._
5:3.1 INFONET Univac 1108 System'
Since this system allows automatic file definition





control card required is the name of the main program which
is POTGEM/POTF.	 All geometry files created by the STORE
command will show' up in the user's LIB$ library with names
identical to the file identification number and a version
identifier of GM.
	
Thus, for example, inputting ID-1U23
after the STORE command will create a file named
1023.GM/LIB$. The content of these files is described in
Section b.
In addition to POTGEM/POTF, the user may also want to
t
switch IN$ and OUT$.
5.4 PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS	 «► •
There are a few modifications that receivers of this
program might typically want to change. These are described
in the following sections.
5.4.1 Additional Curve Fitting Capability
If the curve fit routines provided are nct adequate, it
is a simple matter to add new ones. All that is required is
that the input can be made compatible with the input to
subroutine INTRP3. If it can, then a new option can be
inserted into INTRP3. An examination of the ;INTRP3 listing
will make it obvious how this can be easily done. The only
changes required to POTGEM are some simple additions of
cards in INTRP3.
5.4.2 Additional Types of Panel Distributions
New panel and control point distributions can be easily
added by simple modifications to subroutine XPANCP. This
subroutine calculates the distributions demanded with any
SIBC, V"LBC, SUBC, or VUBC command. An examination of the
listing of XPANCP will make it obvious how the modifications
can be easily done. The only changes required are some
simple additions of cards in XPANCP.
5.4.3 Increasing Array Dimensions	 i
See Section 4.6.
5.4.4 Use of POTGEM not in Conjunction with Other POTFAN
Modules
Persons wanting to use POTGEM to generate corner point
descriptions of geometries for use by their own programs can
do so without modifying POTGEM. 	 However, by eliminating
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unneeded arrays and the code that computes them, savings in
CPU time and core memory can be realized. This section will
Explain how to Wliminate the following arrays:
(UVWX) , (UV WY) , (UVWZ) , (BCFLAG) , (DSFLAG) , (SS'FLAG) ,
(UNX) , (UNY) , (UNZ) , (DA) , (XS1) (YS1) , (ZS1) ,
(XS2) , (YS2) , and (ZS2) .
First of all these arrays should be eliminated in the
main program.	 :In the CALL GEOM statement replace each of
the array names with XCP (N) Where N is an :  larger
than the core memory. The purpose of this is to ensure that
a fatal execution error occurs in case the program should
happen to try to compute one of these arrays. It is not
necessary to remove the DIMENSIONS for. these arrays in
subroutine GEOM
The next step is to remove the code that calculate
these arrays. An examination of a compiler cross reference
map of subroutine GEOM will indicate which co4e can be
removed. in particular note that the second CALL PANL2
after a PANL command can he removed and so can the calls to
FSENS1 and FSENS2. Furthermore, note that some entire
subroutines called by POTGEM can be. removed. Also make
appropriate modifications to (LOG) (see Section. 6.2)
The final step is to remove the code that writes out
these arrays. These are written out in subroutine STORGM
and PRNTGM. An examination of compiler cross reference
listings of these subroutines will indicate clearly what to
remove. Note that it is not necessary to eliminate the
arrays from the argument_ lists.
If these changes are made, then like changes must be
made in the auxiliary subroutines READGM and RDGMA and in





Output from POTGEM consists of line printer output and
geometry files. The line printer output is meant to be self
explanatory and Will not be discussed further.
The geometry
	 files are created according to the
procedure in Appendix A and conform to the for it in
Appendix H. Control cards for managing the geometL, files
are given in Section 5.3. Each geometry file consists of 8
to 18 binary records (i.e., each is created by 8 to 18 write
statements of the form WRITE (N TG) ...data...). The data
contained on the geometry file is explained in detail in
Section 6.1 and is summarized in Section 6.2.
6.1 Detailed Description of Geometry File
All of the geometry file data on the most general
POTFAN geometry file is described in this section. The<
current POTGEM version cannot determine all of this data
because there has not yet been an actual need for it. It
should be stressed, however, that other POTFAN programs
assume that geometry files they read in may contain any of
the data described herein even though POTGEM can not yet put
it there.
Data denoted as being default data is only used if not
changed by other POTFAN programs. The array notation used
is explained in Appendix C. Variables in the first record
marked with an asterisk must be entered with a FINISH
command.	 All other variables are determined automatically
or as the result of other commands.Variables or records
marked with a + are ones that would probably not be of
interest unless POTGEM is used with other POTFAN modules
(i.e., persons using POTGEM to obtain corner points - for
their own programs may ignore variables and records marked
with a +)
In addition to defining the standard geometry file
format, explanations of how some of the data is determined
by POTGEM are included.
First Record
(Note--At this point the reader should be familiar with
Appendices B and C.)
NCTIME--number of words in (CTIME) . 1<NCTIME<5.
(CTIME (NCTIME)) --Time stamp to identify the approximate
time of creation of the file. This should be
printed out in an A4 format whenever the file is
read in by a subsequent program.
NTITL--Number of words in (TITLE). 1<NTITL<20.
(TITLE (NTITL)) - - Alphanumeric titling information input
with the TITLE command. When required, this
information is to be written out under a format
such as (1X,20A4) .
NRECS--Number of records on the file including the
first. 1 <NRECS<20.
(IFORM (NRECS))--An integer describing the format of
each record. See Appendix B. NRECS and (LF+ORM)
are on all POTFAN files so that the EDITPF program
can be used to list them. In POTGEM the array
(IFORM) is computed with a FINISH command.
NID--Number of file identification numbers. 1 <NID<10.
(IV (NID)) --Identification number array. In POTGEM
NID=1 and ID(1) is the same as ID entered With the
STORE command. Note, however, that if the EDITPF
or EDITGM program (Section 83) is used-to modify
a geometry file created by POTGEM, then NID on the
modified file will be greater than 1.
NLOG--Number of words in (LOG). 1<NLOG<50.
LOG (1) =BCFLG--This logical variable is .TRUE. iff. .
there are boundary condition flags stored on a
subsequent record of the file. For geometry files
created by POTGEM, BCFLAG will be .TRUE. if a
BCFLAG command was given or if the null rows of
Panels between geometrical segmentf have not been
eliminated by N8I1 and/or NRI2 commands.
+LOG (2) --Not used any more.
	
LOG(3)=UVW--This .variable is .TRUE. iff. there are unit	 A
wake vectors in the direction of shed wake lines
stored on a subsequent record of the tile. For
geometry files created by POTGEM, UVW will be
.TRUE. if a UVW command was given.
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*LUG (4) =DANDS--This is . TRUE. iff. both doublet and
source singularities are to be placed on the body.
LUG (5) =DSF--This is .TRUE. iff. there are doublet
singularity flags on a subsequent record. For
geometry files created by POTGEM, DSF will be
.TRUE. if a DSFLAG command was given or if the
null rows of panels between geometrical segments
have not been eliminated by NRI1 and/or NRI2
commands.
LOG (b)=SSF--This 	 is .TRUE. iff. there are source
singularity flags on a subseguent record.
Currently POTGEM cannot determine these flags, so
SSF is always .FALSE. on files created by POTGEM.
LOG (7) =NTOP--This is .TRUE. iff. there are top surface
boundary condition vectors stored on a subsequent
record. If NTOP is .FALSE., then PCTFAN programs
use the unit normals instead. Currently POTGEM
cannot determine these vectors, so NTOP is always
.FALSE. on geometry files created by POTGEM.
LUG (9) =NBOT--This is .TRUE. iff . there are bottom
surface boundary condition vectors stored on a
subsequent record. If NBOT is .FALSE., then
POTFAN programs use the negatives of the unit
normals instead. Currently POTGEM cannot
determine these vectors, so NBOT is always .FALSE.
on files created by POTGEM.
LOG (9) =OTOPL--This is .TRUE. iff. the top surface
outflow along the top surface boundary condition
vectors at the control points is stored on a
subsequent record. If OTOPL is FALSE.,, then
POTFAN programs assume zero outflow. Currently
POTGEM cannot determine the top surface outflow,
so OTOPL is always . FALSE. on geometry files
created by POTGEM.
LOG(10)=OBOTL This!' is	 TRUE. iff. the bottom surface
outflow_ along the bottom surface boundary
condition vectors !at the control ,points is stored
on a subsequent record. If OBOTL is . FALSE., then
POTFAN programs assume zero outflow. 	 Currently
POTGEM cannot determine- the bottom surface
outflow, so OBOTL is always . FALSE. on geometry
files created by POTGEM.
+*LOG (11) - Default value for the variable NOS 1 in the
VVIM (vortex velocity influence matrix calculator)
program. Making the variable .TRUE. if there are
no bound_ vortex legs in the N1 direction (e.g.,
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laxisywmetric body in axisymmetric flow) will save
significantly on CPU time in VVIH.
+*LUG(12)--Default value for the variable NOS2 in VVIM.
Making this variable .TRUE. if there are no bound
vortex legs in the N2 direction (e.g., planar
wings modelled by horseshoe vortices) will save
significantly on CPU time in VVIM.
+*LOG(13)--Default value for the variable SLINE1 in
VVIM. If each of the N2 rows of N1 direction
vortex legs (i.e., each group of contiguous N1
direction panel edges) contains legs that are of
the same length and parallel to those in its own
row, then SLIMEI may be set to .TRUE. to save some
CPU time in VVIM. This situation usually exists
only for certain, simple, planar components.
+*LOG (14) --Default value for the variable SLIN E2 in
VVIM'. This is the same as SLINEI except it
applies in the N2 direction.
+*LOG (15) --Default for the variable SUd 1 in VVIM. This
should be .TRUE. if the influence of singularities
should be summed in the N1 direction -(e.g., if the
component is a shed wake with N1 being the
streamwise direction) .
+*LOG (16)--Default for the variable SUM2 in VVIM. This
is the same as SUM1 except it applies in the N2
direction.
♦*LOG(17)=DHLT--This should be .TRUE. if doublet type
signularities will be placed on the component.
+*LOG'(18) =SOURCE--This should be . TRUE. if source type
singularities will be placed on the component.
Note--LOG (4) = LOG (17) . AN D. LOG (18) .
+LOG (19) =RS1--This is` .TRUE. iff. the force sensing
locations of the N1 direction vortex segments
(panel edges of constant doublet singularities)
are on a subsequent record of the file. If these
are not on the file, then other POTFAN programs
use the midpoints determined _ by averaging corner`
Ipoints.
	
These force sensing locations, are only
used if vortices model the component and the
Rutta-Joukowskii method is used to calculate
forces. In- POTGEM, RS1 is established by the PAN.L
command.
+LOG (.20) =RS2--This is the same as RS 1 except it applies
to the N2 direction.
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HINT-- Number of words in ( INT). 1«LINT<50.
+1NT(1)=NNBC--Number of null boundary condition flags(i.e., number cf words in (BCFLAG) that are equal
to 1) .
INT (2) =N 1--Total number of corner points in the N1
direction.
INT (3) =N2--Total number of corner points in the N2
direction.
INT (4) =N1BC=N 1-1--Number of boundary condition points
	
in the N1 direction. This is also the number of	 rf.
panels in the N1 direction.'
INT (5) =N2BC=N2-1--Number of boundary condition points
or panels in the N2 direction. N1BC*N1BC is thus
the total number of panels.
+INT (6) =NNDS--Number of null doublet singularity flags
(i.e., number of words in (DSFLAG) that are equal
to 1) .
+INT(7)=NNSS--Number of null source singularity flags.
Currently'POTGEM cannot compute these flags, so
NNSS is always 0 on geometry files created by
POTGEM.
INT (8) --Not used.
3
INT (9)--Not used.	 a
+*.INT(10) =FF.ISL--This	 is	 the default	 flow field
indicator for the I1=1 edge of the component as is
required when vortices model the component. In
the case of a single segment this is the SL edge.
A value of 1 is required when there will be a
symmetric image of the component attached at its
I1=1 edge.	 A	 symmetric image is one which
together with the component creates a symmetrical
flow field about the plane situated symmetrically
between them. A value of 2 is used for an
antisymmetrical image. A value ^of 3 is used when
the I1=1 edge is physically coincident' with the
I1=N1 edge. Any other value indicates no special
edge condition.
t*LNT (11) =F.FISU--This is the same as 'FFISL except that
it applies to the 11=N1 edge.
+*INT (12) =FFIVL--This is the same as FFISL except it
applies at the I2= 1 edge.
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+*INT(13)=FFIVU--This is the same as FFISL except it
applies at the I2=N2 edge.
NFLT--Number of words in (FLT) . 1 <NFLT<50.
+*FLT(1)=AREF--Component reference area for normalizing
forces and moments. In POTGEM this is computed
With a FINISH ccmmand if it is not input. See the
GEOM listing for details.
+*FLT (2) = XLEN 1--Reference 	 length	 for	 normalizing
momemts about the X axis. In POTGEM this is
computed with a FINISH command if it is not input.
See the GEOM listing for details.
+*FLT (3) =XLEN2--Reference 	 length	 for	 normalizing
moments about the Y axis.	 In PCT^EM, this is
computed with a FINISH command if .it is not input.
See the GEOM listing for details,
+*FLT (u) =XLEN3--Reference	 length
	 for	 normalizing
moments about the Z axis In PCTGEM, this is
computed with a FINISH command if it is not input.
See the GEOM listing for details.
+*FLT(5) =DUV'WX---Default for the X component of the unit
stake vectors. This is used if the wake vectors
are required and LOG(3)=UVW FALSE.
	




+*FLT(7)=DUVWZ -Same as DUVWX except that it applies in
the Z direction.
+*FLT(8)--Default value for the variable HDVOHT used in
VVIM. This is the distance beycnd which the
divortlet approximation for a vortex segment's
inf luence will be used. In POTGEM this is
computed if it is not input. See the GEOM listing
for details.
+*FLT (9) --Default value for the variable HCUT used in
VVIM.
	
This is the perpendicular distance within
Which the influence of semiinfinite wake lines i
set to zero. In POTGEM this is computed if it is
not input. See the GEOM listing for details.
+*FI.T(10)--X component of the position about which
moments should be computed.
+*FLT (11) --Y ^ component of the position about which -
moments should be computed.
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+*FLT(12)--Z component of the position about which
moments should be computed.
Second Record
(Note--Appendix B defines J1, 32, J3, and NW.)
J1=N1--Number of corner points in the N1 direction.
r
J2=N2--Number of corner points in the N2 direction.
J3=5
NW =N1*N2*5
(XCP(Nl,N2))--X components 	 of position vectors to
corner .points.
(YCP (N 1,N2)) --Y	 components of position vectors to
corner points.
(ZCP (N 1, N2)) =- Z components of position	 vectors to
corner points.
i + (SCP (N 1, N2) ) --Values of S at corner points.
+ (VCP (N1,N2)) --Values of V at corner points.
iiI
+Next Record (if LOG (3) =. TRUE.)
1
a(Note--This	 record	 is	 not	 present	 unless
LOG (3) =. TRUE..)
i





(UVWX(N1,N2))--X components of unit wake vectors along
wake elements originating from each corner point. 	 l
(UVWV (N1,N2)) --Y components of unit wake vectors along
wake elements originating from each corner point.
(UVWZ (N1N2))--Z components of unit sake vectors along
wake elements originating from each corner point.
In POTGEM	 ( UVWX) ,	 (UVWY) , and	 (UVWZ)	 are
established by the UVW command.
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If this record is not present, then other POTFAN
programs assumethe following:
UVWX (I1,I2) = FLT (5)
UVNX (I1,I2) = FLT (6)
UVWZ (11,I2)	 FLT (7).
♦ Next Record (if LOG (1)=.TRUE.)
J1=N1BC--Number of panels in the N1 direction.
J2=N2BC--Number of panels in the N2 direction.
33=1
NW=NIBC *N28C
(BCFLAG (NIBC, N2BC)) --integer boundary condition flag
denoting the type of boundary condition point.
Values of 0 indicate a regular boundary condition
point. Values- of 1 indicate a completely null
boundary condition point. For closed surfaces to
be modelled by doublet panels at least one panel
must have a null boundary condition flag. Any
other value indicates that the boundary condition
influence of the panel is to be icnored, but the
velocity on the panel is to be computed.	 The
latter would be the case if constraint functions
with deleted boundary conditions were to be used.
If this record is not present, then other POTFAN
programs assume BCFLAG(I1,I2) = 0. IN POTGEM this
array is determined mainly as the result of a
BCFL,AG command. If, however, the null rows of
panels between geometrical segments are left in by
not using the NRI1 and/or NR12 commands, then the
elements of (BCFLAG) corresponding to these panels
are set to 1. The latter is accomplished with a
FINISH command and by looking for elements in
(XBP) (X coordinates of boundary condition control
points) that are less than or equal to -1.x;30.
*Next Record (If LOG (5) =.TRUE.)







ti (DSFI,AG (N1Di:,N2BC)) --Integer doublet singularity flags.
Th.-se are used by the VVIM program to indicate
what type of vortex distribution each panel has.
These .flags could also be used by a module that
replaces VVIM. In VVIM a value of 1 implies no
singularity; a value of 2 implies a closed
quadrilateral vortex; and a value of 30 implies a
horseshoe vortex of type 2 (i.e., a type used for
Wings with 12=1 being the leading edge). There
are a large number of other types available. The
various types are shown in Figure 6.1-1. Together
they allow bodies to be modelled with practically
any combination of vortex segments on panel edges
in the N1 direction, vortex segmc3ts in the N2
direction, and semi-infinite vortices shed from
any corner points. If this array is not present,
VVIM assumes DSFLAG(I1,12)=30.	 In POTGEM these
flags are determined	 in the same brays that
(BCFLAG) is determined, except that the DSFLAG
command is used instead of the BCFLAG command.
l





(SSFLAG(N1BC,N2BC))--Integer source singularity flags.






(XBC(N1BC,N2BC))--X components of position vectors to
control points.
(YBC(N1BC,N2BC))--Y components of position vectors to
control points.
(ZBC(NiBC,N2BC,))-- Z components of position vectors to
control points.
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(SBC(N1BC,N2BC))--Values of S at control points.






(UNX (N1BC,N2BC))--X	 components of	 "outward'	 unit
normals at cnntrcl. points.
(UNY(N1BC,N2BC))--Y	 components	 of	 "outward" unit
normals at control points.
(UNZ (N1BC,N2BC) )--Z 	 components	 of	 "outward" unit
normals at control points.
The "outward" direction is defined as being on
that side of the surface on which a vector in the
N1-cross-N2 direction lies.	 This may give unit
vectors that actually point inward. If the
boun iary condition is one of zero inflow or
outflow, the direction of the unit normals makes
no difference. For POTGEM generated geometry
files, the direction may be reversed by switching
the SL and' SU curves or the VL and VU curves.
(DA (N1BC,N2BC)) --Areas	 of the	 individual
	
panels.
POTGEM determines these	 areas with a FINISH
command, which in turn calls subroutine AREAS.
a





(NTOPX (N 1BC, N 2BC)) --X
	 components	 of	 top
boundary condition vectors.





(NTOPZ (N1BC,N2BC)--Z components of top surface boundary
condition vectors.
The NTOP vectors are not necessarily perpendicular
to the
	
surface.	 if this record is absent,
subsequent POTEAN programs use the unit normals as
the top surface boundary condition vectors.
This record is not found on POTGEM generated
geometry files.





(NBOTX(N1BC,N2BC))--X components	 of bottom surface
boundary condition vectors.
(NBOTY (N1BC,N2BC)) -Y	 components of bottom surface
boundary conditicn vectors.
(NBOTZ{N1BC,N2BC))--Z components of bottom 	 surface	 i
boundary conditicn vectors.
If this record is	 absent, subsequent POTFAN	 1
programs use the negatives of the unit normals as
the bottom surface boundary conditicn vectors.
This record is not found on PCTGEM generated
geometry files.






(OTOP(N1BC,N2BC))--Desired values of net velocity along
the ,top surface boundary condition vectors. If
this record is not present, then subsequent PUTFAN
programs assume 2ero net velocity. This record is
fE	 t
T
not found on geometry files created by POTGEM.





(0B0T(N1BC*N2BC)) --Desired values of net velocity along
the bottom surface boundary conditicn vectors. if
this record is not present, then subsequent POTFAN
programs assume zero net velocity. This record is
not found on geometry files created by POTGEM.
+Next Record
This record and the following three records define the
outside boundaries of the component.	 This definition






a(XVLC (N1) --X, values at the intersection of the I1=1
boundary (VL (S) curve in POTGEM) with the corner
point grid lines; extending nominally in the v or
N2 direction.	 If the panels extend to the
boundaries of the component, then
XVLC (I2) =XCP (1,I2) , but panels need not extend to
the component boundaries (e.g., the panels at
leading edges cf thin wings to be modelled with
vortices are set back from the edge). 	 -
The significance of most of the arrays oa this and	 h
the next three records should be clear from the


















(XVLB(N1BC) )--Same as (XVLC) 	 except that
condition point grid lines are involved.










(CURD1 (N1BC)-) --Reference chord lengths 	 in the	 N2
direction. These are used in PCTFOS, which is the
program that computes span loads. 	 In POTGEM this
array is computed after a FINISH command.
3
(SPAN1 (N1BC)) --Reference	 widths	 of	 rows	 of
singularities extending in the N2 direction.
These widths are some measure of lengths in the N1
direction and are used in determining sectional
aerodynamic properties	 such as section • lift
coefficient.	 In POTGEM this array is computed









































(XS1 (N1BC,N2)) --X components of force sensing locations
on the N1 direction vortex segments.
(YS1 (N1BC,N2))--Y components of force sensing locations
on the N1 direction vortex segments.
(ZS1(NlBC,N2)). -Z components of force sensing locations
on the N1 direction vortex segments.
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These arrays are used only it vortices are used to
model the component and then only if the Kutta
Joukowskii theorem is used to determine the forces. If
this record is absent, subsequent POTFAN programs
requiring the N1 force sensing locations assume the
midpoints of the N1 segments. In POTGEM these arrays
are computed if the variable RS1 is entered as . TRUE.
on a PANS. command.





(XS2 (N1,N2BC)) -X components 	 of force sensing
locations on the N2 direction vortex segments.
(YS2 (N1,N2BC) ) - -Y components of .force sensing locations
on the N2 direction vortex segments.
(ZS2(N1,N2BC) )--Z components of force sensing locations
on the N2 direction vortex segments.
These arrays serve the same function for the N2 vortex
segments that (XS1) , (YS1) , and (ZS1) do for the NI
vortex segments. In POTGEM these arrays are calculated
if the variable RS2 is entered as .TRUE. on a
PANL=COMMAND
a
6.2 SUMMARY OF GEOMETRY FILE DATA
This section summarizes the geometry data by presenting
in pseudo-FORTRAN form the statements that could be used to
create a geometry file. They are as follows:
CALL OPENW (NTG, 1,ID (NED) , 1)
WRITE (NTG) NCTIME, (CTIME) NTITL, (TITL) , 	 1
#NRECS, (IFORh) NID, (ID) ,





WRITE (NTG) N 1,N2,5,N 1*N2*5, (XCP) , (YCP) , (ZCP) , (SCP) , (VCP)
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IF (LOG (3)) WRITE (NTG) N1,N3,2,N1*N2*3, (UVWX) , (UVWY) , (UVWZ)
IF (LUG (1)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC,1,N1BC*N2BC, (BCFLAG)
IF (LOG (5) ) WRITE (NTG) N 1 BC, N2BC, 1 , N 1'BC*N2BC, (DSFLAG)
IF (.LOG(6)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC,1,N1BC*N2BC, (SSFLAG)
WHITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC,5,N1BC*N1BC*S,
# (XBC) , (YBC) , (ZBC) , (SBC) , (VBC)
WRITE (NTG)N1BC,N2BC,4,N1BC*N2BC*4
# (UNX), (UNY), (UNZ), (DA)
IF (LOG (7)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC, 3, N lBC.*N2BC*3,
# (NTOPX) , (NTOPY) , (NTOPZ)
IF (.LOG (B)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC, 3,N 1BC*N2BC*3,
# (NBOTX) , (NBOTY) , (NBOTZ)
IF (LOG (9)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC, 1, N1BC*N2BC, (OTOP)
IF (LOG (10) ) WRITE (NTG) N1BC,N2BC,1,NlBC*N2.BC, (OBOT)
WRIT,E(NTG) N1,10,1,N1*10, (XVLC), (XVUC), (YVLC), (YVUC) ,
# (Z`VL'C) , (ZVUC) , (SVLC) , (SVUC) (VVLC) , (VVUC)
WRITE (NTG) N1BC, 1.2, 1,N1BC*12, (XV.LB) , (XVUB), (YVLH) ,(YVUB)
# (ZVLB) , ( ZVUB) , (SVLB) , (SVUB) , (VVLB) , (VVUB), (CORD2) , (SPAN 1)
WRITE (NTG) N2, 10, 1, N2*10, (XSLC), (XSUC) , (YSLC) , (YSUC)
# (ZSLC) , (ZSUC) , (SSLC) , (SSUC) , (VSLC) , (VSUC)
WRITE (NTG)_N2BC, 12, 1,N2BC*12, (XSLB) , ( XSUB), (YSLB) , ( YSUB) ,
# (ZSLB) , (ZSUii), (SSLB), ( SSUB), (VSLB) , (VSUB), (CORD1), (SPAN2)
IF (LUG (19)) WRITE (NTG) N1BC, N2, 3,N 1BC*N2*3,
# ( X s 1) , ( Y	 (ZS1)
IF (LOG(20)) WRITE(NTG)N1,N2BC,3,N1*N2BC*3,
# (XS2) , (YS2) r (ZS2)	 i






This section presents a number of sample cases. These
cases were not only devised to test the program, but to
serve as the basis of a tutorial guide for assisting users
in learning how to use the program. This tutorial proceeds
from simple cases to more complex ones with each new facet
of the program being explained the first time it is
introduced. Potential users are therefore advised to study
every sample case.
7.1 TEST CASE_NO. _1_- THI N, SYMMET&ICAL. SWEPT. FLAT W ING
The so-called Warren 12 planform shown in Figure 7.1-1
has been chosen as the first test case. Note the SL (V) ,
SU (V) , VL (S) , and VU (S) curves. This Wing consists of a
single segment, which is -the right hand half of the wing,
and only half the wing needs to be considered due to the
symmetry. The spanwise direction has been chosen as the S
or N1 direction and the chordwise direction as the V or N2
direction. These could have been reversed, but for more
complicated wings this is generally the best way to choose
the directions. This wing can to handled most simply by
using the WING command or else by inputting the SL, SU, V'L,
and VU curves explicitly. The former method is the subject
of this section, while the latter is discussed in Section
7.2.
The input deck illustrating the use of the -WING command
is shown in Figure 7.1-2. Comments concerning some cards
are given below;
Card 7--This card specifies that there should be 10 panels
in the S direction (spanwise in this case) and 4 in the V
direction (chordwise)
Card 9--Uniform spacing of the vortices in the S direction
is requested.
Card_11--IOPT=2 specifies the typical (1/4 and 3/4) sparing
of vortices and control Foints in the V direction.
Card 13--SS1 is .TRUE. because it is intended that loads
should be determined using the Kutta-Joukowskii law.- There
will be no load-carrying vortex segments in the N2
direction.
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Cards 14-17--These cards cause all panels to have a type 30
doublet singularity on them. This type of singularity is a
horseshoe vortex with bound portion in the N1 direction.
The -1 values on cards 15 and 16 signal the program to use
the number of panels in the N1 and N2 directions,
respectively, as the upper limits.
Card 19--.LOG(12) is .TRUE. because there are no bound vortex
legs in the N2 direction.
LOG(13) is .TRUE. because the vortex legs along each panel
line 'in' the N1 direction are all parallel and of the same
Length.
INT (10) is 1 because the SL edge (i.e. , the centerline) is
in a symmetry _plane.
FLT (5) , 11T (6) , and FLT (7) are the components of the unit
wake vectors. In this case the wake vectors are all
identical (if the angles vary from corner Foint to corner
point the UVW command should be used) and parallel to the X
AXIS.
The printed output for this case is shown in Figure
7.1-3.	 Figure 7.1-4 shows 'the arrangement of panels, wing
outline (dashed), and wake vectors. This figure was
generated using the PLOTGN program (Section 8.4). The input
to PLOTGM is shown in Figure 7.1-5.
7.2 TEST CASE NO. 2
The results from this test case are ide at-i
 cal to case
no.-0 1. The only difference is that this case was run using
a different .input method. With this method, which is more
complicated, but more general, it is necessary to explicitly'
consider the component axis, the cross sectionalplanes, and
the VL, VU, SL, and SU_ curves. 	 The component's axis is 	 a
taken to be the Y axis. The Y' axis is the X axis and the
Z' axis is the Z axis. Thus the Y-Z plane must be rotated
by -90 degrees about the Z axis in order to become parallel
to the Y'-Z' plane. The SL, SU, VL, and VU curves are shown
in Figure 7..1-1	 The input is shown-_ in Figure 7.2 -1.
Specific comments on the input deck follow:
Card 6--COPT= O causes the corresponding function to be zero.
Thus XAXIS (S) =0.
Card 8--COPT=2 implies MAXIS(S)=S.
Card 10--Causes PHI•(S) to equal 90.
Card l2- Causes EX (S) to -equal 0.
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iCard __jjj--Causes EY (S) to equal 1. Note that NTAB =1 does
not have to be entered because it was given on Card 10.
Card 16--This is the only cross section. Since there is
only one cross section, SCS does not have to be entered.
COPT=O then implies that V2 (S,V) =0 or Z (Y,X) =0.
Cards23 -30--These define the SL, SU, VL, and VU curves
shown in Figure 7.1 - 1.
The output from this case is shown in Figure 7.2-2.
This same wing could have been done by a somewhat
different procedure.
	 Namely the default axis and cross
sections could have been used initially and,
	 after
panelling, the entire component could have been rotated by
90 degrees and about the Z axis. If this were to be done,
cards 5 through 14 Would be deleted and a ROSS command and
appropriate data would be inserted after card 32 or 37.
7.3 TEST CASE N0. 3 - NASA^AMES 12. 192-by,-24.364 METER WIND
TUNNEL
cross section view of the right half	 of the
by-24 . 384 (40 1 x80 1 ) test section is shown in Figure
It can be described analytically as follows:
A-8: Z • (Y') = -6.096 for -6.096<Y1<0
B-C: r(e)	 6.096 for -90 degrees < 8 <90 degrees
C-D: Z • (y •) = 6.096 for 0 >Y' > 06.096.
The most accurate method of describing this geometry to
the program is to take advantage of the multiple segment
capability with the segments being the sections A-B, B -C,
and C- D. The V variable is y' in sections A-B and C-D and
is 0 in section B-C. The S variable is chosen to be X. The




I ZAXIS (S) = 0.
























Note that VU (S): may be less than VL(S) .
If the longitudinal extent of the portion of the tunnel




The input which implements the descriFtion just given
is shown in Figure 7.3-2. Comments on certain of the input
cards are given below:
Cards 4-5--Define YAXIS (S) as 6.096.
Card 6--Defines V2 as y'
_Card 10--NSEGVT is the total number of segments in the V
direction. NBPV = 3, 10, 3 causes 3 Panels in the first
segment (A-B) , 10 panels in the second segment (B-C) , and 3
Fanels in the third segment (C-D).
Card 23--Panels the first segment.	 3
Card 25--Defines V2 as 8.
--------_
Cards 28-29--Name the next - 
	 to be panelled.
Cards 36-37--Panel the second segment. Note that the VL'BC
command was not required for this segment.
Cards_4_ 48--Panel the third segment. Note that the VLBC
command7wa s not required for this segment and also it was
not necessary to give an SR11 command for IC =11 because V2	 a
is numerically the same as in the previous segment (even
though its basic definition has been changed by the CARY
command on card 38).
Cards 5 .3-56--Set all doublet singularity flags to type 2.
Cards 5'7-59--Set the doublet singularity flags along the
trailing edge to type 4. See Figure 6.1-1.
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The output from the program is shown in Figure 7.3-3.
.Figure 7.3-4 shows various views of the resultant panel
distributions, control points and shed wakes. Figure 7.3-5
shows the PLOTGM input that generated Figure 7.3-4.
7.4 TEST CASE NO. 4 - THIN .L SWEPT. UNCAMBEREDi_UNTWISTED
WINGW.ITH DIHEDRAL
Top and rear views of the subject wing are shown in
Figure 7.4-1.
The first step in t
90 degrees around the Z
shown in Figure 7.4-2.
and that S -X and V
cross sections which are
description are:
reating this wing is to rotate it by
axis. The resultant plan view is
Note the SL, SU, VL and VU curves
y' = Y.	 Also V2 = z' = Z.	 Two
sufficient to complete the geometry
V2 = z ' = 0 at S = 0
and
V2 = z' _ .5 at 5 = 2
After the wing is input to the program via the above
description, it is rotated by 90 degrees about the -Z axis
so that it conforms to Figure 7.4-1 and then it is rotated
by 45 degrees about the Y axis to put it at 45 degrees angle
of attack,. This final rotation is not necessary to obtain a
solution for the wing at 45 degrees angle of attack, but has
teen done for testing purposes.
A schematic of the vortex singularity model used for
this wing together with the doublet singularity flags is
shown in Figure 7.4-3.
The input deck for this case is shown in Figure 7.4-4.
Comments on some cards are given below:
Card 6--COPT=3 defines XAXIS (S) as being equal to -S.
Cards 7-10--These cards define the two cross sections.
Cards 28-29 --These cards rotate the wing so that the YAXIS 	 ais thespanwise direction.
Cards- 32-42--These cards define the doublet singularities
shown in Figure 7.4-3.
Card_44--LOG(13) is .TRUE. because the N1 vortex segments
for any given value of N2 are all of the same length and
parallel.
The output from the program is shown in Figure 7.4-5.
Figure 7.4-6 shows top and side views of the wing outline
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(dashed), panels, and shed wakes.






Figure 7.5-1 shows the choice of the S and V variables
and the y'-z' plane, which varies with S. Note that as S
varies, the origin of the y'-z"  plane remains fixed.
Therefore, it is necessary that
XAXIS (S) = YAXIS (S) = ZAXIS (S) = 0.
The variable PHI in this case is identical to S and the
-Y axis is the rotation axis of the cross section. Hence,
PHI (S) = S
EX (S) = 0
EY (S) = -1
EZ (S)	 0.
Also the variable V2 in this case is just the radius of the
sphere and is taken equal to 1.
Figure 7.5-2 shows the input deck for this case. _A
total of 5 panels are laid out in the S direction with S
varying from 1 to 90 degrees (i.e., only 1/4 of the sphere
is panelled). The panel corners occur at equal increments
in S. In the V direction 10 panels are laid out at equal
increments with the first corner points being moved back
from the nose (V	 0) , which is necessary for the sphere to
be modelled with doublet singularities. Type 19 and type 27
doublet singularities are selected due to the axisymmetry
(see Figure 6.1-1)	 Finally the component is rotated so
that the nose is on the negative X axis.
Figure 7.5-3 shows the output from POTGEM for this
case.
7.6 TEST CASE NO. _6_- TWO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL
The purpose of this test_ case is to show hoer -cross
sections of typical thick wings can be handled. The cross
section is decomposed into two segments. The first segment
u,s the lower surface startin at the trailiu a  a and
a
_	 9	 9	 g-_
ending at the nose. Th.e second segment is the upper surface
beginning at the nose and ending at the trailing edge. For
both cases the V-variable is X.
In both the first and second segments> the input data is
proportional to S,QRT (Y) near V = 0. The interpolation
routines provided in the program are not able to fit curves
to such data accurately. To overcome this difficulty one of
7-6
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the transformation capabilities of the program is invoked so
that the independent variable for interpolation is SQRT (V) .
in terms of this variable the input data is now linear near
V = U, and, therefore, interpolation is much more accurate.
See Section 3.1.4 for more details.
The program deals with three-dimensional bodies,
therefore the airfoil section is considered to be of unit
thickness and centered at the origin. Thus the S variable
is Y and SL(V)	 -.5 and SU(V) = .5. Also there is one
panel in the S direction.
The section is input as if it Were parallel to the Y-Z
plane and after the section is panelled, it is rotated so
that it is parallel to the X-Z plane. This is the typical
procedure that is followed for all wings when the usual
aerodynamicist's coordinate system is used.
The input deck for this case is shown in Figure 7.6-1
and the program output is shown in Figure 7.6-2. Specific
comments on the input deck are given below:
Card_6--COPT=6 specifies that the controlled deviation
interpolation method be used for interpolation within the
cross section. IOPT1 =1 specifies that the independent
variable for this interpolation will be SQRT(V) instead of
V.
Card 29--IOPT=6 gives, dense panels near the nose.
Cards 7 3-80--when modelling closed	 bodies with doublet
panels, -a hole must be left somewhere in the body. These
cards make the first panel null and thus the hole will be at
the trailing edge on the bottom surface. These cards also
define the remaining panels as type 32 (see Fig. 6. 1-1) .
Cards 81 -86--These cards create a null boundary condition
point at the null panel so that the resulting influence
matrices will be square.
Cards 89-95--In order to make the flow field two
dimensional, the wake vectors on the I1 = 1 edge must be
directed in the +Y direction while the vectors on the I,1 = 2
edge must be directed in the -Y direction.
Figure 7.6-3 shows the resulting corner point model of
this airfoil.	 n
7.7 TEST CASE NO. 7 - THIN WING WITH TwIST.L_CAMBER.L_ANU
it	
DIHEDFAI------- - ---- -
The purpose of this test	 case is to show how




The planform of the subject wing prior to the addition
cf the twist is shown in Figure 7.7-1. At Y = 0.0 the mean
camber line is Z/c = 0.0 Where c is the wing chord. At Y =
15.479 the camber line is the 'parabolic arc given by
Z/c = x (1-x)
where x is the linear function of X that is equal to 0.0 at
the leading edge and 1.0 at the trailing edge. At Y = 25.0
the camber line is derived from Table 7.7-1 by multiplying
the Z/c values by a factor of 12.0. Note that the table
entries extend beyond the leading edge. This is done in
c yder to control the interpolation near the leading edge.
Also it should be noted that between X = .2025 and X = 1.0
the camber line is exactly straight.	 At Y = 35.107 the
camber line is also derived from Table 7.7-1, only the
factor to be applied is 15.0. Between the given stations
the mean camber surface varies linearly with Y along the
dines x = constant.
The twist in degrees is equal to -.0097363*Y**2. The
twist center is the trailing edge of the wing and the twist
axis is everywhere parallel to the Y axis. The vertical
displacement of the trailing edge of the wiaq is given by
Z	 .25Y.
If the cross sections are initally chosen to be
parallel to the Y-Z plane, the above description of the
geometry can be accomodated by the following:
S = X
	YAXIS(S)	 Xte(Y)	 (Fig. 7.7-1)
ZAX.IS (S) _ . 25*S
PHI(S) _ -.0097636*S**2 l
EX (S) = 1
	
EY (S)	 0
YPSCAL(S) = c (Y)





In addition V2 will be the value of Z on the surface priioor
to adding in the twist or dihedral.
The wing is modelled with quadrilateral vortices.
These are placed in the typical manner chordwise and in both
the root segment and tip segment they are evenly spaced
spanwise. A wake is shed from the trailing edge and the
rearward half of the tip edge and trails bask at an angle of
10 :degrees.
This wing is -treated in a manner similar to test case
no. 4.	 The primary differences are the addition of camber
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and twist, the dihedral is handled somewhat differently, and
the presence of the break in the trailing edge creates the
need to assure that panel edges occur also at the break.
The input deck for this case is shown in Figure 7.7-2.
Specific comments on some of the cards are given below:
Card_35--COPT=6 and PARAM (1) = 0 cause the controlled
deviation interpolation method with linear interpolation in
the end intervals to be used for this cross section. Linear
interpolation in the last interval is ideal because the rear
portion of the camber line is exactly straight. Linear
interpolation near the leading edge would not be very good,
however, so the table has been extended beyond the leading
edge.
Card 42--The table (Cards 36-39) does not have to be .entered
again even though it was transformed by the previous
command. This is because the transformations are not done
cn the intermediate arrays (see subroutine SRFIN 1)
Card 68--Note that the SL (V) curve does not have to be
Entered for the second segment. This is because it is
identical to the SU(V) curve from the previous segment.
Cards 81i 84l_8 7t and 9 0--See Figure 6.6-1 for a schematic
of these vortex models.
The output from this case is shown in Figure 7..7-3.
Various views of the panels, boundary condition points, and
shed wakes are shown in Figure 7.7-4.
8 RELATED PROGRAMS
This chapter describes programs and subrcutines related
to POTGEM and Which are also available.
8.1 SUBROUTINE READGM
This subroutine	 reads a	 geometry	 file in	 a
straightforward manner.	 The principal drawbacks are that
all of the data on the file is read in whether necessary or
D-01 and the program does not supply the data defaults
discussed in Section 6.1.
8.2 SUBROUTINE RDGMA
This subroutine also reads in a geometry file. 	 it
differs from READGM on three counts.' First of all, it does
not read in any data that is not required. Secondly, if
some data is not available on the file, but is requested,
BDGMA will compute it according to established conventions
(see Section 6. 1) . Finally RDGMA packs all of the requested
data solidly into a single array and computes the addresses
of the individual arrays.	 Thus RDGMA is compatible With
calling programs using dynamic memory allocation.-
8.3 EDITGM
EDITGM is a separate program that can be used to i
manipulate POTFAN geometry files in various ways. It
operates in the same way that all POTFAN programs do.. That
is, it operates using commands as the basic form of logic
control. The commands in EDITGM allow geometry files to be
read in, printed out, edited, compared with other geometry
files, and, after editing, to be stored.	 Also, EDITGM can
to used to rotate, shift, and scale the component.
The EDIT command has been found to be very useful for
changing flags ((BCFLAG) and (DSFLAG)) and parts of the
introductory record that should have been entered with a
FINISH command but were not.
The PRINT command is another ` useful command. It is
frequently used to print out geometry file data that, for
whatever reason, was not printed out when`POTGEM was run.
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The ROSS command can be used to rotate, shift, and
scale the component. This command works in the identical
way that ROSS works in POTGEM.
The listing of EUITGM contains all of the necessary
instructions to run the program.
8.4 PLOTGM
PLOTGM is an independent and separate program that can
be used to graphically display a component described by any
FOTFAN geometry file. This display consists mainly of the
corner points connected by straight line segments in either
or both directions.	 Optionally the boundary condition
points, unit normals, unit wake vectors, and component
outline can be displayed.	 The display can be from any
viewing angle and to any desired scale.
PLOTGM is currently set up to run a Zeta plotter, but
can be easily converted to use a Calcomp plotter.
PLOTGM works on a command basis in the same way that
all other POTFBN programs do. These commands and all
necessary user instructions are contained in the PLOTGM
listing. PLOTGM was used to prepare figures for this
report. In some cases the input decks have been shown to
serve as examples since no separate documentation Will be




A--STAND_AHD'IZED FILE HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR POTFAN _PROGRAMS
Standardized FORTRAN procedures and subroutines for
opening and closing tiles have been developed to facilitate
using and coding POTFAN programs and the conversion of these
codes to different computer systems.
A.1 FILE CREATION
This section describes actions taken before and after
any POTFAN program attempts to write a POTFAN file.
Prior to writing any permanent file onto a unit, all
POTFAN programs call a system dependent subroutine as
follows:
CALL OPENw (NT,IFTYP,ID,IR)
If IR is not zero, then NT and ID are considered subroutine
inputs. NT is the logical unit number on which the file
will be written and ID is the file creation identifier,
which should also be the primary file identification number.
If IR is zero, then ID is nct considered a subroutine input
and NT is only the default unit number. In this case the
program reads in ID and NT from a card via 2I5 format. .If
the value of NT on the card is zero, the subroutine replaces
NT with the default value.
If the value of ID determined in either case is then
still zero and if it is possible on the computer system
being used,, the program will replace ID with the current
number on the identification number file and also update the
identification .number file.
In addition to NT, ID, and IR, IFTYP is also input to
the program. IFTYP defines the type of file being created
according to the following table:
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IFTYP	 TYPE OF FILE
	1 	 Geometry a








b	 Velocity at force sensing location of N1 segments 	
3
	7 	 Velocity at force sensing location of N2 segments
	
8	 Constraint function transformation matrix
	
9	 Zeta plot file
	












Once ID and NT have been determined, the program opens
(if possible on the system being used) the file for writing
using a file name determined from ID and IFTYP. On IBM
systems, opening a file consists of issuing a DDEF to the
operating system. On the INFONET UNIVAC 1108 system, an
EQUATE command is involved.	 This feature eliminates the
need for job control cards to handle files on those systems
for which FORTRAN programs can open .files.
The program then rewinds the file and writes a message
.indicating which unit has been opened and the value of ID
and IFTYP.
After the file has been opened and written upon, it is
released by calling another system dependent subroutine as
follows:
CALL ENDFIL (NT)
This subroutine writes an end-of-file mark on the unit
and (if required by the system being used), releases the
unit. The subroutine also writes a message indicating that
unit NT has been closed.
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A.2 FILE ACCESSING
This section describes actions taken before and after
any POTFAN program attempts to read any POTFAN file.
Prior to reading any permanent .file frcm a unit all
POTFAN programs call a system dependent subroutine as
follows.
CALL OPENR (NT, IF1YP, ID, IR)
If IR is not zero, then NT and ID are considered
subroutine inputs. NT is the logical unit number From which
the file is read and ID is the file access identifier, which
should also be the primary file identification number. If
IR is zero, then ID is not considered a subroutine input and
NT is only the default unit number. In this case, the
program reads in ID and NT from a card via 215 format. if
the value of NT on the card is zero, the subroutine replaces
NT with the default value.
In addition to NT, ID, and IR, IFTYP is also input to
the program. IFTYP defines the type of file being read
according to the table in the previous section.
once ID and NT have been determined, the program
attempts to open the file using a file name determined from
ID and IFTYP. The capability to open a file from a FURTRAN
program depends on the system being used. As explained in
the previous section, this may involve a DDEF or EQUATE
command and can eliminate the need for job ccntroi cards to
handle files.
The program rewinds the file and writes a message
indicating which unit has been opened and the value of ID
and IFTYP.
After control is .returned to the calling program and
the first record of the file has been read, all POTFAN
irograms check to see if the access identifier is equal to
the actual primary file identification number existing on
the first record.	 If not equal, the program writes an
informational diagnostic message and proceeds. This feature
is meant to be a helpful filekeeping technique for those
systems that do not permit automated file control.
After the -file has been read and there is no further
use for it, it is released by calling another system
A-3
jJ
dependent subroutine as follows:
CALK FILEND (NT)
i
This subroutine rewinds unit NT and (if required by the




E STANDARDIZED FORMAT OF POTFAN FILES
f A standard format has been developed for POTFAN files.
This format is applicable to all files except scratch files




	 1. to minimize the effects of changes in one POTFAN
segment on other POTFAN segments;
2. to allow a program to be developed (EDITPF) which
4	 can list and/or edit the contents of any POTFAN file;
and
I
3. to promote consistency among POTFAN programs.
Briefly, the standardized POTFAN .file consist of one or
more records. The first record is called the introductory
	
record and contains miscellaneous data including the primary 	 j
identification number, a title, and real, integer, and
logical parameters reflecting how the data on the remaining
records was calculated and/or how it is to be used. The
second and subsequent records generally contain the bulk of
the data and are called data records. The latter records
contain one or more arrays which are always either integer
or floating point numbers (i.e., integer and floating point
numbers are not mixed on a single record)	 A detailed
description is given below,
First Record (Introductory Record) i
i
This record is created
	
by an unformatted write
"	 statement such as the following:
WRITE (NT) NCTIME, (CTIME (N) ,N= 1, NCTIME) , NTITL,
# (TITL(N) ,N=1,NTITL) ,NRECS, (IFORM(N) , N =1,NRECS) ,
#NID, (ID (N) , N=1, NID) , _NLOG, -,(LOG (N) , N= 1, NLOG) ,
#NINT, (INT (N) , N=1,NINT), NFLT, (FLT (N) ,N=1,NFLT)
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The values of NCTIME, NRECS, NID, NLOG, NINT, and NFLT
are all at least one and can vary from file tc file even for
tiles of the same type (e.g. NINT may be different on two
different geometry files) . An explanation of these
variables is given below:
NCTIME	 Number of words in (CTIME)
(CTIME)	 Creation time in A4 alphanumeric format. whether
or not this array can be filled out depends on the 	 -
availability of a system dependent subroutine to
compute it. This array is used only as a
filekeeping aid. It is printed cut whenever a
file is created or read.
NTITL	 The number of words in (TITL)	 Generally NTITL is
a multiple of 20.
(TITL) Alphanumeric titling information (e.g. "Delta wing
with flaps"). This array is to .be written under a
format such as (lx, 20A4/) .
NRECS The number of records (including the first)
comprising the file. NRECS is also the number of
words in (IFORM) .
(IFORM) An integer array indicating the kind of numbers on
each record. A value of zero implies an integer
and a value of one implies a floating point
number. IFORM (1) has no significance.
NID	 The number of words in (ID)
(ID) Identification number array. If(NID) is the
primary file identification number. In order to
keep track of f Iles ID (NID) should be unique for
each file.	 This number is printed out whenever
the file is created or read.
NLOG	 The number of words in (LOG)
(LOG)	 An array of logical parameters
NINT	 Number of words- in (TNT)
(INT)	 An array of integer parameters
NFLT	 Number of words in (FLT)
(FLT) An array, of floating- point parameters. if the
remaining data on the fide is dependent on Mach




Second_and_Subsequent Records (Data Records)
The remaining records of POTFAN files= contain one or
more arrays. If the data record contains more than one
array, then all arrays on the record must, be of the same
type (i.e. either integers or real numbers, but not both)
and all arrays must have - the sage number of words. The
records also contain array dimensions (J1, J2, and J3) and
the total number of words in all arrays on the record (NW) .
Following are some examples of code used tc create data
records:
NW _ J1*J2*J3
WHITE(NT) J1,J2,J3,NW, (((A(I,J,K),I=1,J1) ,J=1,J2),K=1,J3)
J3 = 2
NW = J1*J2*J3
WRITE (NT) J1,J2,J3,NW, ((A (I,J) ,I=1,J1) , J=1,J2) ,




WRITE (NT) J1,J2,J3,NW, (A(I),I=1,NW)
J2	 3
J3	 1
NW = 3*J 1
WRITE (NT)- J1,J2,J3,NW, (A (I) ,I= 1,J 1) ,,(B (I) , I= 1,J 1) ,
# (C (I) , I=1,J1)
Note that in the above examples all dimensions with
multiple arrays Were written with the leftmost indices
varying most rapidly.	 This practice is always followed
unless it is strictly necessary to do otherwise.
No matter how a data record was created, it can be read
in by either of the following:
READ (NT) J 1,J2, J3, NW, (A (I) ,.I=1 ,NW)
' READ(NT) J1,J2,J3,NW,, (((A(:I•J,K),1=1,J1) ,J=1,J2),K=1,J3)
In the former case, the data is packed -solidly into core.





rJ3 or their maximum allowable values must have been
available in order to properly dimension (A) . Such a priori
knowledge is generally contained as elements of (INT) .
Different data records may contain data of different











A shorthand notation fcr referring tc arrays in the
internal and external documentation of POTFAN programs has
been developed. This notation is illustrated by the
following examples:
1
(A)	 This implies that A is an array.
(A (N))
	
	 This refers to all the words in (A) from 1
through N.
A (N)	 This refers only to the Nth word of (A) .
(A (I,J)) This refers to all the words in the doubly
dimensioned array A for which- the first_ index




	 This refers to the element in (A) for which
the first index is I and the second is J.
(A (I, J) ,J=3, K) This refers to the words of (A) for Which the
first index is I and the second index varies
from 3 to K.
(A (I,;*)) This refers to those elements of (A) for
which the first index varies from 1 to I and
the second index varies from 1 to some value





tTABLE 3 . 1.4- 1--The corresp,^,andence between IC and various
functions defining the surface














( PHI= O) *


















11	 V2 (V) . at S	 SCS (1)
(V2-1)
	




* denotes that this is the default function
Tables-1
TABLE 3.1.4-2--Current Valid Values of IOPT and the
corresponding Types of Function




1	 Linear interpolatica from the table
	
,,6,.
(XIN (NIN)) o (YIN (NIN) )
	




4	 y=YIN (1) =,constant
	




7	 y(x) determined by modified cubic
spline fit in subroutine CHVFT2
	-1	 y(x)	 Fourier series	 YIN(1) +
YIN (2) *COS (x) + YIN(3) *COS (2*x) +...
XIN (2) *SIN (x) + XIN (3) *SIN (2*x) + ...
	
-2	 y(x)	 power. series in z=x-PABAM (2)
XIN (1) +XIN (2) *z +XIN (3) *z**2 + ...
Tables- 2
TABLE 4.1-1. Subprogram Call Structure














GEOM POTGEM AREAS, CHORD 1, CHORD2
FREAD3,	 FSENS1, FSEN52,















tCPENW STORGM None 4
PANL2 GEOM GRID, SURFAS
POTGEM None GEOM, TIMEST
FRNTGM GEOM None
RDFLGS GEOM None
- RTSHFT GEOM TRANS
SETNN STORGM None
SETNRC GEOM N one
SPN1 GEOM None
S.PN2 GEOM None
SRFIN 1 GEOM TRAN 1,
i
TRAN2








SURFAS PANL2 INTRP3, TRAN 1,	 TRAN2,
TRANS
11MEST STORGM,	 PCTGEM None
TRANS RTSHFT,FROT,SURFAS None
















COM1 GEOM,	 GRID,	 PANL2
COM2 GEOM,	 PANL2
COM3 GEOM,	 PRNTGM, STORGM
COM4 GEOM, RTSHFT
CONST POTGEM,	 GEOM, CFLAG,	 CHORD1,	 CHORD2,	 CRYFT2,
. FILEND,	 FREAD3,	 GRID,	 INTRP3,	 CPENW,	 PRNTGM,




SRFDAT GEOM,	 SRFINI,	 SRFIN2,	 SRFSET,	 SURFAS'
TABLE 4.3-1 Logical Units Used by PO'TGEM
FORTRAN	 DEFAULT
VARIABLE	 LOGICAL UNIT DESCRIPTION 	 VALUE
NTCP
	









NTR	 Card input device	 5
TABLE 7.7-1 Values of the Mean Camber





















Z` ARBITRARY, PLANAR CROSS SECTION
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V-WISE GRID LINE	 VL(S)
(SSUVL, VSUVL)(SSLVL, VSLVL)	 (SGPVL(K1), VGPVL(K1))
S, K1	 3
E	 FIGURE 3.2.3-1. Definition of Various Quantities Required in the Calculation













	 0	 *.5	 +1	
3
XGPV
FIGURE 3.2.3-2. Determination of FS(Kl,K2) and FV(Kl,K2) from the Non-











FIGURE 3.2.3-3. Example of Nonuniform Network of Corner Point
(Connected by Line Segments) and Boundary
Condition Point (shown as dots) Grid Lines
Figures-l2
i FIGURE 4.1-1. POTGEM Program Subroutine Structure.
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FIGURE 6.1-1. Vortex Models Available in VVIM
Figures-14
DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL
















FIGURE 6.1-1. Vortex Models Available in VVIM (font'd).
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DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL
--►
 N2 ----► N2
19 20
N1 N1







FIGURE 6.1-1. Vortex Models Available in VVIM (Cont'd).
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iDSFLAG VORTEX MODEL DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL
ip	 N2 -- m N2
SAME AS DSFLAG = 23




--► N2 ----► N2
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DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL [DSFLAG VORTEX MODEL
N2 N2
31 SAME AS DSFLAG = 19 32
N1 N1
ip	N2 N2













TFS? CASE I ; WARREN 12 WING
WINO
































tTIME s 0 8 0 9 176	 02123358
ENTER BATCH
+TITLE









FILE I,G M .PNC/Lj85	 HAS BEEN OPENEn FOR WRITING ON UNIT 1
CREATION TIME : 0870 Q L76 	 02524105




TITLE : TEST CASE 1
	
W ARREN 12 WINO,
(LOG) s F F F F T F F F F F F T T F F F T F T F
(I N T) s	 0	 it	 5	 !0	 4	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 n(FLT) ~-	 ,70715000	 1;0000000	 70715000	 1:0000000	 1,0000000
.132 9 61 4 6Ew0,2	 0,	 0.	 0.
+PRINT
PRINTOUT DF GEOMETRY FILE DATA
TITLE : Tt,g1 C A SE I	 WARREN 12 WING
CREATION TIME s 0810 9 i?b	02124105
(IFdRM) s 110#!##'11!
FIGURE 7.1-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 1.
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4,	 0;	 II.2961 U6
(L p G)
0















13.2961460 r00i32p6 0; 0, 0.
PANF1 CURNFR P0108
I J X	 T,J) 01,J) 7670) S(7,eJ) V(T.J)
1 1 0642Q37 •00000000 0
Of
0. .0662938
1 x1972289 '1000000 ;1000000 ,19722893 1 43281641 x2000000 Or :2000000 ,3281641
h a 1 r4590993 x3000000 0' 3000000 ,4590993
5 1 x5900345 x4000000 0 .4000000 ,59003456 1 x7209697 (5000000 0' ,5000000 ,7209697
7 1 x8519049 x6000000 Or :6000000 ,85190498 1 x9828401 x1000000 0r 1000000 ,9828401
9 1 1	 1137T53 x8000000 0 .8000000 1,1137753
10 1 1x2447104 x9000000 0, X9000000 1;2447105
it i 113756457 1x0000000 Or 1;0000000 1,3756457
1 2' 13314688 .70000000 Or 0; °3314688
2, 2 r44472b4 t000000 0, .1000000 ,4447264
3 2 x5579841 x 2000000 o`, ; 2000000 , 5579841
4 2 x6712418 x3000000 0. '3000000 ,6712418
5 2 '7844995 x4000000 0' ;4000000 :IH44995
6 2 rA977572 .5000000 0' ;5000000 ,8977572
	
i
7 2 1x0110149 '6000Qo0 0. .6000000 1,0110149	 ]1
8 2 ix1242126 `7000000 0. 7000000 1;1242726
9 2 1 x 2375303 x 8000000 0; '8000000 1,2375303
10 2 tr3507880 x9000000 0; 9000000 1:3507880	 ------ a
11 2 1'4640457 1:0000000 0' 1`0000000 1,4640457
1 3 '5966437 .,0000000 Or 0; ,5966438
2 3 'b922239 '1000000 0. ,1000000 ,6922239
3 3 x7878041 x2000000 0` ;2000000 ,7878041
4 3 x8833843 x3000000 Or ;3000000 ,8833843
5 3 (9789645 4000000 of ;4000000 ,9789645
6 3 1' 074$447 'S000060 0` .,000000 1.0145447	 .-.-r--
7 3 Lr1701249 x6000000 0; .6000000 1,1101249
8 3 1x2657051 x7000000 0; ;70Q0o00 1,2657051
9 3 1x3612853 x8000000 0, ,8000000 1,3612853
10 3 1x4568654 9000000 0. ;9000000 t.n568655
FIGURE 7.1-3.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 1 (Cont'd).
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3
e `	 It 3 1'S5244S7 1,0000000 0' 1;0000000 1
1 4 x8618187 . 1 0001000 0. 0.
`	 2 4 79397214 !1000000 0'. 1000000
3 4 1 x0176241 x2000000 0'. ,2000000 1
1	 4 4 1^09SS268 x3000000 0` 3000000 1
5 4 1x1734295 x4000000 0. ,4000000 1
6 4 172513322 x5000000 0' 5000000 1
7 4 1v329234q 6000000 Of ;6000000 1
8 4 1'4071376 '7000000 0; `7000000 1
9 4 1r4850403 x8000000 0, ;8000000 1
10 4 1'5629430 19000000 0; '9000000 1
It 4 1x6408457 1r0000000 0` {00000001 1
1 5 1`0601000 0.0000000 0. 0. 1
91 5 1x125344S '1000000 0', ,1000000 1
3 S 1r 1899891 x2000000 0' ;2000000 1
4 5 1x2546337 x3000000 Ox 3000000 1
5 5 1r 3192783 x4000000 Or ;4000000 1
6 5 1.383922A x5000000 0. ;5000000 1
7 5 1'4485674 x6000000 0; ,6000000 1
E'	 8 5 1x5132120 x7000000 0, `7000000 1f	
9 5 1x5778565 x8000000 0' ;H000000 1
10 5 1'6425011 x9000000 0. 9000000 1
11 5 1i 7071457 1.0000000 0; 1.0000000 1
UNIT VELTORS ALON G WA KE ELEhENTS
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	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 1 (Cont'd).
Figures-25
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8OUNDAR Y CO NDITIO N POINTS
I J Imc(Iii) YRC(IrJ) zRc(IIJ) SBC(IxJ) VRC(trJ)

















5 1 r 7483152 4500000 0 , .1483152
6 1 `8104117 15500000 0 'S500000 ,9704111
7 1 /9925081 x6500000 0. ;6500000 9925081
8 1 111146045 17500000 0; ;7500000 1,1146046
9 1 1'2367010 '8500000 0' ;8500000 1,2367010	 ---^--
10 1 1x3587974 /9500000 0; ;950000 1,3587974
t 2 15162657 x0500000 0; ;0500000 ,5162651
2 2 '6206846 11500000 O' ,1500000 ,6206847
3 2 11251036 /2500000 0 x2500000 .7251036
4 2 x9295225 3500000 0. ,3500000 ^A29S225
5 2 f9339415 14500000 0, .9339415
6 2 110383604 /5500000 0. 'SS00000 1.0383604
7 2 1x1427194 /6500000 0; ;6500000 1.1421794
8 2 1x2471983 17500000 0; 7500000 t;2471983
9 2 1x3516172 18500000 01
x8500000 1,3516172
10 2 1'4560362 /9500000 0; `9500000 1,45603b2
1 3 x7726020• x0500000 0' x0500000 7726020
2 3 x8193434 .1800000 0; ;1500000 ,8593434
3 3 `94460848 `2500000 0: '2500000 ;9460848
a	 4 3 110328263 /3500000 0.. ;3500000 1',0328263
5 3 V105677 '4500000 0` 4500000 1I1Q5677
k'	 6 3 1'2063092 x5500000 0; 5500000 1:2063092
7 3 t'2930506 °6500000 0; ;6500000 t.2930506
8 3 1x3797920 7500000 0` x7500000 1;3791920
9 3 1x4665335 x8500000 0; ,8500000 1,4665335
10 3 1''S53R749 19500000 0' `9500000 1,5532749
1 4 1102893.82 0500000 0; ,0500000 1,0289382
2 4 1/0980021 x1500000 0 x1500000 1,0980022
3 4 111670661 12400000" 0. .2500000 1,1670661
4 4 12361300 13500000 0. ,3500000 1.2361300
I




jS 4 1' 3051940 ` 4500000
'
0r 4500000
6 4 1`3742519 5500000 0' x5500000
7 4 1.14433216 6500000 0
.
;6500000
8 u 1' S123RSS `7500000 0' ;7500000
9 4 1'5814497 (8500000 Or .8500000
10 4 1`6505137 9500000 Or ;9500000
f-,
UNIT NORM"1.S AND AREAS
I J uNxtj,J) UNYtIjJ) UNL(IsJ) DA(I#J)
1 1 0; .1,0000000 ;0256336











5 1 0' .1.0000000 '0]85626
^i 6 1 0' Of .1,0000000 .0167949
H 7 1 0' 0 .1.0000000 .0150271
Ki 8 1 of 0, '1.0000000 ,0132594
9 1 0 0` .1.0000000 ;0114916
10 1 0 0' .1.0000000 .0097239
1 2 0` 0 .1„0000000 0256336
t" 2 2 0` 0' .1.0000000 ;0238b59
3 2 0` Or .1,0000000 ;0220981
4 2 0' Or .1.0000000 '0203304
5 2 0` 0: .1,0000000 .0185626
6 ? O f 0' .1.0000000 .0167949
7 2
-0' 0' .1,0000000 .ot50271
8 2 Oi Or .i,0000000 0132594
9 2 or 0' .1,0000000 ;0114916
10 2 0f 0 .1.0000000 ;0097239
1 3 of 0, .1,0000000 ;0296336
2 3 0' 0 .1,0000000 .0238659
3 3 0' Of t,0000000 '.0220981
4 3 OT Or .1,0000000 '0203304
5 3 0f 0{ .1.0000000 '0]85626
6 3 0` Or .1,0000000 ;01.67949
7 3- 0' Of .1,0000000 0150271
8 3 Of 0' .1.0000000 ;0132594
9 3 0^ Or .1.0000000 0114916
10 3 Oi 0f .1.0000000 x0097239







FIGURE 7.1-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 1 (Cont'd).
Figures-27
I2	 4	 or 0, .1,0000000 0178998
3	 4	 of Or .1,0000000 .0165736
If	 p	 of 0r .1.0000000 `0152478
5	 u of 0; .1,0000000 .0139220
6	 4	 0' 0' .1,0000000 0125962
7	 a	 0
 0. .1,0000000 ;0112703
8	 a	 Ot 0. .1,0000000 ;0099445
9	 4	 Ot 0' .t,GQ00000 `0086187
10	 4	 of 0. .1,0000000 .00729.29
NTOP VFrTnRs
I	 J	 NTOPX(T ► J) NTOPYfl,J) NTOPXCT ► J)
UNAV ,AILAHLE
NBOT	 VFCTi)RS
I	 J	 W.OTX(T ► J) NROTY(I ► J) NHOTZ(T ► J)
UNAVAILABLE
VELOCITY	 ALONG NTOP VECTORS
I	 J	 6TOPfI ► J)
UNAVAILABLE
f	 VELOCITY	 ,L(ING NBOT VECTORS
II	 I	 J	 csAOT(IrJ)
UNAVAILAW E--
CORNFR'POINTS ALONG VL A ND VU EDGES
I	 XvLr(I) YVLCft) ZVLC(I) SVLcfl) VVLG(I) XVI)Ctt) YVt1C(I) ZVUt•fI)
1	 0 0, 0` 0; 0; 1;06070 .,00000
0.2	 ')i535 .10000 0, 10000 '13535 1'12534 ,10000
3	 127071 20000 0.
,
20 000: 27071 1r 18999 .20000 0.
'i	 4	 ► 40606 ,30000 0 ,30000 .40606 1.253 ;30000 0,













rS '54142 40000 0 40000 54142 1.31928 40000 0 40000 1.31928
6 '67677 ,50000 0i ;50000 '67677 1'38392 .50000 0, ,50000 1'3839?
7 18 213 .60000 01 .60000 •81213 1144857 ,60000 0, 060000 1,44857
8 , 94748 MOO 0` .70000 '94748 1,. -,1321 70000 0, , 7000'0 1,S1321
9 1F08284 80000 O1 80000 1.08284  57786 ,80000 0. .80000 1,$7786
10 V21819 ,90000 0• .90000 1121819 t'b4250 .90000 0, ,90000 1.64250
11 I"353%5 1;00000 0;, 1;00000 !.35355 1_70715 1;00000 0, 1,00000 1,70715
i
BOUNDARY POINTS ALONG VL	 AND V0 EDGES
I XVL4(T) YVLB ( I)	 Z',LB ( I) SVLail) VVLB ( I) XVUB ( I) YVUB(I) ZVUB(I) SVUB ( I) VVUB ( I) COR02 ( I) SPAN1(I)
1 'Ob8 ,050 0 '050 068 1093 .050 0, 0050 1,093 1.025 .100
2 f203 ;150 0A 1150 •203 1,1S8 ISO 0, ,150 )	 158 6955 ,100
3 1338 ,2SO 0; •250 ;338 1'222 1250 0, ,250 1;222 ,881 ,t00
4 '414
,35p 0._ r350 1474 1;287 x350 0, ,3SO 1;287 ,813 ,100
5 'boa 450 0 450 bp9 1'352 X450 0. ,450 1.352 0143 .100
b "744 ;550 0; •550 ;744 1;416 r5SO 0, ,550 1:,416 ,677 ,100
7 1880 ,650 0, 1650 '880 1;481 `650 0, ,650 1!481 ,b01_ ,100
8 1'015 750 0 1750 1.015 1,546 X750 O. ,Iso i;,a4o 0530 ,300
9 111'+1 ,850 0, .50 1,151 1,610 ,850 0. .850 1	 610 0460 ,100
10 1'2H6 ,950 0'. ;950 1;286 1675 .950 0, ,950 1675 0589 ,100
CORNER POINTS A L ON G SL	 AND SU'EDGES
XSLr ( 1) YSLC ( I) ZSLC ( I) SSLC ( I) VSLC ( 1) XSUC ( I) YSUG ( I) ZSUr ( 1) SSt1C(I) vSUC(I)
1 'Ob67.q •.00000 0. 0; 106629 1'37565 1;00000 0, 1,00000 1,37565
? ;33147 .,00000 0; 0;, 133147 1146405 1;00000 0, 1,00000 1,46405
3 'SQ664 ..00000 0' 0' 159664 1.55?45 1.00000 0, 1;00000 T.55245
4 18hi8? ..00000 0. 0. •86182 1164085 1,00000 0, 1,00000 1.64085
5 !;0.,1±70 .•00000 0, 0, ..Ob070 1;70715 .;00000 0, 1,00000 1,70715
BO(JNDARY'POINTS ALONG SL AND SU EDGES
1 XbLp ( T) YSLo j I)	 ZSLB ( I) SShB ( I) VSLB ( I) XSl1B ( I) YSUB ( I) ZSUB ( i) SSUS C I) VSUB ( I) CORD1 ( I) SPAN2(I)
1 ;199 .,000 0, 0' t99 1;420 1;000 0. 1,000 1;420 1,000 ,265
2 ;464 .,000 0. 01 ;464 1;508 1000 0, 1.000 1.SOS 1.000 .265
3 l7p9 .,000 0. Or x729 1.597 1;000 0, 1.000 1.597 1.000 .265
4 994 .,000 0. 0, ,994 1,685 1;000 0. 1.000 1,685 1.000 .199
i
FORCE SENSI N G LOCATIONS TN N1.DIRECTION
b	 ^,----




t J *Sift. J) YS1(T,J) ZS1(t,J)
1 1 '1317613 0500000 0,
2 1 `2626965 ' 1500000 0.
3 1 '3936317 '2500000 0.
4 1 '5245669 '3500000 0'.
5 1 '6555021 `4500000 0',
6 '1 '7864373 {5500000
0.
7 7 '9173725 `6500000 0;
8 1 1'0483077 x7500000 0;
9 -1 111792428 `8500000 0,	
-^1 ,0 1 1 r 3101780 `9500000 0.
1 2 ' 3880976 '0,500000 0.
2 '2 '5013553 1500000 0.
3 2 '6146t30 2S00000 0:
4 2 '7278707 x3500000 0
5 2 '8411284 `4500000 0x,
6 2 9543860 `5500000 0,	




9 2 12941591 '8500000 0.
10 2 1'4074168 '9500000 0;
1 3 '6444338 `0500000 0.
2 3 '7400140 411500000 0
3 3 '8355942 '2500000 0;
4 3 '9311744 `3500000 0,
5 3 1'0267$46 4500000 0r
6 3 1'1223348 x5500000 0.
7 3 1_2179150 X6500000 0,
8 3 1.3134452 7500000 0.
9 3 1'4040753 '8500000 0
10 3 t^5046555 '9500000 0,
1 4 9007701 0500000 0,
2 4 c9786728 1500000 0:
3 4 1' 0565754 ' 2500000 0,
•'	 4 4 1'1344781 3500000 Ot
5 4 1' Z723808 ' 4500000 0. 
6 4 1`2902-S35 5500000 0'.
7 u 13681862 .6500000 0._I'	 8 4 1' 4460889 '7S00000 0,
9 4 1x5239916 x8500000 0.
10 4 1.6018943 9500000 0,
FIGURE 7.1-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 1	 (Cont'd).
Figures-30
Ste..
1	 5 1' 0930223	 ;0S000000 0^
2	 5 1r 1576668	 1500000 0.
3	 5 1	 2223114	 .2S00000 0.
4	 5 1'2869560	 ;3500000 0
5	 5 1'35160054500000 0t
t 6	 5 1 4162451	 X5500000 0.
7	 5 1 4608697	 '6500000 0;
8	 5 1'5455342	 "7500000 0J
9	 5 1/6101788	 '8S00000 0;
j 10	 5 1r67482349500000 or
FORCE SEN$TNG LOCATIONS IN N2 .01RECTI'ON











FIGURE 7.1-4. Planview of POTGEM Test Case 1.
i	 I	 I	 I _	 r--,^-
T RUE
THIS IS THE PLOTGM RUN TO PLOT THE PLANFORM VIEW OF
GEOMETRY TEST CASE 1 (WARREN 12 WING) .
THIS VIEW INCLUDES THE PANELS, OUTLINE, AND
UNIT WAKE VECTORS.
THE SCALE IS SET TO PLOT THE SEMISPAN (1.0 UNITS)






$DATA YOFF=2, XSCALE=.05, YSCALE=.05 ItEND
OUTL INE
$DATA I PEN=4, 4 $END
WAKES
tDATA hlAKECM=7,ARRWCM = 0.7 LEND
TITS F









	 IC s ?.00P T =2 	%END
9,_ SllT









16, t T„CRVI IC= Ii,C(1PTs0 TENfi	 —
17. n',EGM€NTS









-DATA	 InPTSv z n	 LEND
26 4 !DATA
	
I0PTSVs1 iNTAE1SV41,VAR2SVs1 . 0	 LEND
27. VL
29, ,DATA	 NT AH SV 8 2,VAp 1SV*O.,I.,V AR2SV=0.,1.3535457	 sENn
29. VLk
;o. (DATA V A R ? S V = 1.0b01,1.7R71457 $M)
31 •F ^ PAN,
32. ,DATA	 RS1cT	 $ENO





















39, sDATA LOG(12) s T,T,INT(I ) s1, INT ( 10) s 1,FLT(1 ) s , 7 0 7 1 5 ,FLT( 5 ) n 1.r0..0, IiEND
40, STOPF
41, :DATA IDs? REND
42, PWTN1
43, 4DATA PRINTs18*T 3ENp
44, STfIP







i4	 POTFAN GEOMETRY PROGRAM. VERSTON t;3
'	 sssssssssesrsssaassssssssssssssssssas
TIME : O K i0 9 /16	 02124123
ENTER BATCH
*TITLE























FIL E G,GM.PNC /I Ili$	 HAS BEEN OP E NED FOR WRITING ON UNIT t
:I	 CREATION TTF A F = 0 8 /0 9 /7 6 	02124134
CREATIO N (IF GEOMETRY FILE
I:I	 ............0............
fII
`I	 TITLE s TEeT EASE 2
	 wARREN 12 WING
^j
(LOG) w F F F F I F F F F F F T T F F F T F I F
PINT)- =	 A	 11	 S	 10	 u	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0








(FL11 • .70715000 1.0000000 :707)4998 1:0000000 1,0000000
6 13296146E.0? 0; 0. 0.
♦PRINT
PRINTOUT (IF GEOMETRY FILE DATA
TITLE • Tt 4ql	 CAST 2 . WARRFN 12 WING
CREATION TTME s 08109/76 02124134
(IFORM) a	 1t01111itl(L0)















13 29614b0 j0013296 0'. 0. 0.
PANEL. CORNEk POINTS
I J wfl,J) Y(Ird) l(TrJ) S (IrJ) V(TIJ)
1 1 10662937 010000000 0` 0' .0662938
2 1 (1972289 71000000 0. .1000000 ;1972289
3 1 x3201641 j2000000 0 2000000 .3291641
4 1 F4S90993 x3000000 0. .3000000 ,4570993
5 1"- 15900345 J4000000 0; .4000000 .5900345
6 1 (7209697 x5000000 o'. `5000000 .7209697
7 1 '8519049 6000000 0' x6000000 ;8519049
A f (9828401 7000000 0. .1000000 .9828401
9 t Ir1137753 It 8000000 0 ` ;8000000 1.1137753
10 1 1 2447104 x9000000 0. .9000000 1,2441105
11 1 113756457 1`0000000 0. 1',0000000 1.3756457
1 2 {3314608 0000000 0` 0; ,3314688
2 2 4447264 71000000 0^ 1000000 ,4447264
3 2 1S579641 2000000 0; ;2000000 .557984t
4 2 16712418 73000000 0 `,3000000 .6112418
f	 5 2 7644995 4000000 0^ '4000000 .7844995






1.12427268 2 1x1242726' x7000000 x7000000
9 2 tx2375303 x8000000 Or 8000000 t,2315303
10 2 113507880 j9000000 0; x9000000 1. 35o 7880
Il 2 1x4640457 1.0000000 0. 1.0000000 104640457












1 3 '5966437 0000000 0, ;59664SA
2 3 x6922239 1000000 0; x100000 6922239
3 3 '7878041 x2000000 0' .2000000 ;7878041	 r
4 3 18633843 x3000000 Ox '3000000 ,8833043
5 3 x9789645 x4000000 Ox F4000000 9789645
6 3 f"0745447 x5000000 0; x5000000 1;0745447
7 3 1'1701249 x6000000 0" x6000000 1.1701249
8 3 112657051 x7000000 Ox x7000000
x8000000
1.,26570S1
9 3 1"3612853 x8000000 0 1.3612853
10 3 9x4568654 x9000000 0 '9000000 1,4568655
It 3 1'5524457 1x0000000 0; 1,0000000 1,5524457
1 4 18618187 0.0000000 0, 0 ;8618188
2 4 x9397214 11000000 0; X1000000 ;9397214
3 4 1"0176241 x2000000 0; x2000000 1.0176241
4 4 1"0955268 x3000000 0'
x
3000000 1,0955268
5 4 "1	 9734295 x 4000000 0
x 4000000 t^1734295	
-----
6 4 tx2SJ 3322 xS000000 0r x5000000 1.25%3322
7 4 1/32922349 x6000000 0"
x
x6000000 1,3292349
e 4 f4071376f	 b 7000000 0. x7000000 t:4071376
9 4 11,4850403 8000000 0; ;8000000 1,48:50403
10 4 1"5629430 x9000000 0; 9000000 1;5629430
11 4 !"64084.57 1f 0000000 0; 1x0000000 1.6408457
1 5 1,0607000 .10000000 0, 0x 10607000
2 5 1x1253445 11000000 0' ,1000000 !,1253446
3 S 1x1899891 x2000000 0. ;2000000 1,189989%
4 5 1'2546337 3000000 0'. .3000000 1,2546337
5 5 1'3192783 '4000000 0' '4000000 103192183
6 5 1"38397228
x 5000000 0; x5000000 1,3839228
7 5 1"4485674 x6000000 b; .600000 184485674
8 5 f"5t32120 "7000000 o" 1;5132120
9 5 1"5778565 x8000000 Ox 8000000 t;5778S65
10 5 1x642501% x9000000 0; x9000000 1.6425011
it 5 1.7071457 1.0000000 0; 1;0000000 1,7071457
UNIT VECTORS ALONG WAKE ELEMENTS
I J uVwxtyr J) UVWY(I,J) UYWz(Irj)
UNAVAILABLE





















i n	 1 3(1
1	 2	 3n
2	 2	 3n






























SOURCE 6INO ULARITY FGAS S
I J SSFt AC,	 J)
UNAVAILABLE
9UIJNDAWY CONDITION POINTS
I J vRc(I,J) YBC(I#J) zs3Ct1fJ) SBC(IvJ) YSC(I.J)	 —
a 1 1 12599295 0500000 0; ;0500000 ;2599295
2 1 3820259 •1500000 0' 1500000 :3820259
3 1 15041223 •2500000 0. ;2500000 ,5041224
4 1 ' 6262188 '3%00000 0' ;3500000 ,6262188
5 1 7483152 •4500000 0• ;4500000 ,7483152
6 1 •8704117 •5500000 Or 5500000 .8704117
7 1 9925081 6500000 0t 6500000 ;9925081
A 1 1.1146045 •7500000 0; 7500000 1,1146046
9 1 1'2367010 +8500000 0, ;8500000 1.2361010
10 1 1'3587074 9500000 0r X9500000 1;3581974
f` 1 2 :5162657 •0500000 0; ;0500000 ;5162657
2 2 '6206846 '1500000 0" 1500000 .6206847
3 2 .1251036 X2500000 0; ;2500000 ,7251Q36
4 2 '8295225 3500000 0: ,3500000 .8295225
h' 5 2 .9339415 .4500000 0; '4500000 ;9339415
6 2 1'0393604 '5500000 0' '5500000 1,0383604
1 2 1'1427794 •6500000 0, {6500000 1:1421794
7 8 2 1 2471983 .7500000 0, ,1500000 1;2471983
9 2 1'3516172 '8500000 0' '8500000 1,3516172	 {
10 2 1'4560362 •9500000 0; 19500000 1,4560362
1 3 •7726020 ^OS00000 0, ;0500000 7726020
2 3 •8593434 1500000 0. ;1500000 .8593434
3 3 '9460848 '2500000 0; 2500000 09460848
4 3 1:0329263 ;3500000 0, ,3500000 ).0328263
a




5 3 tt 195677 '4500000 0' '4500000 1,1195677
b 3 tr2063092 x5500000 0. .5500000 1,2063092
7 3 1'2930506 x6500000 0, ,6500000 1,?930506
8 3 1'3797Q20 x 7500000 0, 1,3797920
q 3 i14665335 x 4500000 0, r8S00000 1,46b5335
10 3 rl:55327µ9 ,4500000
r
0. .9500000 1;5532749
1 4 1'-0289382 '0500000 0' OS00000 1,0289382
2. 4 1x0980021 x1500000 Or :1500000 1;0980022
4	 3 4 1r167066t '2500000 Or ;2500000 -1,1670661
4 4 t"23(11300 x3500000 0, ;3500000 t,2361300
5 4 111051940 :4500000 0; 4500000 1;3051940
6 4 1`3742579 '5500000 0; ;5500000 1,3742579
`	 7 4 tr4433218 {6500000 0' 6500000 1,4433219
8 4 1 x 51?3858 '7500000 0. ;75000001_`5123858
9 4 1'5R14µ97 s@500000 0; .8900000 1,5814491
10 4 1 ^b505t37 :9500000 0. ;9500000 1,6505137
i
UNIT NUk Mri
. S	 AND AREASI J kNXfI#J) UNY(TOJ) UN7_0Pj) DA(I/J)
1' 1 0' 0` .1,0000000 ;0256356
2 1 0x Ox .1,0000000 ,0238659
3 1 OF 0r .1,0000000 0220981
4 1 0x Ox .1,0000000 .0203304
5 1 Or 0 .1,0000000 .0185bab
6 1 0' 0" .1.0000000 `0167949
7 1 0 0. .1,0000000 .0150271
F	 8 1 0' 0; 1`0132594
9 1 0r 0x .1,0000000 01149tb
10 1 0r 0* .1,0000000 ;0097239
1 2 of 0r .t,000O000 025633b
2 2 Or 0. .1,0000000 .0238659
3 2 0' 0' .1,0000000 0220981
4 2 0x Ox .1,0000000 x0203304
5 2 0' Or .1.0000000 ;0185626
6 2 or 0x .1.0000000 ^O1b7949
7 2 0` Or -1.0000000 ,0150271
8 2 Or 0r .1,0000000 0132594
9 2 of Or .1,0000000 ;01149t6
10 2 of Ox n t,00000OO 0097239
1 3 Or 0; . 1,0000000 . 0256336






.1 , 0000000 02341659
.1,0000000 0220981
4	 3	 0♦ 0; .1,0000000 ;0203304
5	 3	 Oi 0' .1,0000000 7,0185b?b
6	 3	 0^ 0{ .1,0000000 0167949
7	 3	 Or Orr .1,0000000 x0150271A	 3
	 0 r 0 .1,0000000 ;01.32594
9	 3	 0' 0; .1,0000000 ;0114916
10	 3	 OT 0' .1,0000000 ;0097239
1	 4	 Or 0; .1,0000000 ;0192252
2	 4	 Or 0' .1,0000000 ;0178994
3	 4	 Or Or .1,0000000 '01657;b
4	 4	 Or 0. .1,0000000 ;0152478
5	 4	 0r O` .1,0000000 `0139220
6	 4	 0' 0; .1,0000000 ;0125962
7	 4	 Or O .1,0000006 ,0112101
H	 4	 Or Or .1,0000000 ,0099445
9	 4	 Or O: .1,0000000 ,0086187
10	 µ	 0. 0; .1,0000000 ;0072929
y
NTOP VFCTPR8
I	 J	 NTOPX(T,J) NTOPY*I.J) NTOPZCTrJ)
ONAVAIIARLF
NBOT VEC7nR
I	 J	 N,01X(IoJ') NHOTY(I.J) NHOTI(Isj )
UNAVAILABLE
w VELOCITY	 ALuNG NTOP VECTORS
T	 J	 t)TOP(T,J)
tfNAVAILABLE
_ VELOCITY' ALONG N90T VECTORS
I	 J	 DHO7(T,J)




CORNER POINTS AL ONG VL AND VU EDGES
XJ r ( 1) YVLC(I) ZVLC(I) SVLCri) VVLr ( I) XVUC ( il YVUC ( I) ZVjiC ( I) ;Vlfc ( I) VVIFC(I)
1 of 0. 0' 0; 0; 1;06070 ..00000 0. 0, 1.06070
2 '13S35 10000 0' .10000 13535 1.12534 .t0000 0 10000 1.12534
3 121071 .20000 0'^ '20000 27071 1`18999 .P000O 0. .?0000 1.18999
4 140606 .30000 Or .30000 .40606 1.25463 .30000 0. .30000 1.25463
5 '54142 .40000 0' ;40000 '_541 2 1;31928 ;40000 0. ,40000 t.31928
6 '67677 . 50000 0` '.50000 67677 1`3839?_ .50000 0. .50000 1.38392
7 I8i213 60000 Or .60000 ,81213 1'44857 .60000 0 hOOOO 1.44851
8 '94748 ,70000 0. ,70000 94748 1 51321 .70000 0. .70000 1.51321
9 1'OH28U- ,80000 0 ;p0000 1'08284 157786 .80000 0. .80000 1.57786
to 1'2iAi9 .00000 Or .90000 1.21819 164250 ,90000 0. .90000 1.64250





BO UNDAR Y POINTS JlON G VL AND VU FDGFS
c
I XVLFz ( i) VVL'B ( Il	 ZVLB ( I) SYL8 ( I) VVLR ( I) XVUB ( i) YVUg(I) 2Vi18(Il S VU B ( I) VVUH ( I) CnRn2(1) SPAN1(I)
} 1 '0t,8 .050 0'. :050 .068 1.093 ;050 0, ,050 1.093 1.025 .100
C
`
2 '?h3 ,ISO Or x150 x203 1.158 ,150 0. .150 1.158 0455 .100
3 1338 ,250 0. .250 ,338 1;222 .250
350
0, 0250 1.222 0818q
6813
0100
3 4 414 .350 0. ;350 .4741 1,287 0. .350 1.287 ,100
5 ' 6()9 ,450 0. 450 '609 1.352 '450 0. .450 1;352 4743 .100
6 '744 .550 0, {550 7414 1.416 ,550 0. ,550 1.416 .02 .100
7 '8N0 .650 0, x650 X880 1,,481 -X650 0. 0650 1.481 .601 .100
8 I^Ots ,750 0, 1750 1x015 1.546 750 0. .750 1,546 .530 .100
9 1"151 ,850 0. .850 1,151 1,610 .850 0. .850 10610 0460 .100
10 li?146 ,950 0. ;950 1286 1;675 .950 0. .950 1.675 .369 .100
CORN ER POINTS ALONG SL AND SU EDGES
I XSLr( 1) YSLC' ( 0 ISLr (l) SSLC ( i) VSLr(I) XSUCfI) YSUC(I) ?Sur ( I) 5SHCr1) VStir(I)
1 106629 ..00000 0. 0'. 106629 1'37565 1.00000 0. 1;00000 1,37565
2 '3'4147 .,00000 0. 0; '33141 1`46405 1.00000 0. 1.00000 1.46405
3 (59664 -.00000 0. 0; x59664 1'S5245 1.00000 0. 1,00000 1.55245
u ^8h182 .,000oO 0; 0, ;86182 164085 1,00000 0. 1.00000 1.64085
j 5 1'06070 ..00000 0. 0; 1.06070 1,10715 1;00000 0. 1.00000 1,70715
FIGURE 7.2-2. Output for POTGEM Test Case 2 (Cont d).
Figures-43
VSUB ( I) CORD1 (1) 	SP.AN2(I)
1;420 1.000 ,265
1,50 8 1.000 .2b5
1597 1,000 ,265
1.685 1,000 0199
BOUNDARY POINTS ALONG SL AND SU EDOES
I xSL;,(I)	 YSLm c l) Mod)	 SSL9 ( I) VSLs ( I) xSUB ( I)	 YSUB ( I) E5U8 ( I)	 SSUBM
1 ,199	 .,000 0,	 0' 199 1.420 1,000 0.	 1.000
Z 464	 .,000 0,	 0r
1464
1 508 1R000 0,	 1,000
3 ;7?9
	
.,000 0.	 0 ;729 1:597 1,000 0.	 1,000
4 1994
	 .,000 0,	 0. ;994 1,685 1,000 0.	 1,000
FORCE SENSING I. 00AT T ONS IN N1 •DIRECTION'
I .St(TtJ) YSt(T#J) ZSt(T#J)
1 1' 1317613 '0500000 0.
2 1 2626965 x1500000 0^
3 1 x3936317 2500000 0,
4 1 x5245669 x3500000 0'
j	 5 1 655so2i 4SO0000 0^
Or6 1 '1864373 5500000
7 1 "9173725 6500000 O
A 1 VO483077 7500000 0,
9 1 1r17Q2428 x8500000 0'
10 t 1r3101780 x9500000 0;
f	 1 2 ?3880976 x0500000P, 0'
f	 2 2 f50135S3 1500000 0
[	 3	 '2 6146130 x2500000 0;
I	 4 2 x7238707 x3500000 0;j	 5	 -2 8411284 '4500000 0
f	 b 2 Ir95438 0 P5500000 0^,
7 2 1.0676437 x6500000 0:
8 2 111809014 x7500000 0;
9 2 1f294159t x8500000 0.
10 2 1'4074168 '9500000 0,
t	
1 3 6444338 x0500000 0,
2 3 r7400140 x1500000- O:
3 3 '8355942 '2500000 0`
4 3 ^g311744 ;3500000 0;
5 3 1`0267546 4500000 0",
6 3 11223348 5500000 0:
7 3 112119150 ' 6500000 0^
8 3 V WIA952 : 7500000 0,
9 3 114090753 '8500000 0.
to 3 I'SOWS5 x9500000 0
1	 '4 9007701 ;0500000 0,
FIGURE 7.2-2. Output for POTGEM Test Case 2 (Cont'd).
Figures-44
2	 4	 '9786728 1500000 0.
3	 4	 1x0565754 x2500000 0,
4	 4	 1x1344781 3500000 0,
5	 4	 1	 2123808 4SO0000 0,







9	 4	 115239916 '8500000 0;
10	 4	 1/6018943 9500000 0,
1	 5	 110930223 0500000 0;
2	 5	 111S76668 x1500000 0.
u







Cr1 6	 5	 114162451 x5500000 0,C'	 `_'
Ulra4`






9	 5	 1x6101788 x8500000 0,
t0	 5	 106748234 .9500000 0',
FORCE SENSING LOCATIONS	 IN N2 •DIR!_CTION














3. TEST CASE 3
	
40 9 80 WIND TUNNEL
Skj
5.





a, 4TNCRVI	 IC s 11,VAN2s .b.096	 t,F.Nn
9, nsEC+HENTS
10. ?DATA NBPSe3,N5EGVTs3,NHPVs3,10,3 $FND
11. Vi.RC
s
12. OATA -SEND	 3
13. SL HC
s	 1449 ?DATA SEND
t	
1s. SL	
l16. :DATA VAR25Vs•10,	 sFNn
18. DATA VAR25Vs 20.	 REND
19, VL













	 IC s 11,VAR2 s6,096 	 REND
28. SF GMENT




33,. TDATA	 VAR2SVs.90,	 SEND34. VLk




FIGURE 7.3-2_.	 Input for POTGEM Test Case 3.
I'
Figures-47
	E	 37._	 zDATA SEND
3$r	 C+RY
39.	 g} GMFNT




44. 3DATA VAR2SV80. SEND
45. VU
46 0 	4DATA VAR25Vs.6.0 g6 SEND
47.	 PANI


































TIME s 0849 / 76	 02924158
ENTER BATCH
+TITLE






































FILE 3,G M.PNC /LIRS HAS BEE N OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT	 1
CREATInN TIME c 06/09/76 02125410
C R EA T ION OF GEOMETRY FILp
TITLE
	
v TEST CASE	 3 . 40 X 90 WIND TUNNEL
r'	 (LOG)` n or r F F T F F F f F' F F F F F F T F f f(I N T)	 = 0	 4	 17 3	 16	 p 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0
(FLT)	 = 917.93457 0; of 0, 1,0000000	 0,	 0;	 442;04416
0 44204415E.01 0: 0. 0..
}PRINT
PRINTOU OF GEOMETRY FILE DATA
TITLE a TEST-CASE-3 .	 40	 X 80 WINO TUNNEL
CREATION'TIPE s 08/09/76 02125810
(IFORM) z	 110111111
(ID)	 s 3(LOG)	 c F F F F 
	
F F F
 F F 'F F F F - T F 	 F(INT)
	
s 0	 4	 17 3	 16	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 n
(FLT) 	 • 937934S700 0; 0, 0 1;0000000	 0;	 0,
r 442',0441600 '0442044 0, 0; 0,
PANEL CORNER POINTS
T	 J x(T•J) Y(T,J) Z(t,J) SrI,JI V(T,J)
1	 1 •10,0000000 or .6`0960000 910,0000000 .6 0960000
2	 1 •.0000001 0^ .6,0960000 .,0000001 .6,0960000
3	 1 30'-0000000 Or .6,0960000	 _ 10,0000000 •b 0960000
4	 1 00,4000000 Oi .6,0060000 20;0000000 .6090000.
1	 2 .19,0000000 2x-0320000 .6,0960000 .10,0000000 .40640000
2	 2 0000001 2 0$20000 .6,0960000 .,0000001 .4 0640000
3	 2 1050000400 2x0320000 .6,0960000 10,0000000 •4;0640000
4	 2 20'0000000 2r 0320000-._ .6,0960000 20,0000000 0 ,0640000—^
1	 3 .10,0000000 410640000 .6,0960000 .10,0000000 .2;0320000
2	 3 0000001 4x0640000 .6,0960000 .,0000001 .2,0320000
3	 3 100000000 4,0640000 .6,0960000 10;0000000 •2,0320000






4 3 ?0'0000000 4'0640000 .610960000 20,0000000 .2.0320000
1 4 .10.0000000 60960000 .6,0960000 .10.0000000 .90.0000000
2 4 0.0000001 6x 0960000 .6,0960000 0,0000001 •90.0000000
5 4 1010000000 6r 0960000 .6.0960000 10.0000000 .90.0000000
4 4 f"010000000 6x0960000 .6,0960000 20,0000000 •90.0000000
1 5 .10,0000000 7{9797674 .5,7976404 .10,0000000 .72.0000010
2 5 0000001 7{9797674 X5,7976404 .,0000001 •12,0000010
3 S 1.-0000000 7;9797674 .5,7976404 10,0000000 -12.0000010
4 5 'W0000000 7'9797674 .5,7976404 20.0000000 .72.0000010
1 6 .10.0000000 96791390 .4,9317675 .10,0000000 .54.0000010
2 6 0000001 9:6791390 .4,9317675 .,0000001 .54.0000010
I 6 100000000 9.6791390 .4.9317675 10,OOD0000 •54.0000010
4 6 .e'0000000 9;6791390 .4,9317675 20,0000000 .54.0000010
I'	 1 7 .10.0000000 11,0277670 .3,5831389 .10,0000000 .3h.0000010
2 7 0000001 110?77670 ,.3,5831389 .,0000001 .36;0000010
3 7 1010000000 11.0277670 13,5831389 10.0000000 .36.0000010
4 7 0j0000000 11'0277670 .3,5831389 20,0000000 .56.0000010
1 8 .1000000000 11x8936400 .1,8831677 .10.0000000 .18,0000010
2 8 0000001 11x8936400 .1,8851677 .10000001 .18,0000010
3 8 tOt0000D00 11.8936400 .1,8837677 10,0000000 .18.0000010
4 8 90'0000000 11;8936400 .t,883?677 20,0000000 .18 0000010
1 9 010.0000000 12	 1920000 .,0000002 010,0000000 .,0000014
2 9 . 0000001 12,1420000 0,0000002 090000001 .,0000014
3 9 t070000D00 12	 1920000 .,0000002 10;0000000 .,0000014
4 9 .^Or0000000 12x1920000 .,0000002 20.0000000 .,0000014
1 10 .10,0000000 11.8936410 1,8837673 .10,0000000 17.9999980
2
`
f0 0000001 11;0936410 1,8837673 .,0000001 17 9999980
3 10 10,0000000 11x8936410 1'8837673 10;0000000 17,9999980
4 10 20.0000000 11.8Q36410 1;8837673 26;0000000 17,9999960
1 It -10.0000000 11'0277680 1 5831386 .10.0000000 35 9999980
2 11 . 0000001 150271680 3-P5831386 .,0000001 35.9999980
3 11 1410000000 It r 0277680 3x5831386 10,0000000 35,9999980
4 1100000000 11.0277680 3;5831386 20.0000000 35,9999980
1 12 .10,0000000 9, 6791390 49317673 01040000000 51,9999910
2 12 + 0000001 9{6791390 4 9317673 0.0000001 53,9999970
3 12 1070000000 9x6791390 4'9317673 10'0000000 53.9999970
4 12 ?0.0000000 9x6791390 4.9317673 20,0000000 53;9999970
1 13 .!0.0000000 79791679 5.7976403 01000000000 71.9999970
2 13 ..0000001 7'9797679 5;7976403 .,0000001 71.9999970
`	 3 13 10'0000000 7'9797679 5`7976403 10,0000000 71.9999970
4 13 '70.0000000 7;9797679 5,7976403 20;0000000 71.9999970
i
FIGURE 7.3-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 3 (Cont'd).
Figures-51
kt






3 t 4 10 60960000 10,0000000 0.
4 t4 20'0000000 6 0960000 6;0960000 20;0000000 0.
1 15 .10,0000000 40640000 6,0960000 .10,0000000 .2,0319999
2 15 .,0000001 40640000 6.0960000 .,0000001 .2.0319999
3 15 10'0000000 4`0640000 60960000 10.0000000 .?.0319999
4 15 200000000 4'0640000 6;0960000 20,0000000 .2,0319999
1 16 .10.0000000 2/0320001 6,0960000 .10,0000000 .4.0639999
2 16 .,0000001 210320001 6;0960000 .,0000001 .4.0639999
3 16 1010000000 210320001 6'0960000 10.0000000 .4,0639999
4 16 20_`0000000 21 0320001 6;0960000 20,0000000 .4,0639999
1 17 .10,0000000 0 6;0960000 .10,0000000 .6. 0960000
2 17 a 0000001 01 6.0960000 .,0000001 .60960000
3 17 1; 0000000 Os 6`0960000 t0,0000000 +6.0960000
4' 17 ^POr0000000 0^ 60960000 20,0000000 .6 ,0960000
UNIT 'VECTORS ALGNG WAKE ELEMFNTS
















FIGURE 7.3-3.	 Output for POTGEM 'Test Case 3 (Cont'd).
Figures-52
r




Z J •tAc(IIJ) YMC(IiJ) zHC0# J) SRC(IrJ) VPC(IrJ)
I 1 5.0000000 1;0160000 .6.0960000 .5,0000000 .5,0199999
2 1 51-0000000 1,0160000 .6.0960000 5,0000000 .5.0799999
3 1 15'_0000000 1`0160000 .6.0960000 15,0000000 +5;0799999
1 2 `5 0000000 3r.480000 .6,0960000 .5.0000000 .3.0480000
7 2 510000000 3.0480000 .600960000 5;0000000 .5,0480000
3 2 15'000-0000 3'0480000 .6,0960000 15;0000000 13,0480000
1 3 ;,5,0000000 5 0799999 .6.0960000 .5,0000000 .1	 0160001[	 2 3 510000000 5.0799999 .6,0960000 5;0000000 .1,0160001





~ 0000000 7,0496244 .6,0209481 .5,0000000 .81,0000010
2 4 10000000 7,0496244 .6,0209481 5,0000000 .81,0000010
3 4- 15,0000000 7,0496244 .6,0209481 t5,0000000 .81.0000010
1 5 5,0000000 8;8635260 .5,4315757 .5.0000000 .63,0000010
2 5 5'0000000 8,8635260 .5,4315757 5,0000000 .63,0000010
3 5 15-0000000 818635260 .5,4315751 15.0000000 .63,0000010
1 6 .5,0(100000 10;4065230 .4,3105229 .5,0000000 .45,0000010
? 6 510000000 10;4065230 .4.3105224 5,0000000 .45.0000010
3 6 15,0000000 10;4065230 .4,3105229 15.0000000 .45,0000010
1 7 ,,500000000 11,5275760 .2,7675262 .5,0000000 .27,0000010
2 7 5'0000000 11`5275760 .2,7675262 5.0000000 .27,0000010
3 7 15"0000000 11.5275760 .2,7675262 15.0000000 .27.0000010
1 8 -5.0000000 121164480 .,9ri36245 .5.0000000 .9,.0000000
? 8 S10000000 12` 1169480 .,9 ,,4i?45 5;0000000 .9,00000003 8 15,0000000 t211b94R0 .,9516245 15,0000040 .9,0000000
1 9 .5.0000000 12 11694R ,9536241 .5,0000000 8,9999970
2 9 5'0000000 12,11b94F10 4536241 5.0000000 8,9999970
3 9 15;0000000 121169480 ,9536241 15,0000000 8,9999970
1 10 '5 0000000 11.5275760 2,7675257 .5,0000000 26.9999970
2 10 510000000 11.5275760 2.7615257 5,0000000 26.9999970
3 10 1570000000 It 5275760 2.7675257 15,0000000 26.9999910
t 11 5 0000000 '0.4065230 4,3105226 .5.0000000 44.9999970
2I 510000000 °406523010 4;3105226 5.0000000 44.9999970
3 it 1570000000 10.4065230 4.3105226 15,0000000 44;9999970
FIGURE 7.3-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 3 (Copt'd).
Figures-54
r1 12 .5 0000000 8'8635260 5;4315755 .5.0000000 62.9999910
2 12 57 0000000 8lp863S260 54315755 5,0000000 62.9999970
3 '12 15;0000000 8r 8635260 5.43157S5 15.0000000 62.9999910
1 13 .5.0000000 7i 0496248 6.0209480 .5.0000000 80,9999970
2 13 5'0000000 7 ' 0496248 6'0209480 5;0000000 80.9999970
3 13 15P0000000 7 
.0 0496248 6.0209480 15.0000000 80.9999970
1 14 .5.0000000 510800000 6.0960000 .5,0000000 .1.0160000
2 14 5'0000000 5r 0800000 6.0960000 5;0000000 .1.0160000
3 14 1510000000 5f 0 800000 6;0960000 15;0000000 .1.0160000
r	 115 5 0000000 3.00480000 6 0960000 .5.0000000 .3.0480000
2 15 ^570000000 3.09480000 610960000 5;0000000 .3.0480000
3 15 15.0000000 3r 0480000 6;0960000 15;0000000 .3.0480000
1 16 _5 0000000 10160001 6;0960000 .5,0000000 .5.0799999
2 16 =00000005 10160001 6`0960000 5,0000000 .5.0799999
3 16 15.00000000 1r 0160001 6;0960000 15;0000000 .5.0799999
[	 UNIT NORMAL$ AND AREAS
I J ONx(10) UNY(IrJ) UNZ ( I#J) DA(1rJ)
1 1 0' 0` 1.0000000 20;3200000
2 ! 0. Or 1;0000000 20.3200000
3 1 0.0 Or 1 .0000000 20P3200000
1 2 of
0r 1.0000000 20.3199990
2 2 0^ 0r 1	 0000000 ?0;3199990
3 2 Or 0.0 110000000 20'3200000
1 3 0' 0r 1 .00000000 20;3200000
2 3 Or Or 1.0000000 20,3200000
3 3 or 0: 1;0000000 20'3200010
1 4 0. ..1563943 9876947 19;0724880
2 4	 - 0' ..1563943 ,9876947 19.0724880
3 4 0r ..1563943 .9876947 19,0724860
1 5 Or ..4539258 '8910395 19',0724900
2 5 Or ..4539258 8910395 19'0724900
3 5 0r .,4539258 8910395 190724900
1 6 0. .,7071068 .7071068 19;0724880
2 6 or .,7071068 `1071068 19`0720880
3 6 Or .7071068 .07071068 19;0724890
1 7 of .,8910684 ;4538691 19;0724890
1	
2 7 of ..8g10684 4538691
.04538691
19'0724890
19.07249003 7 of .,8910684
1 g 0 ..9877067 ;tS63166 19; 0720890






0' ..9877067 1563186 19'0724890
3 8 or .,9877067 x1563186 19}0724900
1 9 of ..9877075 ..1563132 19x0724880
2 9 of .19877075 ..1563132 19.0724880
3 9 0' ,.99877076 ..1563132 19,0724880
1 10 0^ ..8910684 .,4538691 19'0724890
2 19 0s ..8910684 ..4538691 19.0724890
3 10 Or ..8910684 09 4536691 19;0724900
1 11 0r ..7073870 ..7068265 19.0724880
2 It 0; 007073870 .,1068265 19'0724880
19;07248903 11 Or .7073870 ..7068265
1 12 or ,4539216 ..8910416 19' 0724890
2 t2 of .',4539216 ..8910416 19x0724890
3 t2 0; ..4539216 .18910416 19.0724900
1 13 0' ..1563943 ..9876947 "072494019
2. 13- 0r ..1563943 ..9876947 19x0724940
3 13 0` ..]563943 ..9876947 19.0724940
1 14 of 0 .1,0000000 20-3t99990
2 14 Or 0' .1.0000000 20.3199990
3 14 0' Or .1.0000000 20;32.00000
1 15 0f Or .1.0000000 20`3199990
2 l5 0^ Or .110000000 20;3199990
3 15 0 0. 11.0000000 20.3200000
1 16 Of 0. 01,0000000 20;3200000
2 16 0' 0` .1.0000000 20'3200000
3 16 0. 0. .1.0000000 20.3200010
NTOP VEtTr.Rs
I J NTOPX(TiJ) NTOPY(1.J) NTOPZ(TrJ)
UNAVAILAyLF
NBOT VFC7OPS
i J N,.OTX(103) Nr40TYj1.J) NSOTZ(1rJ)
UNAVAIL'AgLE
VELOCITY h LONG NTOP VQTORS













POINTS ALONG VL AND V{1
xvLr (0 	 VVLC( I)
EDGES
MEW SVLC ( I) VVLG ( 1) xVUCfI) YYtIc(I) 7VtJC(I) SVUC fI) VVUC(1)	 `-
1 .10,00000 0. .6,09b00 .10,00000 .6,09600 010,00000 0; 6.09600	 010,30000 .b.09boo
2 .100000 0. .6.09600 .800000 .6,09600 .,00000 0; 6.09600 .,00000 .6,04600
3> 10'00000 0, .6,09600 10.00000 .6,09600 10:00000 0. 6,09600 10.00000 .6.09600
f'(L	 4
i
20'00000 0. .6.09600 20.00000 .6,09600 20'.00000 0, 6.09600 20.00000 .6,04600
i
AOIJNnARY POINT'S ALOG VL AND VU EDGES
i xvLA W YVLH,(I)	 7VLy(l) SVLH(I) VVLm(l) xVUS(I) MIM I) Mig (1)	 SVIJy(I) VVU R (I) CoRn2(I) SPANI(T)
1 054000 0,	 .6,096 .S,000 .6,096 .5,000 0* 6,096	 .5.000	 .6,09b 0. 0,







0.3 15lo00 0.	 .6,096 15,000 .6.096 15,000 0,
rORNER POINTS ALONG SL AND Ski
X 5lr( I)' 	 YSL ( ^1)
EDGES
ZSLC^I) SSL.C ( I1 VSLc. ( 1) x5UGi1) YSUC ( 1) ZStJC ( I) SSUc ( 1) V5Ut(1)
.10.00000 01 .6,09600 7 1-0.00000 .6,09600 20;00000 0. .6.09600 20.00000 .6,09600
2 .10,00000 2,03200 .6,09600 .10.00000 .4.06400 20,00000 2,03200 .6,09600 20.00000 .4,06400
3 .10-.00000 4.06400 .6,09600 .10,00000 .2,03200 20x00000 4.06400 06,09600 20.00000 .2.03200
4 .10,00000 6.09600 .6.09600 .10,00000 .90.00000 -	 20 = 00000 6.09600 .6.09600 20.00000 .90.00000
5 .10.00000 7,97977 .5,79764 . 10.00000 .72 , 00000 PO 00000 7.97977 .5,79764 20,00000 . 72.00000
6 .10.00000 9167914 .4,93171 .10.00000 .54.00000 20x00000 9,61914 .4,93177 20.00000 .54,00000
7 .10.00000 11.02777 .3.58314 .10,00000 .36,00000 20x00000 11.02177 .3.58314 20,00000 .36,00000
8- .10.00000 11,89364 .1.86377 .10,00000 .18.00000 20 00000 11,89364 .1.88377 20.00000 .18.00000
9 .10,00000 12119200 :.00000 010,00000 ..00000 20x00000 12.19200 ..00000 20.00000 0,00000
to .10,00000 11x89364 t	 66377 - 10,00000 18100000 20 00000 11;69364 1,88377 20;00000 18,00000
11 .10.00000 11.02717 3.58314 .10.00000 36.00000 20.00000 11'.02777 3.58314 20.00000 36.00000
12 .10,00000 4.67914' 4.93117 .10,00000 54 00000 20'00000 9,67914- 4093177 20.00000 54,00000
13 .10.O0000 7.97977 5.79764 .10,00000 72;00000 20.00000 7.97917 5.79764 20,00000 72.00000
FIGURE 7.3-3.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 3 (Copt'd).
Figures-57
1 4 .10.00000 6009600	 6,09600	 .10,00000 0; 20'00000 6,09600	 6,09600 20.00000 0.
15 .10.00000 4;06400 6.09600 .10,00000 .2 03200 20.00000 4.06400	 6.09600 20,00000 .2,03200	
^-16 .10.00000 2 03200 6.09600 .10,00000 .4,06400 20,00000 2,.03200	 6.09600 20,.00000 .4,06400
17 .10.00000 0; 6,00600 .10;,00000 .6,09600 20.00000 0. 6,09600 20,00000 .6,09600
BOUNDAR Y POINTS ALONG SL AND SO EDGES
I Y5Ln ( 1) Y SLBil l ZSLR '(I)' SSLBM VSLB ( I) XSUR ( 1) YSOR ( I) Mg (I) SSUB(`I) VS U B(l) CORnI ( I) SNAN2(I)
1 .10,000 1,016 .6,096 .10,000 .5.080 20.000 1'016 .6,-096 20,000 .5,080 0, 0.
2 .10,000 30048 _.6,096 .10,000 .3,048 20.000 37048 .6.096 20,000 .3,048 0. 0.
3
-.10.000 5,080 .6.096' .10 000 .1 ,016 20,.000 5'o80 .6,096 20,000 .11016 0. 0,
4 7,050 .6 .021.02 .10!000 .81`,000 20,000 7t 050 .0,9021 20,000 .81,000 0, 0.
5 .10,000 8.864 .5.432 .10.000 .63,000 20;000 0.8b4 .5,032 20,000 .63,000 0. 0,
6 010,000 10,407 .4.311. .10,000 .45,000 20;000 1,0'407 049311 20,000 .05,000 0, 0.
7 .10,00o It.-,28 -2,768 .10.000 .27.000 207000 itf529 .?.,168 20,000 .27,000 0. 0.
8 .10,000 12,117 .9s4 .10,000 .9,000 20,000 12,117 :,9s0 20.000 .9,000 0. 0,
9
.10.00o 12,117 0954 .10,000 9;000 20.000 12'117 ,954 20;000 `x.000 0. 0.
10 .10,000 11;528 2.768 .10 000 27 000 20;000 117528 2,768 20,000 27;000 0. 0.
11 .10.000 10;407 4,311' .10,400 45;000 201000 10.407 4.311 20,000 05 000 0. 0.
12 .10.000 8'864 5,432 .10,000 63;000 20.000 8'664 5.452 20,000 63.000 0. 0.
13 .10,000 7 050 6.021 .10,000 81;000 20.000 1 050 6,021 20,000 81.000 0. 0,
14 010.000 5,080 6.496 .10,000 .1.016 20.000 5.080 6.096 20.000 .1.016 0. 0.
1S .10,000 3,048 6.096- .10,000 .3.048 20.000 3;048 6.096 e0,000 .3.048 0. 0.
16 .10.000 1.016 6.096 .10,000 .5,080 20.000 1.016 6,096 20,000 .50080 0. 0.
FoRCF SENSING LOCATIONS IN NI-DIRECTION
I J	 XSt(TrJ) V51(TrJ) 15.1(10J)
UNAVAILARI.E
FORCE SENSING LOCATIONS IN N2.DIRECTION


















FIGURE 7.3-4(c). Oblique View of POTGEM Test Case 3.
Figures-61
lT RUE
THIS IS A PLOTGM RUN TO PLOT AN X-Y VIEW, Y-Z VIEW, AND
ORL I OUE VIEW OF A SAMPLE PANELLING ARRANGEMENT ON THE
NASA AMES 12.2 M. BY 24.2 M. (40X80) V I INn TUNNEL.
THE PANEL ARRANGEMENT TO BE PLOTTED IS THAT PPODUCED -BY
POTGEM TEST CASE 3 AS DESCRIBER IN NASA TM-X 73,127,
"NASA AMES POTENTIAL FLOW ANALYSIS (POTGEM) GEOMETRY
PROGRAM (POTGEM). VERSION 1."
READ IN THE GEOMETRY FILE
REA D
3
INITIALIZE THE PLOTTER FOR AN OFFL INE PLOT AT 15
CHARACTERS PER SECOND.
THE PLOTTER DIRECTIVES 14ILL BE STORED ON FILE , 3
 . PT FOP LATER
PLOTT INC. THE FILE WILL BE CREATED BY WRITES 'ro UNIT R.
IPLOT
15	 3	 8
PLOT THE PLAN VIEW (X-Y VIEW) 10 CM. TO THE
RIGHT AND 10 CM. ABOVE THE CURRENT PEN LOCATION.
PL OT
$DATA YOFF = 10,XOFF = 10,XSCALE = I.O,YSCALE=1.0 LEND
NOW PLOT THE CONTROL POINTS. THESE WILL
SHOW UP AS DOTS.
PBCP









$DATA WAKECM=5.0,ARRWCM= .75 $-END
ENTER TITLE AND PLOT IT.
RT ITLE
NASA AMES 40X80 TUNNEL
PT ITLE
$DATA XT ITLE = 10,YT ITLE= 5,HE IrHT=.762 LEND
NOVI POT THE FRONT VIEW (Y-Z_ V IE14).
PAGE




FINALLY, PLOT AN OBL IOUE VIEW OF THE TUNNEL,
PAGE





















/ Thin, Swept, Uncambered, Untwisted Wing with Dihedral 	
.




























3. TFS1 CASE a .- THIN,	 SWEPT,	 UNCAMBERED,
	














8, :1 NCRV1	 IC9i1,CDPTsO,SCSsO,
	 SEND
1 9. Sid I♦ P
10. cINCRVI	 ICt 12, N T AH s Ip VAR2(1)s0,5,COPTmIPSCSs2 SEND
11 , n4EGHENTS
12. ,DATA	 NRPSCI)s2,NRPV(i)s2 SEND
13. VI HG





E _ 17. SL
is' 'DATA IDPTSVsn SEND
- 19, S (k
20. LDATA	 IDPT5Vs 1. N TA8SVs1,VAR2SV(1)s2 SEND2'I. Vt
22. tnATA NTARSV82i VAR I SV( I ) s q .2r V AR2SVf l )s 0,0, 5 SENo
23. Vtk^
24. .DATA	 VAR2SV(1) 9 2,1.5	 xENn
25. GRI
f 26. PnNj
27. ;DATA NSIsT,RS2 = T	 SEND
28 r Rr^SS
k 29, * DATA EAXIS ( I)s0,0,•I,PHls9O
	 ffiENU
30. R'SS































7.4-4. Input for POTGEM Test Case 4 (Concluded).
Figures-68
}' PUTFAN LE mM TRY PRO(, RAM. 	VERSION	 1-.3
I^ M ssss^ssssssassssssxssssssssssssss^as
TI M E =	 UN/n r+llfi t;17¢;4:214
ENTH-	 HAT[ i+
+TIT' E












s G6 I (t
NSEGS c NSFrV	 t	 NBPS(NSEGSj n?	 NHPV(NSEGV)	 o	 2
Xr,PVt t.	 r
-I.O000	 0^ I.000p




Xt, p Vity	 z
-.boon	 ."Ont1


















FILL	 q . 6 M -F- r,,/I iHF 	 HAS 14EEN OPENEn FOR	 WRITING O N UNIT	 t
CkFATlce fi i1°^	 :	 AK/d 9 ' ^7ti	 nit3ut	 ^1
UNII
	 ) F,-DI TtlD	 AND	 FtF.	 EASEn
CRFt 101 t!F	 (- f0MFT4Y	 F	 LF
............ ...........1
TI TL{	 s tF^-T f4SF	 U	 -.	 Tk;Ik,	 SwF p f.	 U NCAM HERFI),	 VNTW15TELI WINn	 wITH nI Nto pm
ti.(Ir,) r	 P	 F	 F	 T	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 F	 T	 F	 F	 F	 t	 IF	 I	 T
fi N Tl	 = n	 s-	 3	 Z	 2	 0	 0	 0	 n	 1	 0	 0 n
(FIT)




."6e,02440F.OP	 0	 0.	 0.
+P R I #^v
PRINTO01 : • F 	 fit OMF TNY	 F ILF	 D& TA
TITt E	 - TIF ST	 cacF	 ra	 --	 THirt e	SwEPT^	 [INCAMHE R ED.	 UNTWISTF0	 WIt;G	 MITM nIHEOWIl
Ctt E AT! " N tL+-F	 r 08104 / Tb 	 01:34124
(IFCiF^MI =	 T1`^1111L11I
E FIGURE 7.4-5.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 4 (Cont'd).
Figures-70
0.	 0;	 86.6025x0
MG6,) s P F F F T F F F f F F F 1 r€ F I F.i Y
(I N T) e	 0	 3	 3	 2	 2	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0
(FLI) :	 3.0000000
	 2,0000000	 1,0606601	 2,0000000	 1.0000000	 0,	 0,
86.6025400	 10086603	 0.	 0,	 o,
PM4*t CUN^4r - POINTri
T	 J	 kr1rJ)	 YrT ,J) 	7(TrJ1	 S(Tr.1)	 V(1'J)




2 1	 '480,11sq	 1,0000000
	
.,13?SH75	 1,0000000	 r437S000









	 1.01 #34"0	 1'0000000
	
bb29186	 1,0000000	 1,1875000




















UNIT VECT ;Pt, ALnN t• W AKF EIEMENIS
1	 J	 vwx(I0J)	 11vwrfl,J1	 t1Vw1(T.JI
HNAVAit ktil b
HOUNOW lJ1NDI7 Il1N FL At;S 	 Q




00(Jti,fT 5114G111 Ak1TV iiA69
	
'^ ► 	 1





	 FIGURE 7.4-5. Output for POTGEM Test Case '4 (Cont'd).
Figures-71






I	 J	 ;+C(7rj) YkC(1iJ) 1FsC71rJ]
1	 i	 '6408155 15000000 .,4b40388
2	 1	 ' 8617liba 1 5000000 .,3314563
i	 ?	 V 2595339 '5000000 .1,0827S7d
2	 Z	 1^ 30372.111 1,5000000 ..,77339430
ONI1	 NO R M4( ;;	 AND
	
AR	 Ab
' TNX(T,J1 !iNY(Tr,l) tIN/rl,J1
1	 l	 ..^hh599uS ;2u25'SS6 ^.r6B5994;
7	 1	 -	 -,b A5Y9a5 242+35b .,6659943
1	 2	 .,6h59943 .21325356 .,(3859943
?	 r'	 .,685494.1 121125356 .,hHS9943
G- NTOP VFr T .w)
T	 J	 N((iPX(T,J) NTOPY(T,J) NTUP7(7,J)
(lNAVA (LAk1 E
NHOT VFC T • R,,
I	 J	 N^ nlX(I,J) Nsa0TY(I,J) '-,117lfT,J)
UNAVAILFB' E




j' t)NAVA IL A61,
















VFLOrIT Y eLt,NC	 NRU'T	 VECIORS
I	 d t^tznT(TrJ)`
UNAVAILA fit E
COHNFR POINTS	 At (IN(	 VL	 ANU	 Vt)	 Fr)(.FS `—	 --
I xLLrrI1	 YvL(-r1)	 7VLrr1) SVLCfII VVIr(I) xv,irrII YV,trfII MicrI) SVI]CO) VVII(;(1)
1 of	 0.	 0. 0, 0; i ; a 1411 ., 00000 .1 . 4 1 4 21 0. 200000
7 '3`355	 1.00000	 ;00000 1.00000 25000 1.41421 1;00000 .J.000bb 1.00000 1.75000
`,	 5 '70711	 2.00000	 '00000 ?;00000 ,40000 1;41021 7,,00000 ..70111 ?,00000 1.50000
HOUNOAR Y F O I NT S	 ALON G 	 V1_	 A NI)	 VI:	 EUGE'i
I xvL!	 (1)
	
VV1Ffr1)	 ZVI Iifl)	 5VL-RrI) VVLR(I) VVHri(I} YVUgrt) ivI'tarl)	 SVUSI, I	 VVUHrt) LrtbtnirI SPANI(I)
t 't"/7	
.400	 ,000	 '-5<i0 ;125 1	 414 ,SOD .1.x31 .500	 1 ALI I.c^37 1.000
2 '5^0
	
1,500	 0,	 a'S00 375 1.414 t."00 ..88n 1.500	 t.h25 ,ANa 1.000
r COHNFW POIN T S	 ALONG	 SL	 04 1)	 ') U	 F!)(+ES
T k`I ''rI)	 YSI (`fI ) 	ISi rrI) SSt r(II BSI rr	 ) x511rrII Ys'Irtl) 7SUr(I) SSilr(1) V	 Ur(I 1 	1
'11(,78	 ..00000	 .,17h78 0. 25000 79550 2.00000 .108839 2 00000 ,hesoo
2 -Pti3RA	 ..ou000	 -.88188 0, 1;250o0 1 14905 2,00000 ..4419'4 2.00000 1.12500
1'41421
	
.,00000	 .1.4t421 0. P.00000 I;4t42t 2,00000 .1701tt 2.00000 1.40000
H(ItINDAHY t'f)INTS	 At 	 Sl	 AND	 SO	 EDGES
T x	 I	 ())	 YSLw(1)	 )'St	 I)	 SSI- P. I)	 VSLR(tI xSUN(1) YSIiu(j) 75111:(I)	 SSIi)i(I)	 VSI)E,(I) CORUI(I I)
1 5,0
	
.,000	 .,S30	 Q? P972' 2,000 ..2b'^ 2.000	
875 2.000 .707
a 1'237	 .,non	 .1,237	 Or 1;7fit) l,32n x'000 .,htW 2.000	 1,315 2.000 ,530
i
FORCE $ENI,I N G	 LOCATIO N S	 IN	 NI-DIRECTION
T	 J T 91 (70 j )	 YSI(Tfj) 151t1,J)
1	 1 1 331 4 Sb3	 ;5000000 ..t54679b a
2	 t `6u08155	 1:5000000 ..11041454
^"_—_
i	 2 4501701	 5000000 .,7733480
2	 2 1;0!+27572	 1;5000000 .,,SS2427?









3	 1!u1p2135	 1x5000046	 ..8838835
FURCF SE N.-Tr•,G I QcaTInNS TM N2- D1RErT1W4
T	 J	 <S?fT J)	 VS7(TPJ)	 152fI.J)
	
1 1	 .5303501	 ..0000000	 .,5303301
	
2 1"	 751300q	 1;0000000	 ., 917,176
	
3 1	 9722716	 2.0000000	 .,,)brjbS0
1	 2	 1;237436K	 ..0000000	 .,1,?S743b#4
	
2 2	 1'2810310	 110004000	 ..928077h
	
























































21, DATA	 IOPTSVwO	 MENU
22. ; VL.
' 23. 4DATA SEND
24. SU
25, iDATA
	 IOPTSV s 1,NTAHSVs1.VAR2SV(t)=90	 TEND	 1
26. Vu


















TIME	 =	 0;0 1 +17h	 07134:57
I WEk BATI rI
+TITLE






















FILF	 5,!•b =<P 	 f:iLIi T	 HAS	 FiEEN	 t)PfNEO	 F()k	 W RITING	 ON	 UNi t
	 	 ^
CREATIO N 	 tT_F	 08/09/76	 07S14159
F, CREATION	 11F	 rFnMFTRY	 FTLa
................. i
TITLE	 x	 IEmT CASE	 4 «.	 SPHERE	 WITH S	 THE CIRClIMtFERENTTAL	 VANIANtE
rLOG)	 =	 I	 r:	 F	 F	 T	 F	 F IF	 F	 F	 F	 T	 F F F	 F	 T	 F	 F f 19
FIGURE 7.5-3.




(I LT)	 * b	 L1 5	 10	 p 0	 0	 A i	 i	 0 4
(FLT)	 a
1
3,1415927 1,0000000 1.0000000 1:0000000 1.0000000
	
0,	 0;	 25.Ob6294
.25066283E-02 0. 0', 0.
♦PRINT







WITH S THE CIRCUHFERENT1AL VARIABLE
CREATION Tt^f	 a 08109176 07:3415"7
(IFORM) :	 1t^tt1111(ID)	 _,
tL 061 s c F I *	 I	 F	 F f F F F	 T F F F F T F F F
(I N T)'a n	 6	 11 5	 1Q	 0 0	 0	 0 1	 1
(F1 T)	 S 3,1415927 110000000 1.0000000 1;0000000 1,0000000	 0.
?S.0h62830 !002506b 0, 0. 0.
PAN f 1 CURHEw Ptll*tTS
T	 J x(T,J) v(T,J) Z(TfJ) S(Tri) V(T,J)
'	 1	 1 ..19969173 •;0000000 0794591 0 4.4999997
i	 2	 1 .,9969173 ..0242452 ,0746190 18.0000000 4.0999997
3	 1 ..9969+73 ..0461171 0634747 36;0000000 a.a999997
a	 1 ..9969173 ..0634747 0461171 53,9999990 4.499999/
5	 t ..99691.13 ..0746190 0242052 71.9999990 a.4999997
6	 1 ..9969173 .,07845$1 ..0000000 90.0000000 U	 :1999997
1	 2 «.9238795 .,0000000 ,3826834 0. 22;5000000
2	 2 .923H795 ..1182557 ,363953b 18;0000000 22.5000000
3	 2 ..9238795 ..2?49357 3095970 30.0000000 22.5000000
4	 2 ..9238795 ..3095974 ,2249357 53;9999990 d?,5000000
4	 2 0.9238795 ..3639536 ,1182557 71.9999990 22.5000000
6	 2 ..9?38795 ..3826834 ..0000000 90;0000000 22.5000060
1	 3 ..76040b0 ..0000000 6494480 0, 40^49999H0
?	 3 ..7h04060 ..2006905 6116618 18;0000000 ti0.4999990
3	 3 .,7604060 ..iA173h0 5254145 36.0000000 40.4999990
u	 3 .,7604060 ..52S4105 :38.173ho 53;9999990 4n' 4999990
`	 5	 '1 0.7664060 ..61766ta '?006905 11;9999990 40.4999990
b	 5 ..7604060 ..6494480 ..0000000 90;0000000 40;4999990
1	 11 ..522ag6b ..0000000 ,85?6401 0, Sfl.4999990






2 11 0.5-k24986 .,4630803 ;8109090 18;0000000 SM,4999990
3 u ..5224986 .,5011693 6898004 36.0000000 58,ug99990
u 4 .,52?4986 .,6898003 .5011693 55;9999990 S8.u999990
5 4 .,52?4986 0.8109090 .263480 7119999990 58.u99999Q
6 4 .,5?24986 .,8526401 ..0000000 40,0000000 %8.4999990
1 5 .0?334454 .,0000000 ,9723699 0; 16,4999990
2 -5 ..2330454 .,3004788 '9247787 18,0000000 7h,41999990
3 5 .,?334454 .,5715447 ;7866638 36;0000000 76:4999990
4 5 .,?334454 ..,7866638 .5715407 53,9999990 lb.4999990
5 5 •.?334454 .,9241787 ,3004788 71'.9999990 76,4999990
h ' .G?334454 .,9723699 .,0000000 9010000000 16,4999990
1 b 0784590 0000000 9969173 0, 94,4999980
2 6 ,0784490 .,3080644 9481241 18,0000000 94 4999980
3 6 .0784590 ..5959733 8065231 36,0000000 40,0999980
u 6 ;0784590 ..8065230 ,5859133 53,9999990 94:4999980
5 6 ;0784590 x,9481247 ,3080644 71,9999990 94.4999980
6 6 ;0784590 .,,9969173 ..0000000 80.0000000 9u;u9gg980
1 7 '36?6834 ;0000000 '9238790 0. 112.4999970
7 7 382683 4) ..2H5+)945 '8786611 18,0000000 112.4999910
3 7 382hR34 ..54104?8 .1474341 36.0000000 112.4989970
u / 3SI?6834 ..7474342 5430428 53,9999990 11?,4999910
s 1 ;38?6834 ..8786617 .2854945 71.9999990 112.4999970
6 7 '3R26834 ..9238796 .,0000000 80.0000000 112.4999970
! } ` hi4 g 44is0 .0000000 .1604060 0; 130,5000000
1 8 64Q44A0 .,2349784 ;7231891 18;0000000 1305000000
3 N 6494480 ..44h9554 .61S181u 3b'0000000 130.
.
5000000
4 8 x WU480 . n 6151814 44b9555 53 9999990 130.500000n
^'	 £ R hdQ448n, ..7231t591 ,2309784 7t ;9999990 1SO.5000000	 ----.
h 8 ;649446n .,16040b0 ..0000000 90,0000000 130.`,000000
i e ;8526401 0000000 ,5224981 0- 5000000
d 9 R52bu01 ..1b14610 49b9258 1 13	 0000000 148.5000000
3 g j852an01 .,3071170 ,4227103 36.0000000 t4K.5000000
4 9- '8SP6401 .,4217103 .3071110 43.9999990 14A.4000000
S 4 x85?.bu01 .,4969257 .1614b10 71;9999990 148.5000000
6 9 8526401 ..522498b .,0000000 90.0000000 148,5000000
1 10 '972369q 10000000 .)334455 0-
r'	 2 to 9723!99 .,07?.1386 ,2220191+ 18,0000000 1b6.5000000
3 in x9723699 .,1372158 .1888613 "36. 0000000 lb6,9000000
to ;Q7?3899 ..1888613 ,1372158 53;9999990 t66.y000000












.:2334455 +,0000000 90;0000000 166;5000000
0000000 .0000000 0000000 0 180,000.0000
a It 10-0000000 090000000 ,0000000 1N10000000 180,0000000
3 11 1 0000000 ..0000000 0000000 36 0000000 180;0000000
4 11 1x0000000 000000000 ;0000000 5319999990 1H0,0000000
5 It 1,0000000 0,0000000 60000000 71x9999990 190;0000000
6 It 1.0000000 0, 0000000 000000000 p0.0000000 180,0000000
UNIT VF0 0R S &LONG MAKE ELEMENTS




1NAvAIL A Ht f
OOUH1 .(T 31N t .ULARITY FLAPS













1 ' ?	 tp
	
4 Z	 tq
5	 ?.	 t ^r
















3	 U	 1 q
4	 ^	 t o







t	 ^'	 t q^'














3	 q	 1 i!
U	 U	 1 r#
i t	 t{	 27
2	 t t'	 2 t
-q,	 f r^	 2 l
	 3
n	 i t:	 2 7
S	 f0	 ?7	 i
sSol1KfF	 aI :, Gilt , aNI1Y	 Ftnf^
1	 .)	 SSFI At;(10j)
F
l FIGURE 7.5-3. 	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 5 (Cont'd).
i




I J YHG(10J) YFC(Ifj) Itic(14J) Sr3C(10J) VAC iI•J)
1 t +,4723699 ..0365te9 ,230S'13 8;9999990 t344999950
2 1 .4723699 661059820 208001.3 27;0000000 13,4949990
3> 1 ., 9 72369 q .., 1650708 P 16500 8 45"0000000 15, 41999990
u 1 ..9723649 ..2080013 ,10$9820 62 9999990 13. 499g990
S t .,47 ?3b9q ..2S057t2 ;03b5tH9 80.99990 13,4999990
1 2 ..85?b402 .,0817368- ;5160657 8'9999990 $1,4999990
2 2 .,85?6402 .,2372094 `.4bss4gb 21;0000000 31.4999990
3 2 •, R5?6402 ., 369+629 , 3694623 45 0000000 31'.4999990 
4 2 •08516402 .,46SS4gh ;2372094 62 9999990 S1,4949990
5 2 .,8526402 .,5160657 ,0811368 80.9999990 31;4999990
1 3 .,6444481 .,1189537 1510441 8f 9999990 49',4999980
2 3 ..6444481 .,3452171 ^67752b7 271,0000000 49,U999g80
3 S ..649414181 .,5316882 .5376882 45'0000000 49 4999960
4 3 0,6494481 .,6775266 3452171 62'4999990 49.4999980
5 3 .;6444481 .,7510441 ,1189557 9OP9999990 49,4999980
t U ..3826A35 .,1445266 .9125050 8;9999990 b704999900
2 4 ..3t+2be35 ..4194325 ,823.1827 27.0000000 670 4999980
3 u .,3826835 .,6532815 ,6532815 45,0000000 b7.u999980
U 4 ..382bA35 ..8231426 ;4194325 62igg99990 b7.4999980
5 4 .,3826838 0,4t2505Q ;1445266 809999990 87,4499980
t 5 .,0784591 .,1559522 984643b 8 9999990 85 4999980
? 5 •.0784591 ..4525410 08882598 27;0000000 85,4999980
3 5 .,0784591 .,7049270 ,7049270 45;0000000 8'4.u9g9980
u 5 .,.7784591 .,888)598 45?5910 62'9999990 85 4999980
5- ..0784591 .,9846436 ;t559522 80;9999990 84,4999980
1 6 12334453 .,1521122 ,9b03985 8;9999990 103.4999970
2 6 ;2334453 .,4414467 .86b3880 27P0000000 103 4999970
3 h ;2334453 .,6875694 '.6815b94 4S'.0000000 10;,4949 70
R	 4 6 `P3344SS .,8663879 '44t4467 62 9999990 103,4999970
'	 5 6 12334453 .,9603984 ,1521122 80;9999990 103,4999910
1 1 ?5224985 ..1333823 .9421428 09999990 1214999980
2 7 5224985 .,3870905 1591080 27.0000000 .121Ugg9980
1 7 1522498S .,6029077 .6029071 45;0000000 111;4999980
4 7 ;5224985 ..7597080 ,3870906 62,9999990 til.4g99980
f
{
FIGURE 7.5-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 5 (Cont'd).
^', Figures-86
iS 7 ?2+1985 ..84214at .1333023 80'9999990 121.4999980	 ---
1 8 •7604OS9
;5
..4)14961 6414523 A9999990 139.9000000
2 8 l7bn4nS9 ..2g4AU33 ,5786621+ 27;0000000 139.5000000
8 17604059 ..4597292 '4592292 45;0000000 13q.4000000
u 8 :7604059 ..5786625 2448433 62;9999990 139.5000000
9 H 7604049 ..6414523 ,1015961 80.9999990 139;5000000
1 9 .9?18795 ..0598609 '3779711 8;9999990 1S1,a000000
2 9 9238795 ..1737347 ,3409735 27'000000.0 t57.-;000000
3 9 419238795 ..2705981 ?705981 05;0000000 157.5000000
a Q .9238195 ..3409735 .1737341 62;9999990 151.5000000
5 9 9216795 ..3779771 .0598649 80 9999990 157,.5000000
1 t0 99f:9lli ..0122737 ,077493? 8.9999990 175.5000000
( G' 2 1t+ 991hy17I . . OiS619 '1 ;0699076 ? 7' 0000000 115.4000000
1 10 .99h9174 ..0544190 ,0554740 45x0000000 175.5000000
4 10 x99h9175 ..069907h 035fi197 62;9999990 175.5000000
9 10 99h917) ..0774932 .0122737 80 9999990 175.5000000
ONTT NOHMI	 AND ANEAJ
T J NXrJ,J) ^rNY(T.J) uN2f1iJ) DAf1rJ)
C1 t 1 -.97235x3 ..03b5b68 ,2306378 .0223073
2 1 ..Q123518 ..10o0107 .2080711 ;0223073
3 1 ..912354 ..1691154 .1651154 ,0223013
4 1 ..g723r-12 ,..2080x83 .1060221 ;0223073
5 1 •.9723523 .,2306438 x0365292 ,0223073
1 2 ..8526058 ..08176.14 .5161184 ;050Oe41
2 2 -`852'1061 .;2372029 .ahgb520 .0500647
3 2 ..KS?5799 .,3e95318 ..3695318 ;05006u7
ra 7 -.1'525561 ..4b`i5978 ,2373042 ;0`+00647
5 ? ..95?5046 .,5161413 ,0815925 .0500W
1 3 ..h4g3i22 ..116gl32 7S 1133 4 .0731310
2 3 -.e49368?. ..3453779 ,6775?13 .0731370
5 3 ..6494157 ..5377077 ;5377078 ;0731370
4 3 ..6494782 ..6775?39 .3451658 ;0731370
5 ; ..6494717 .,7510254 .tJ89a2b ;0731370
t 4 ..3827577 ..1445023 .912,4777 .0891b21
? 4 ..982$302 9.4194507 8231052 t0891b21
3 4 .,3827067 ..6532747 x6`,32747 .0891622
/J 4 ..38278148 ..8231425 ;4194153 .0891621
FIGURE 7.5-3.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 5	 (Cont'd).
Figures-87
or
S. Al ..3827571 ..9125003 x1443600 ,0R916t1
1 5 -.078a985 ..1558293 9846600 0963765
2 5 .0786133 ..4525025 _8882601 ;OQ6316S
3 5 ..0785145 ..7049228 1049228 ;O9b376S
a S +.0784241 .,8882740 ^4525b93 ,0963765
S 5 ..07849115 ..9846825 ;1556869 .09b3165
1 tr ;7.335332 ..tS19898 .9b03964 ;o439476
Z h 2334914 ..4414139 .8b63922 .0939J7R
3 6 .?.334794 ..68'75b36 •6875636 .09`x9478
4 6 ;2S344'36 ..8663800 4414621 .093441(4
5 b ;2335332 ..9b03873 .1520475 ,0939470
1 7 S225a73 .,133403n '8420968 ;0821590
1 7 ,5126325 - ,3869AS3 ^159bb94 ;0821590
3 7 5T26386 .,b028410 .6028470 ;0821590
7 .52x24942 .,1597450 3870230 .0ki2lggo
'	 S 7 ;5225673 .,8421193 .1332613 ;0821590
t H 7605011 .,1.015889 6413334 ;Ob23440
2 8 :7bO4449 ..2949371 .5785634 .0623440
'	 3 A 760+1612 ..4591785 a59t789 .0623440
`	 u 8 ,7623647 ..5787334 ;2948103 ;0623440
5 8 7604165 ..6414318 101bob8 ;Ob25440
1 9 '9p389kd .,0598710 x3779421 ;03b61Ot
P q 19236809 .,1737604 x3409567 03bb101
3 q ;9238827 ..270%9?6 .210592h ;0366101
f	 a' 9 *9238948 .,3409267 ,173/451 ;0366101
f'	 S 9 19238759 ..3779915 ,059197a .0366101
1 l0 og69a58 ..0127832 ;0771828 0084805
7 t0 9969258 .,0iS5719 `0498115 ;0084805
3 10 19969758 ..0554026 ;0554026 ;0084805
4 l0 t99E+9?5Q ..0699098 0355710 0084805
f	 5
k
to `9969258 ..U7738b1 ot22624 x0084805
E
E	 NTOP VE(TrR,
1 J N[OpX ( T,J) N'T0PY ( 1rJ1	 NTOPI(T,J)
.	
I1N^4A1lAHl ^









I<	 i	 "TnP (T r,) )
ONA:VA It. AHt
VELOrIT'Y
	 L OW, NHUT YE('Ti)kS
1	 J	 txntcIrJ)
ONAVAII A kit f
r4NNF(+ kOTWS A j. f)NG VL	 AND YU f0rjhS
XI-[r(T) YvLc(l) IVIrrI) 5V1_frI) VVL(•rI) Xvil('rI Yvilr..rl)
1	 -1,00000 •.00000 0. 0. 0, 1,00000 ,00000
P	
-1,00000 - .00000 0. 18.00000 0 1100000 -.00000
-1,00000 -,00000 0. ih.00000 0. 1,00000 .,00000
,T	
.1.00000 -,00000 0. 51	 00000 1.00000 ..00000
5	 .1,00000 .,00000 0. 72.00000 0' 1f00000 .x.00000
+)	 -1,00000 .100000 0. 00.00000 0, 1.00000 -,00000
CiOlit4DARY	 1-(T)N(S	 ALONG VL	 AN(' VU FDGF -
IVoc(1) rvtj(;r1T Vv<<r(I)
,00000 0. 180.00000
.00000 115.00000 100 00000
,00000 36.00000 !80,00000
6 00000 5x.00000 180.00000
.00000 72.00000 160,00000
.,00000 90.00000 160.00000
I XYL	 (1) YVT.y(1) 1VLrgI) Sv1.H(I) VVLt1(I) XVllti(I) YV,1(,(I) Mil (I) SvIlArI)
I -1.0f10 .,000 0, 9'000 0` 1,000 ..000 .000 9.000
2 .1,040 .,000 0. 27.000 0. 1,000 ..,000 .000 27.000
..1.000 ..000 0, ,,5,000 0. 1,000 ...000 .000 45.000
fa
.1.000 ..000 0, (,3	 000 0. 1.000 .,000 4000 bi.000
-1	 000 . -000 0 817000" 0` 1.000 -.000 .000 t31.000







i	 J	 NcOTX(I,J)	 NtiOTY(I ► J)	 WHOTI(T ► J)
I
11NAVAILAS1 E
VELOE I T V ^LrtNr NIOP VEr INNS
roRNER P OtN15 A(nNG Si AND SO FDGEs
I	 x:L,.fII	 YSLrrI)	 lst-r(I)	 SSI_Gf1)	 VSLrrI)	 XSUr(I)	 YSUr(I)




1 -.9469? ..00000 ,07A4h 0'. 4.50000 .,99692 .,07846 ..00000	 90,00000 4.50000
? ..9d3AS ..00000 ,38268 0. 22,50000 ..92188 ..38268 ...00000	 90,00000 22,50000
3 ..7h041 ..00000 .64945 0, 40.50000 ..76041 .,b4945 ..00000	 90.00000 40,50000
U ..5,1250 ..00000 g5264 0.. 58.50000 ..S2?50 ..852b4 .00000	 90600000 50,50000
5 .,7431i5 ..00000 0. 76650000 ..23'i45 ..97237 ..00000	 90;00000 76.50000
6 '01846 .00000 ^99b92 0*, 94.50000 ,07846 ..99692 ..00000	 90.00000 94.50000
7 13+-?60 000000
.92380 0 112.50004 38208 .,92388 ..00000	 90.00000 111.'30000
n 160115 ,00000 76041 0. 130.50000
X
.64545 .,7boul .,00000	 50,00000 150.50000
9 '84764 .00000 ^5?290 0. 148 50000 85?bu ..52250 .000000	 40.00000 148.`.+0000
to '91237 ,00000 ;2331JS 0 166'50000 r97?37 .,23345 ..00000	 90.40000 106.500'00
11 1'00000 ,00000 000000 0., 18000000 100000 ..00000 .100000	 40,00000 180.00000
BOON DAR Y ,ANTS AtON G 	S1
	
ANO SU fuGE5
I X"L, r1) ystt3(1)	 7Sts(l) SSIHII) V51.11rII )(50t;ri)	 Y 4 0 13(i) 75utirIj	 S511RT1) VS01+III L1111DIrI) SN,H.2fI
1 ...972 -,.004 .?;3	 of 11.500 ...972 ..231 ..000 90.000	 13.`+00 0233 ,013
2 6.853 ..400 .522	 0` 31,500 ..853 ..522 ..000 90.000	 31.500 0522 .163
3 ..000 .160	 01 49,500 ..649 ..760 .,000 90.000	 119.500 0760 .238
.,000 .924	 07 67,500 ..36:j .,9t4 ..000 90.000	 b7.5oo .92u .2F9
E	 5 ..0/g ..000 .997	 0' 85.500 •,07g ..997 .,000 90,000	 84'Su0 6997 .312
h 1?33 .000 ;972	 0; 103;500 .,33 ..972 ..000 90,000	 10.5.500 ,97'3 .300
R	 7 f522 ,000 853	 0' 121,500 0522 .,853 ..000 90.000	 121.500 6655 ,2h7
8 '7r•o .000 ^b49	 0 139.500 9760 .,649 ..000 90.000	 139.500 .649 .203
k	 9 19x4 .000 ;383	 0r 157`So0 692U ..381 ..000 90.000	 161.500 63hi .120
!n 9147 ,000 .078	 0, 175,500 9997 .9018 ..000 90,000	 1750500 .O78 .0pti
FORCF S F NIING	 1nCAI1OMS	 IN	 N1- DIRECTION
j J	 x.S1fT.J)	 YS1^TrJ1 7S1r1.J)
FURCE S1NSI h•1;	 tDCATIO N S	 IN	 N2.D14LrTI(1N'
T J	 As?(jrJ)	 YS?(TrJ) [rarl,J)




FIGURE 7.5-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 5 (Concluded).
Figures-90.
O CfO 1^ T
2._ TITI f
3. TEST	 LASE 6 .. T WO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL
ab u, C,ar
^? 5. S"T1
C^ 6. -I,rRV1	 IC=II,CpPTs6,7ORT1s1,PARAMsO „ NTABzU3,
7, VAR1=	 1,0,	 0. 9 9 8 3b22,	 0.9935470.	 0,9855340 ,	0.9743373.	 0. 9 600039,
	
0,94261x-
A. 0.9222884,	 0,8991708,	 0,8734423,	 0.845310,	 0,8150037,	 0,7827722,
	
0,748878
9 ,F 0.7135940,	 0,6771951,
	
0.6399556.	 0, 6 0?1 4 80,	 0.5640343,	 0.5258664,	 0.487883
10, 0,4503093,	 0,4133530,	 0,3172072,	 0,3420477,	 0.3080369.	 0,2753196, 0,244029
` 11, 0.2142782,	 0,18617611,	 0,1598156.	 0,1352714,
	
0,1126334.	 0,9194654E.01
12; 0.7326961E-01,	 0,5664764E-01,	 0,4211732F . 01,	 0,2970805E.01,	 0.194413IF-01
13; 0. 1133259F-01,	 0,5389590E-07,	 0,1613787E-02,	 8x,0
14 r vAW2s . 0, 4 356997E-0S,	 .0,2, 324360E-03,	 - 0,9588039E-04,	 0.3166141E - 03,	 0,9069827E.3





	 0,295 4 737F-03,	 -0,1526688E-02,
	 .0.3826301P.0217. ,0,Es5760721..02,
	 •0,9716574F-02,
	 -0,1322 RO AE-01,	 -4,109367E.01,	 -O.P09417SE-01
18, 0,? 497944$.01,	 • 0. 2 9 00910E-01,
	
.0.3293188E-01,	 • 0,3 6 650 68 F•01,
	
•0, 4007220E+0.1














22, 0.1385612F-01,	 •0,7 .1 U 3803E-02,	 -0.8996113E-04,	 7,x,0
23. -ENJ)
24. t1^EGME NT 5









30! St-31. tDATA 'VAR2SV s -,9	 TEND
f 32. SU










37, tDATA VA'R2SV80,0 REND	 {---. —
38, PnNL
39;	 -DATA UNE'PSV9.0001 SEND
40, SOT1
41, .INCRVI ILs11,CnPTs6,TOPT1s1,PARAMsO„ NTAB*47,
42'	 VAa1s 0,0, 0,5360453E-03. 0.3204324F.02, 0,7980 466F.02, 0.14 832 9 2E-01, 0,237@57F.!
43.	 0„34615A7E.Ol' 0.4745365E-01, O.b21 849 7F . 01, 0, 7 8748 7 6E-01, O.9707928F.01
44'.02 1171044F0, 0,1307470E0, 0.1619247FO. 0.186550 7 FO, 0,2125319F0, 0,2397717E0
45.	 0.2681689F0; 0.2 976173E0, 0.3280070E0. 0.35 92237E0, 0.39 1J495FO. 0,4236625E0
46'.	 0.4566361E0. 0. 4 8 99 412EO. 0.523 44 44FO, 0.55 7008SE0, 0.590492 4 FO, 0,623751bEO
47;	 0:6566373FO: 0.6889974FO. 0.72067 45p0, 0,7515085EO, 0.7 8 13352E0, 0,8099871EO
48	 0.8312933FO. 0,8630801EO, 0. 887 17 2SE0, 0.9093951E0, 0,9295721FO, 0,9475313EO
49'.0.963105!E0, 0, 9 761329EO. 0,9864645E0, 0,9939623E0, 0,9985082FO. OO OF01
50,	 3+.0
51; VAEZ2s .O,8 996113E •04, 0.7233523F • O2, 0.14752OF-01. 0,2238896E-01, 0.3006683E-01
52; 0,3770793E-01. 0.4523517E-01, 0,5257268F.01. 0.596 4 70E-01. 0,6638741E-01, 0.72727F-1
53,	 0.7860291E-01. 0,8395720£-01. 0,88737SSF-01, 0, 0289736E-01, 0;9639704F-01
54'.
	
0,9920392E+01,, 0,1012926FO. 0.1026458EO, 0.1032543E0, 0,1031172FO. 0,1022425FO
55 . 	 0.100b469E0- 0,9835541E-01. 0.9540266E.O1, 0. 9 1830 9 1E-01. 0.8769143E-01. 0.83043E-1
56"	 0.7795185F•01' 0,7249117E-01. 0.6673938E-01, 0,6078041E-0l. 0,5470140F.01
57,	 0.4859197E-01. 0,4254199E-01, 0.3664087E-01, 0,3097472E: 01. 0.2562474F.01
S8 . 0.2066502E-01. 0,16l6049E.01, 0,1216468F.01. 0,8717481E-02, 0.5844172E-02
59. 0.3553224F-01. 0,1835613E-02. 0.66462071.03, .0.4343466E-05, 3*.0
60. , EIjD
61,	 ScGMENT
62	 DATA NSEGVs2 %ENO
63. SLAG
64. TDATA IOPT811 REND
65,	 VU
66. IDATA VAR25V S j. SEND
67. P±&N1
68,	 sDATA SEND
69 0 	 NfR y j
70;-	 DATA I2s31 SEND
71.	 ROSS
72',	 DATA EAXISsO,,,O.,.i.,PHIR90, TEND



























C.+ 97, F [^•^ISH
98, DATA
S t f1HF
FL1zUf1,	 1UT (121sT	 BEN[)
99.
too, DATA inwn	 SEND
I; 101. PKTNT
b 102. %DATA PRIOrIB* T lltot)
103. S1nP
t




PO1F' AN Gfomf-TRY PROGRAM. VERSTCN 1.3
ss^ssssssss^ssssssssssssasssssssssss




























FIL,F t,•6 M -P NriLIH$	 HAS BEEN C°ENEn FOR WRITING ON UNIT I
CRFATIfl u
 it	 08/09176	 0,107124
CREATION ( IF ;;EOMETRT FILE





y	 a ^	 y
TITIF	 o !EST LASE	 h -• TWO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL
(010 I	 c	 T	 F	 T	 F - F	 F F	 F	 F	 T	 F F F F	 T	 F	 F	 F
(INT)
	
x 1	 2	 bi 1	 hi	 1 0	 0 0	 0	 0	 U
(F11)
	
s 1.0000000 1,(000000 1,0000000 1;0000000 1.0000000	 0.	 0.	 12,909945
3',,^
+ P k 1 N T
P RINI(i t )I I F
	
(,FOMFTRY	 t ILF DATA
T1 U	 1iIh! ENAIONAt AIRr()IL
rP7	 ATIO % P 1	 E	 =	 Oh/09i7h nI, A7*,J/4
tP uaM) 12Iifon111k11
( Ire)
(L f^(.) F	 t	 F	 T	 F	 F	 F F	 F	 F	 1	 F	 F	 F F	 T	 F	 F	 F
C11)	 a 1	 2	 t-t 1	 Tan	 1 n	 0 0	 0	 A	 U n
(FST)
	 = 1.0000000 1,0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1,0000000	 U	 0.
1?,80494 4 0 001 ?. y 16 0, 0, 0^
PA N FI	 It  c	 p01r,TS
T	 3 zrI,J) vtt,J v(T,J)
1	 1 1'0000000 .i000000 ...0000044 ..S000000 1,0000000
2	 1 1;0000000 .,,5000000 ..1000004x1 ,5000000 1,0000000
1 0476640 15000000 ,00?01)O4 ..5000000 9416640
2	 ? _9476h40 «,^(00000 ,00PO404 ,5040000 ^947bh40
1	 S 8954115 y5000000 ,00?9F19S ..5004000 :x954715
It `AySu7k5 ..4000000 .0029995 ,5000000 A954715
1	 U 'nuiSh55 5000000 ,00?u616 ..5000000 .8435655
2	 4 ` A4 A5h55 .. 5000000 , 0024E+1fi .4000000 0 n4 45655
1	 S 7920883 'h000000 .00072211 .05000000 .7920885
2	 5 79208h5 ..,5000000 ,00072?_4 ,5000000 ,7920883
1	 b 17411809 ;5000000 -.0419940 ..5000000 7411809
P I ..5000000 +.0019910 .5000600 ,141 1AO9
1	 7 't'909a30 ;SAOOAOU —.0054941 ..5000000 .6909A30
2	 7 .6Q09µ30 ..5000000 ..0054941 .5000000 6909830
FIGURE 7.6-2.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 6	 (Cont'd).
Figures-95
1! b '6attr320 ;5000000 ..00958.25 ..,5000000 .6416320
l h 'ha1b320 ..5000000 -,0095825 ;5000000 ;6416320
1 9 'S932h33 15000000 .,0140870 ..5000000 ,5932633
2 9 5932633 ..5000000 .10140070 ;5000000 .5932h33
1 10 15460095 15000000 .,0188406 .,5000900 ;5460095
2 10 f5u60095 ..S000000 .,0188u0b .5000000 .5460095
1 It $000000 15000000 .,0236824 ,.5000000 6',000000
2 11 '5000000 ..5000000 ..0236824 .5000000 .5000000
1 12 J455$610 ;5000000 ..0284687 ..5000000 ,4553610	 --
2 12 4553610 ..S000006 .,0284687 ;5000000 ,4553610	 1
1 13 14122147 '5000000 ..0330509 .,5000000 ,4122147
? 13 4122147 .`5000000 •.0330509 .S000000 .4122147
1 14 'S70679h ,4000000 ..0373020 ..5000000 03706196
2 i u ;70679h ..5000000 .,0373020 ;5000000 24706796
1 15 TiWh94 ;5000000 .10411033 ..5000000 .3308h94
2 15 ;3306694 ..5000000 =10411038 ;5000000 .3308694
L ih '2928932 15000000 .,0443496' .15000000 ,2928932
2 tb '2928932 ..5000000 ..0443496 ,5000000 .2928932
1 17 '?566452 15000000 ..0469453 ..5000000 ,?S68SS2
2 17 25h8552 ..5000000 ..0469033 ;5000000 ,?568552
1 18 ?P?8540 ,5000000 .,041'8122 ..5000000 .2228540
2 18 '222.8540 .,5000000 .,0^:^5912?_ ;S000000 .222tl5u0
1 i9 x1909830 15000000 -.n^i48864 ..8000000 81909830
2 10 11909830 ..5000000 ..0498864 ;1000000 81909h,S0
t 20 '1h13294 ;5000000 ..0501200 0,5800000 .1613""
2 20 1013294 ..5000000 .,0501200 ;5000000 .1613294
1 21 1359746 ;5000000 ..0494801 .,5000000 41339746
2 21 1359746 ..5000000 .,0484801 .5000000 01339746
1 22 11089935 ;5000000 .,0479498 ..5000000 .1OR9935	 !
2'22 ;1ORQ959 .,5000000 ..0479498 ;5000000 .10m993S
1 23 '0864545 .S000000 .,OOS52i2 ..5000000 ;0864545
2 23 10864545 .,5000000 ..0455272 .S-000000 .0064545
1 24 10664196 15000000 .,042225? .,4000000 .06641gb
2 ? 4 0664196 .,5000000 ..0422252 ,4000000 60664146
t ?5 '0489435 ;5000000 ..-038071h .,5000000 ,0489435
2 25 .0489435 ..5000000 .,0380716 ;5000000 ;0499435
I ?h '0340742 ;5000000 .,03310'/8 0.5000000 ,0340742
2 26 0340742 .,5000090 .10331078 .5000000 ,0340742
1 27 '0218524 15000000 .,0273888 ..5000000 .0218524
FIGURE 7..6-2.- Output for POTGEM Test Case 6	 (Cont'd).
Figures-96
J
2 27 lWhe'24 . , 5000000 . . 02730#8 ;1000000 . 0218524	 Y
1 2x '0123117 ;5000000 .,0209823 ..5000000 .0123117
2 ?.8 012311.7 .:5000000 ..0209823 .5000000 .0123111
1 ? ° '0054781 ;5000000 .,0139739 ..5000000 , 0050781
Q 2 29 '0054781 ..5000000 .10139739 .5000000 .0054181
v C3 1 30 '0013705 ,5000000 .,006590; ..5000000 ,00t370S
2 30 '0013705 ..5000000 .,0065905 .5000000 .0013705
1 31 '0000000 15000000 .,00LO900 ..5000000 0.
2 i, .,n000000 ..5000000 _,0000900 ;41000000 0.	 '-





























4t( ? 34 0123111 ..5000000 ;0275021 ;5000000 401231111 iS 1*
 0?. i H S2 4 ' 50000110 .03h2389 .,5000000 .121 6524
^ i5 '021e52u .,5000000 ,0302369 ;5000000 .0218524
1 3e, `11340747. 5000000 .044Ag44 . 1 5000000 .0340147
? ie,' '054(1742 ..5400000 .04489417 ;5000000 .0340742
1 31 '04A9435 15000000 .0533440 .,5000000 .0499415
? i7 '0pK0435 ..5000000 .OS33440 .5000000 .0489435
I iti 0661,196 ;5000000 .06111761 .,5000000 .0664196
2 3h 0664 196 ..5000000 .0614761 .5000000 .0664t9b
t +^ '_OA64545 `5000000 .0691182 .,5000000 .086454S
2 34 0864544 ..5000040 0691782 ;5000000 .0664545
1 40 'IOH9935 15000000 .0763404 ..5000000 .1089935
2 140 108g935 •x5000000 ,0763404 ;5000000 ,1099915
1 fal '1ii9746 5000000 ;0828568 ..5000000 .133,i7ub
l 41 ' 133974h ..,5000000 0828568 -. 50()0000 .1339146
1 4r '1613094 15 000000 ,0886>61 ..5000000 .1613 ?44
? a2 ;1013294 .,5000000 ,O88b2bi ;5000000 ,1613?94
1 413 11909830 ;5000000 .0935547 ..5000000 ;1909KSt)
2 43 .19045830 .,5000000 .0935547 ;5000000 .1909930
1 44 122214540 '5000000 ;0975582 ..50001+00 .222854n
2 44 ;222,4540 ;5000000 .0975582 ,5000000 .2226570
1 135 1256855? 15000000 ;1005574 .15000000 .2568552	 a
2- 4 5 r256095? .,5000000 .t005574 ;5000000 ,2568552
1 u6 X2928932 '5000000 . t024818 .,6000000 .2926932
? 36 ;2.928932 .;5000000 .t02481H ;5000000 .2929932
FIGURE 7.6-2. Output for POTGEM Test Case 6	 (Cont'd).
Figures-97
1 467 '3306694 ;5000000 t032724 .,5000000 r330e69u	 J
2 u7 X1308694 .,5000000 ;1032724 ,5000000 ,3308694	 ?
1 4b i370679h '5000000 .1028852 .,5000000 03706796
P 48 370b7Qb .05000000 .1028852 05000000 65706796
1 40
_p17.2 W :5000000 61012867 .,+000000 .4122147
2 49 ;11122141 ..5000000 1012867 ,5000000 .4122147
1 5O x4553610 '5000000 ;09845bt .,5000000 .45S3610
2 50 'A55Sh10 ..5000000 .0g645h1 ,5000000 ,4553610
1 51 =5000000 '5000000 ;0943913 .,5000000 ;5000000	 ---^
2 S1 'SA00000 ..5000000 :0443913 ;5000000 5000000	 1
1 5? rsabU095 ;5000000 .0891073 .,5000000 .5460095
2 SZ '5460095 ..5000000 ;0801073 ;5000000 ,5460095
1 S3 '5932633 15000000 ;0{126363 .,5000000 5932633
Z 53 5932653 .,5000000 :0876363 ,5000000 x5932633
1 S4 6416320 ;5000000 0750329 .:5000000 06416320
2 ^4 6416310 .,'5000000 ,07T+032q ;5000000 6416320	 — ---
1 55 '6909850 '5000000 x0663751 1,5000000 6909850
2 55 ;6909930 .,5000000 .0663751 .5000000 ;6909830
1 S6 7411809 15000000 ;OSb76S1 .,5000000 01411809
2 56 7411,809 .,5000000 .05676si ;5000900 1411609
1 S7 '7920983 ;5000000 ;0463406 .,5000000 x7920883
2 57 7920983 ..5000000 0463406 ;5000000 ;7920883
1 58 6415655 '5000000 1.0352702 .,5000000 :ALIAShVi
2 58 `Aaish55 .,5000000 ,0352702 ;5000000 ,A435655
1 59 `9954715 ;5000000 ,0237701 ..S000OOG :N954715
2 ti9 8954715 .,5000000 !0237741 ,5000000 ,8954715
1 60 79476640 :5000000 .0121352 .,5000009 ;9476640
2 60 94.766(l0 .,5000000 ^01213S2 ;5000000 :9476640
hl 1'0000000 15000000 .,0000043 .,5000000 1,0000000
? 61 1,0000000 .,5000000 .,0000043 ;S000000 1,0000000
UNIT	 vEGTt-RS	 al(jNG	 w4KF	 ELE14ENTS
1 J ^,Vwxfjpj) UvwVY1 ,J) uvwz(yoj)
1 1 0' 1;0000000 0,
2 1 0 ^ 0,
1 2 0' 1;0000000 0.
.:2 2 0 .1,0000000 0.
1 3 0_ 1;0000000 0.






3 0' *1 $ 0000000 0.1 u 0r 100000 0,
2 4 0r •1.0000000 0.
1 5 0 V.0000000 0;
2 5 0; •1.0000000 0.











r 1 y 0. 1x0000000 0.
2 8 0. .1,0000000 4.
1 9 0; 1:0000000 0.
2 q 0 .1.0000000 0.
1 10 of 1;0000000 0,
^-e 1 10 0, .1.0000000 0,
1 1t n• 110000000 0s^
*r r^, 2 11 0; • 1 .0000000 0.
1 12 0" 110000000 0;
2 12 0* 01.0000000 0.
1 13 Ox' 1;0000000 0.
? 13 0; .1.0000000 0;
1 to 0' 1;0000000 0.
? 1u 0' •1,0000000 0.
1 15 0` 1;0000000 0.
P 14 of •100000000 0;
1 16 0' 1;0000000 0;
2 16 0, .1.0000000 0.
1 17 0' 1:0000000 0.
2 11 0 .1,0000000 0;
1 1t' 0' 1:0000000 0.
2 18 ox .1,0000000 0,	 i
I 1 A 0' 110000000 0.	 -----^.
2 1 9 0` .1.0000000 0.
1 ?0 nx 10000000 0,
2. 20 0' .1.0000000 0.
1 ?1 0' 1;0000000 0;
2 ?1 0, •1,0000000 0.
1 22 0' 1:0000000 0,
2 22 0, .1,0000000 0.
FIGURE 7.6-2. Output for POTGEM Test Case 6	 (Cont'd).
Figures-99
1 1?3	 o'	 1 ; 0000000	 0.
2 23	 0^	 .1.0000000	 0.
1 ?4	 0	 1.0000000	 0.
2 241
	
0 	 .1.0000000	 0.
1 25	 0!, 	 0.
2 ?5	 0;	 .1.0000000	 0,








1 2H	 0'	 1;0000000	 0
2 28	 0{	 .1.0000000	 0;
1 29	 0	 1;0000000	 0'.













	 01	 x.0000000	 0
P 32	 0''	 .1.0000000	 0.




1 Su	 0'	 1:0000000	 0.









1 36	 0'	 l'oo00000	 0.
? '36	 4;	 .1.0000000	 0.
1 37	 0'	 1;0000000	 0.
2 -0	 0r	 .1.0000000	 0,




1 39	 0'	 1;0000000	 0.
2 39	 o.	 •1.0000000	 0.
1 a0	 0'	 t;0000000	 0.
?. 40	 A;	 .1.0000000	 0.
1 441	 0'	 110000000	 0.
C ,41	 A'	 .1.0000000	 0.
1 42	 0.	 1;0000000	 0.








2 d2 0. .1.0000000 0.
1 41 0'. 1;00000oo 0a,	 ---
2 143 0 .1.0000000 0.
1 44 0' 1;0000000 0,
l uy 0' .1,0000000 0,
1 J,5 0% 1; 0000000 0,
P 45 0 .1.0000000 0,
1 136 0= 1;0000000 0,
P 46 n` .1.0000000 0,	 ------
1 47 0 1:0000000 0,
2 u7 0. ..1.0000000 0.
1 411 0% 1;0000000 0.
a uK o; .1.0000000 0,
i a q o' C 0000000 o_
0` .1.0000000 Or
1 NO o ' 1;0000000 0
9O 0- .1.0000000 0;
1 51 0% 110000000 0'
2 51 0 -1,0000000 0,
1 Eq 0' 1.0000000 0,
r' S? 0. •1.0000000 0.
1 133 0* 1;0000000 0,	 j
2 5 3 0' -1.0000000 0,	 J
1 Su 0% 1;0000000 0.
P 44 0. .1.0000000 0 ,
1 Sy (T" 1,0000000 0,
-55 0. •1.0000000 0,
j 5h o% 1..0000000 0,
2 56 0. .1.0000000 0.
1 57 0' 110000000 0,	 1
1 ^s 7 -0
 .1 .0000000 .-----..
1 SM 0% 110000000 0.
2 58 0 .1.0000000 0,	 1
1 `+9 0% 1:0000000 U.
S9 0
-1.0000000 0.
1 60 0' 1;0000000 0..
2 6 0 0, 01.0000000 0'
1 f 1 0' 1;0000000 0.
2 Rt 0; •1.0000000 0.
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1 4 	 37
1 µ 7	 37
1 ^1(}	 3 ^
1 ^^^	 32














SOURrt S1 114,hL aRi1 r	 FI, CGS
I J s=?F1 A(. ( I,J)
IJNAr,;AI; AHi E
MOUND ARY (ONDIT10N POINTS
1 J 'Vic(l.J) VtsCtI , J) xsiGtl,Jl bt,C(1,J)
1 1 ;')70030 ..0000000 ;0009326 0'.
1 7 ,9?_1540 q ..0000000 .00271711 0.
1 3 ;86947311 ..0000000 .0026925 0;
1 4 ^st77644 0.0000000 ;0017278 Q.
' S 7665546 000000000 ..00052bu 0,
1 b '1159gu6 ..0000000 .,0036593 0;
l 7 ;66b1931 ..0000000 ..0074741 0,
1 8 '6173161 ..0000000 .,0117949 0..
1 9 r56g4889 ..0000000 ..016444.1 0.
1 10 'SZ?11412 .,0006000 .,021tS93 0*
111 `4775014 .00000000 .,0260905 0;
1 12 ;4335938 .,0000000 ..0307920 0.
1 13 3912386 ..0000000 .,0352263 0;
1 to 'IS05519 0,0000000 .10392678 0,
I I5 '3116454 .,0000000 .,0428037 0.
1 16 2146?56 .,0000000 0,0457341 0..
1 17 '2395qu0 .,0000000 ..04)9736 0 .
1 tN T106640 0.0000000 .,0494512 0.




















rI t9 17S(4738 .,0000000 ..OSt)1103 0 .17%8738-
1 ?0 tu7i598 .,0000000 ..Ou99105 0, ?473598	 —
1 11 ;1?.11829 .,0000000 .,0488265 0, .1211A29
t 22 0974147 .,0000000 .,0408489 0, ,0974147
1 ?3
.
`07bt205 1.0000000 .,9439840 0, ,0761205
1 24 0573585 .,0000000 ,..0402524 0'!- ^^1573585
t P5 Out tgo5 ..0000000 ..03561386 0. 1K03
1 ?6 ;0276105 ..0000000 ..0'303403 0, .021b w
1 27 '.016745t .,0000000 .4.02'12682 0, 010413t
t 2H 0085551 ..0000000 ..01 ?5466 0, ,0085551
1 29 ,0030827 ..0000000 .,0102363 W. .00SOM21
1 30 ,0003427 ..0000000 .,0013uou 0. .0003427
1 31 ,00030?7 .,0000000 .0057695 0. ,0003421
1 ;2 0030827 ..0000000 ^01'15037 0. ?7,00101+
1 33 ;0085551 .,0000000 ,ne31338 q; .0085551
t 54 ;0167ust ..0000000 ;03ts7ot 0, n161g431
1 <5 027b30t 0000000 ,0405ii?4 0., :0276101
	 ^—
1 56 ;0411901 ..0000000 ,4481S1u 0. ,0411805
t 37 ;05755+15 ..0000000 ,05145+.16 u. ,0573585
1 314 :076izor) ..0000000 .0bSP599 0. .074170`3
I is ;0074147 ..0000000 ,07,)633b 0, .0914147
1 4 11 ;1?11A29 ..0000000 .07968uo 0, .tZlIA29
1 111 ,147.3598 .10000000 ,08`+8393 0'. .147359A
1 42 , 17`+87 SH .. 0000000 , 091 ?_015 9', . 1 18,138
i 43 :?000(167 ..0000000 ,045679! 0; .106640')
t 44 1PA95940 ..0000006 .0991882 0. .?395946
^:	 !	 15 ?7uh?56 .,0000000 ,1016465 0, ,2740?5b
1 116 ; 51 1 tsa5'J .. 0000000 , t U 30715 0. , 311 b454
1 111 ;3505551! ..0000000 ,1032245 0, ,55n551P
p	 1 1 191 e'38n ., 0000090 , 10 2 2 3 Q I 0. , 3^,12A86
1
'ir
3133593! .,6000000 ;1000753 0, .4335938
I 150 ;4775014 ..0000000 ,0905777 0. ,1177SO14
1 S1 ;522F412 ..0000000 .0919003 0; ,Se2odl?1 4? +094889 ..0000000 .08bOt7t 0; .5694869
1 ti3 ;6(73165 ..0000000 ,0789118 0; ,6173165
1 54 '6661931 .90000000 ;070$30 0, .6661931
1 55- 71591{46 .,0000000 ;0b16915 o 1159846
t 5b 76655116 ..0000000 ostb4S4 0; ,1669546
1 `i7 _8177644 090000000 ,04013736 0, .8t77644




I 58 '8b(;473ti ..0000000 0295594 0, .96947SH
1 59 9215409 _.0000000 ,0179621 0, .92x4
1 60 .973h^30 ..0000000 ;006-4540 0. .Q738?SO
>y, !SNI T N(1hMz.1 ti	 A ril)	 ANF AS
k: 1 J rIrJ) ijNY(r^J) t1Ntr1.J) Unr1,J)
1 -.O49bAAO 10000000 ..9987048 ,05?.;759d	 o4	 t-., 1 7 ..0181037 1000000a _,9991+361 ,a512Uf1
` f 3 ,0103192 ..0000000 .,9999ub8 ,U's191tA7
^'= l u ;03i7174 ..0000000 .,9994314 .OS15U6b
1 5 0SSbb',2 ...0000000 .19985590 .USU9Y9tl
f
h ;Ohg4Oi0 ..0000000 .,997588+7 ,g503tgti
&°w ! 7 08PBb5S 8,0000000 .,9965607 .049SrOO
{ t 8 ' O y29h3b ..;0000000 .,94—,6696 ;0abLil8o
1 9 i0999792 "0000000 .,99ag89'i 0U749?4
1 1 0 ,(Ou42U 3 .,0000000 .,9945223 .046?b3b
1 1! 1obt)Llh ,.,0000000 ..9942906 044h949
I ! tc' ;104ts76O ..0000000 ..,9943790 ;0433f38t+
1 13' ;102'090/ . 0000000 .,99d775I I.0d17521
E	 r 1 Yu 096X?80 ...0000000 .,9954595 , 0399413
i I5 ORNI610 ..0000000 .,99h3672 .0i8114b
1 1 1b 0/17375 ..0000000 .,9974235 .03013!4
1 17 ;0541i097 .,0000000 .,99hA968 .(13140'.s23
1 18 ;0337436 ,..0000000 .,9594305 ,0318841
1 19 ;On 7900 •+.,0000000 ,.,999968'-4 ;0296545
1 RU ..0255629 .0000000 ..9997271 .021S623 {
1 21 _.0611661 .0000000 .199h127h .0250?80
122 ..Joh8892 ;0000000 ..9942709 .D2?0686
1 ?3 ., t i,2?'^7'77 10000000 ., 98bb9S7 *0203051 j
12N ..2310075 ;0000000 .,9729510 .U179629
i 25 .,-4-404076 ,0000000 .,9486033 ;0156759
1 26 ..4;.)39519 10000000 __9056µ47 0134931. 7
1 27 ...5579031 ,0000000 ..62990b1
1 ?8 . . 7167141(1 ;0000000 .,6973391 .0097885
1 29 ..8801617 ;00000•'.'0 .,4146740 ,0084493
1 311 .. 91'x» 399 ' 0000000 204 14135 , 00664 32
1 3L ..9933659 20000000 ;11Uy9^,6 2;105425 r^
1 5;" •.899445-4 .0000000 ,4370333 .0091798






t 33 .,787iu73 10000000 ,6167651 ,0110679
1 34 .,6753516 ' 0000000 .7314959 .0129361
1 35 ..5781320 0000000 ,8159432 ,0149763
1 36 .4946046 ,0000000 8691181 ,0171024
1 37 -,42?3109
x
;0000 000 /9064510 ,019?755
1 38 .,35A119H1 0000000 `)333767 ',0214644
1 39 ..3024925 `0000000 x. 9531549 ,0256496
1 110 -.?524421 x0000000 967612U ;0758110
1 41 ..x066644 .0000000 9784119 ;OZ795b6
1 U?' .,1642858 0000000 x986412A '.0100604
1 43 .,12(17512 0000000 99218151 01,21215
1 44 ..OA7t,75A j0000000 ^99b1491 ;0541S31
1 +5 -,45.33689 (0000000 ^99AS749 ;0360894
1 116 -.0210111 ;0000000 9997793 ;0319811
1 U7 _0096436 ..0009000 9999535 ,03gm1?1
1 tt :n3Hhg79 .,0000000 ,9994?544 .n415659
1 1:9- ' 06 Su 306 .,0000400 9978571 ,04323'90
1 50 .o90b;t5 .,000000:? ^99SB845 ,0448817
1 5t ,t1'"1710 ..0000000 '9954611 ;046 it 19
1 `^2 )156967 .,0000000 9907500 :,OU7b909
1 5 3 ..1555221 ..0000000 ;98786:59 ,0489027
1 54 ^1728RO .,0000000 ,9H49u2? ,050)Utj6
1 55 _1A80b1? .,0000000 98PISb2 ,05110`)5
1 56 2007935 .,0000000 9796336 ;0519e3b
1 57 ;2104550 .,0000000 .9776079 .052654t
1 5A ;?1646611 ..0000000 9762?01 ;0931biH
?1 79 22_ 8 .,0000000 :9759660 .0534745
1 nt) ;2(527+11 .,0000000 .9765517 ;O5S785S
t
?	 0P	 vFt TrF7n
J	 NInPY(TrJ) NTOPY(1,J) N1'OP7(T,J)
t)NAVA1LAHLE
9HU't vE4 t^•HN
I J	 N, (ITx(T.J) NAUTY(I,J) rpOT7(1^J)




VELM.IIY tIO NG NTOP VFrIOR$
T	 J )T[rP(i#J1
UNAVAILA}tI E
VEL(.l(I7'r ,L0N(,	 NHOT VECI(WS
i	 1 r:11J(I,J)
-:NAV A ILASt F
CORNFP F UcNIS	 AJrOhr. vL	 ANO	 Vt) EDGES
I XtI.,(I) YVL( 1L1 7V1.(rr) SVIC{I) VVLr{I) XVurrI yV4iC1I 7VUL{I) ,,V,fcrI) VVrCrI
1 1,0(tono .50000 .100000 -.50000 1.00000 1,00000 650000 .000000 .,Z,0000 1,00000
2 1'00000 .,00000 ...00000 .50000 1.000()0 1,00000 -.*,0000 .,00000 ,1.0000 1,00000
80 1[ h t iak y PO,Nt5	 ALrN G 4 L	AK:() VI)	 EDC:F1
I XVL
	
( I )	 Y v L 0 ( 4 )	 74(_4rI) 5VLk(I) VVt(k(I) xV')tuI) YV.lp(I LVtic1(I)	 !%Vtlty(I)	 VVU6(I) CORD2rI) SF 4rlr1)
I 1,Or)o	 ..000 .,000 0, 1,000 1,000 ...000 -.000	 0.	 1.000 0. 1,000
CURNF P F U 1 N I S	 s{ ONC, SL	 A N D	 $41 F 11GC ri
1 x!^(,(I) Y,+(:rrI ISLrrl) 551r/i) VSLCrI) XSUCrI YSt)(•(I) 75Urr1) SSUCri) VSU(rI)
I 1'00000 ,40000 ..00000 -.,0000 1.00000 1,00000 -,40000 ..00000 ,54000 1.00000
'94'71,6 ,'14000 .002011 -.50000 947b6 941bh ..50000 ,00kott .1.0000 947bb
3 8G547 ,50000 ,00299 -150000 .89S41 ^tt9541 ..'0000 .00299 .50000 99547
y 84347 ,50000 ?uh.00 ..50000 .84357 84;57 ..50000 ,00246 .50000 ^A4351
'742o9 .50000 ,00072 .,50000 .79209 .:79209 ..50000 .00071 .$0000 ,19209
b '71,118 .0000'5 ..00199 .,50000 .741111 7411H .150000 ..O(ii99 650000 . 74118
7 '6°)09(1 .50000 ..00549 "j0000 ,h9098 .69098 -,50000 ..00549 .50000 h9Ogb
8 '6r41h3 ,50000 .,009SH ..50000 .b4163 .64163 -,50000 ..00958 .5 0000 .64163
.9 1,514S?LS ,50000 ..01ub9 -.50000 59326 'S9 32b .,50000 .101f10`+ .50000 1319 3?
10 'S=Jh01 ,5(1000 ..,01k8u ..50000 154b01 ^54 60t ..50000 -.0188 4 650000 .54bol
11 150000 .50000 ..0?'ib8 -.50000 .50000 250000 .,50000 ..025h8 ,50000 ,50000













..0 19 48 .0000 .13397
.,04795 ,50000 ;10899
..04553 .50000 Ob64S
..0 4 323 .50000 .06641
..03 8 07 .50000 ,04894
..03311 ,'x0000 ,03(407
..0273 9 .50000 .02185
..020 g b 640000 01?31
..014 9 7 .50000 00548
..006') 9 050000 .00137
.,00009 .50000 0
0 01036 ',0000 ^OU137
.01880 ,50000 .00548
.02750 .50000 ;01231
9 0362 4 .50000 .02165
.044b9 .50000 .03407
.0533 11 ,50000 04894
.06148 .500U0 .0b642
4 06 g 1 8 .50000 .08645
.0763 1 ,S0000 ; 1 0R9q
9 08281, .50000 ,13397
,08863 .50000 .tb133
9 0 9 355 .50000 1-19098




. 102b q .50000 . VoofA






.50000 ..00847 .,50000 .45536 45536 ..50000
13 .50000 .,03305 ..,50000 .41221 41221 .,50000
1 4 131068 .S0000 .,03730 +,50000 37068 t3706H ..50000
1 5 135Oio 450000 ..04110 ..50000 33001 33087 .,50000
11, 129289 ,50000 .,04435 .,50000 .292h9 X29?89 .,50000
17 '2'}666
.50000 .,04695 ..50000 ,2569h 1 25686 .,ri0000
1 K ^212.e?S .50000 ..04tif11 .,50000 .22285 '22785 .,50000
1 9 '1909ii .50000 .,O4gg9 .,50000 .190,48 1t9098 ..'i0000
20 'IN1i33 ,50000 ..OSO1? .,50000 16133 lb1 33 ..50000
21 '14397 450000 .,04QI8 ,,,50000 .13397 613197 .150000
22 '1o89q .50000 .,00795 .,'50000 .108g9 ;10699 ..50000
23 '06645 .59000 .,0a553 .,50000 .086415 0864S .,50000
2 4 `0++642 .50000 .,114223 .150000 .0b642 ,06642 ..50000
2`i 1003911 ,50000
..03807 .,50000 .0148914 `04891
.,50000?b '01407- .500()0 .003 311 .,50000 03407 '01107 ..60000
2 7 '02165 .50000 -,02739 .,50000 ,02185 °02185 ..50000
2 8 '012.31 .50000 .,02098 .,50000 ,01231 '01231. ..50000
? 9 'Or,SuH .50000
..01397 ..50000 .00546 :00548 .,50000
30 '00137 ,50060 .,00659 ..50000 .00137 ;00137 ..50000
it '0000-0 .40000 .100009 ..,50000 0, .,00000 ."10000
3? 00137 .40000
.01036 .,40000 .00137 .00137 .,50000
33 '00548 .50000
.01880 .,50000 ,00548 ;00548 ..50000
34 '01?_31 .'10000
.02750 ..50000 .01. ?31 ;01231 .,50000
35 '0118'1 .90000 ,036211 ..50000 ,02185 .02165 .,50000
3 6 '04407 50000 90448Q .,50000 .03407 P031101 .,50000
37 '04891
.40000 ,05334 .,50000 .04894 1-04891 ..50000
3 8 'of-61i2 .50000 .06148 ..50000 ,0b642 ^Ob64? ..50000
3 9 'O+-hu'i .50000 .06918 .,50000 .08645 ^Obb4S .650000
40 1111699 .50000 .01634 -.40000 .10899 ,10899 .,50000
41 ` 1 33,47 ,50000 ,08?8b .,50000 ,13391 ;13397 .,';0000
4? ll^ vi3 50000 .0866s .,50000 ,1bi33 ;16133 .,50000
41 '17098 ,50000 ,09355 .,50000 ,190913 .19098 ..50000
U u `2r'2E5 .50000 ,09756 .,S0000 .22285 ;22?89 ..50000
u5 '29,686 ,50000 .ioosb .,50000 .25686 ;?5686 ..50000
46 02`>289 50000 ,1024,1 .,40000 .29289 ;29289 40000
(47 33087 .50000 ,10327 .,50000 ,33087 33087 .,50000
4 K '3lowq .§0000 .10289 .050000 37068 r37ObH ..50000
49 '41221 ;,;0000
.10129 ..50000 .141221 ;41221 ..50000
50 '45536 .'MOO .0.7846 0.,50000 .455'h ;455:3:: ..50000





C 51 'SOOAO ,50000 .09439
e^ 52 ^5t16p1 ,50000 .nb911
53 'S932b .50000 ,09264
^++ 54 '611163 .50000 .07501
55 611098 .50000 , 06638
56 '7ul18 ,50000 .05677
57 79209 .50000 .046x4
b 5(1 ' A yi 151 .50000 .03527
59 `8145u7 .50000 .02377
60 9+1 l(' 6 ,S000e .0121,1









1 ru 400 .001 - .Soo
'9e2 '5[10 .003 ..,500
0 500 .00i -,500
A r8 5oo 0003 ...Soo 
7, , 7 5500 .,001 ..500
b ' 71 h .500 -,.004 -,,,on
7 '666 ,500 .,001 - .Sno
h `617 .(,00 .,01? .. ioo
4 `5x09 ,5011 .,016 ..goo
1O 5?3 .300 x.021
-.5110
11 418 5500 -.02h .,500
12 '4i4 $110 -.031 ..500
13 ' 3 51 1 ,504 ..o35 -.500
ra ' 341 .500 ..03'7 ..500
t5 ' 312 .Soo .,o'd; .,500
tb `?74 .Son -.046 .,500
17 ,?l+o ,500 -,048 -,Soo
1ri f207 .1100 - ,044 ..500
1Q Irb .too .1050 ..,00
20 '107 .Soo ..050 .05'00
21 IPI 0,U0 -.049
..500
22 r0,f7 .5o0 -.047 ..500
F 23 'olb ,5uo -,044 ..Soo
I 24 'ot,I .goo .,0410 -.500
.,50000 50000 ..50000 -,50000 009439 OS0000 850000
..50000 :54b01
. 5
4 601 .,50000 ,0!!911 S0000 .54b01
-,50040 ,5.9326 9316 ..50000 408,?b4 ;50000 593?b
.,50000 .64163 .64163 ..50000 .01503 ,50000 ^b4Ib3
..30000 ^h909A .x,9098 .,50000 .06638 .50000 .69098
-.50000 :74118 74118 -,'10000 909617 .50000
.
74118
...50000 19209 `79209 .,50000 004630 .50000 79209
..50000 .89357 .84357 .,50000 .03527 .50000 .84357
..50000 ,89547 ^845li7 -,50000 002371 .50000 ..895,17
.,50000 .94766 ^9476b .,50000 .01214 .50040 g47a6
..50000 1.00000 1;00000 .,50000 -.00000 .90000 1,00040
vS1H(I) x511(9(1) Y5r111(1) ZbOkrI)	 SSI1Ftr1) VSrjµ(I) CORD	 rI) St'AN1(I)
.974 .974 ..900 .001 .500 970 1.000 .052
. 5 22 .922 .,500 .001 Son ^qi?2 1,000 .052
. 86 q 9869
-.500 .001 ,500 P869 1.000 .05?'
.81H 4818 ..5uo 000? .Soo .81h 1.000 9051
.767 ^lbl ..500 -.001 .+0 .7067 1.000 .051
71h .716 50500 -,00 4 .5 .716 1.000 .050
.(,t)66 .bbh ,500 .,007 .500 6b6 1.000 .049
.AI; .617 -.9Oo -.01? .500 .E,17 1,000 .046
0569 .5b9 ..Soo .0016 0560 `.,bq 1.000 ,047
.523 4523 -.500 ..021 .900 ,573 1,000 .0146
IA
.
0 ,478 ..Soo -.026 .500 478 1.000 .045
.4134 ,434 .,500 -.031 .500 4341 1.000 .043
.391 0391 .,500 . , 0 S r, .900
X
iqi 1.000 .04?
.3S1 4351 -.500 -.03q 5500 151 1.000 90440
.312_ .312 .."on -.-043 .500 ;112 1.000 .038
x75 ,27'+ ..500 -,046 .500 .?7S 1.000 .036
.2uo
4240 -,500 .,048 .500 ,240 1.000 .034
.207 0201 ..`i00 - .OU,4 8500 .207 1.000 0032
,116 .111 ..Soo ..050 ,500 .176 1.000 0030
.107 0147 ..500 .,050 .500 ,147 1.000 0027
021 .121 .."On .1044 0500 .121 1.000 0025
.097 0097 ..Soo .,047 .500 .097 1.000 .023
,076 ,076 ..500 .,0144 45oo .076 1.000 4020
.051 0097 ..500 .,040 .500 .057 1.000 0017
a
Y1
FIGURE 7.6-2. Output for POTGEM Test Case 6 (Copt"d).
Figures-111
1
25 '043 .500 .,036 .,500 .041 ,041 ..SOA .,036 ,500 ,041 1,000 ,015
26 i0?8 8500 ..030 ..500 .028 .028 .,500 .0030 ,500 ,028 1.000 ,012
27 '017 0500- •,024 .6500 .017 ,017 .,500 .,024 ,500 ;017 1,000 ,010	 — ^—>-
28 '009 0500 .,cis .,500 0009 ,009 .,500 .,018 ,500 ;p0y 1,000 ,007
2 9 loos 0500 .0010 .,500 ,003 ,003 .,500 .,010 ,S00 .00S 1,000 .004
30 'QUO 0500 0,003 ..500 ,000 4000 ..500 .,003 ,500 ,000 1,000 ,001
31 'Goo 500 ,000 «.500 .000 0000 .,500 ,00e ,500 .000 1,000 .001
32 'On3
^50o
015 ..goo 003 003 500 015 Soo 003 1.000 0ou
33 '0119' ,500 .023 ..Soo ,009 ,009 ..500 0023 ,500 .o0y 1,000 ,007
3 4 '017 .Soo ,032 .,5'00. .017 4017 .,S00 0032 ,500 .017 1,000 0010
35 '01J8 .500	 - ,041 .,500 ,028 ,028 .,Soo .Out .`i00 .028 1.000 .012
36 `Ail" 1i00 ,049 ...500 0041 6041 ..50o 004() .500 .041 1.000 .015
37 f057 P50o ,057 .,500 ;057 ,057 ..Soo 0057 0500 ,057 1.000 0017
3h `A 16 Soo .005 ..500 .07h 0076 .,50o ,0115 .500 007b 1,000 0020
39 1047 Soo .0-13 ..500 .097 .097 ..500 .073 .500 0097 1.000 0023
i -	 4A
1^1
^t'^0 .080 .0500 .121 0t21 .,500 .080 .Son .121 1.000 ,US
491 01,0 901.1 008, «,500 .147 ,147 .,500 .086 ,SQO 0147 1.000 0027
42 17b .Soo .Oyl ..500 ,176 0116 .,500 .041 .500 0171) 1.000 .030	 ^-
F	 43 ^Z(T7 .500 6095 ..500 .201 ,707 .,500 .09e .0,00 01'07 1,000 .032
44 '240 .500 ,099 ..5 00 ,240 ,240 .,500 .099 .500 . 240 1,000 00314
F	 45 a?-5 ,500 .10? ..500 0215 .?75 .,Soo .102 .500 .275 1.000 .030
Uh '312 5UA ,103 .0+00 ,3t2 ,31?_ 0,500 .103 .500 .31C" 1.000 .03Kf	 U7 '3`it 0500 ,103 ..500 ,351 .351 .,500 ,105 500. 351 1.000 0040
f	 48 'v)I ,500 .102 .,500 .391 .39t .,500 .102 .500 ,391 1,000 .042
`	 4y '4 ► 4 .500 ,100 ..500 ,434 .434 ..500 .100 .50p .434 1,OOp .045
50 '478 SOo .097 .,500 .410 l41F .,500 .097 500 .1170 10000 ,045
51 sea .500 ,092 ..Soo .523 .523 ..500 .09? ,500 ,5923 1.000 .04h
IL	 52 '559 6086 ..500 .5b9 ,569 ..500 0(186 ,500 .Sb9 1 .000 0007
`	 53 '617 500 .079 ...50A ,h17 ,617 .,500 .019 .500 ^t+17 1.000 .04N
54 'i,E:6 X500 .071 ..500 0600 ,606 .,5Q0 6011 .500 6000 1.000 004q
55 -1716 ,50o- .062 ..500 .71b .715 ..Sop ,ob2 .500 .716 1.000 0050
56 '707 .'100 .052 ..500 .767 ,707 ..500 .052 .500 .767 1.000 .051	 "--
s	 57 1818 ,500 goat ..Soo 9818 0818 .,500 ,0LlI ,Soo 0818 1.000 0051
58 'He,9 ,500 .030 ..500 .869 .8b9 .,Soo .030 ,500 .869 1.000 0052
S y 'w'? ,500 .,018 .,500 6922 .922 ..500 0018 .500 ,022 1.000 .052
60
i
'914 ,500 .006 .,500 ,914 09114 .0''00 soot) ,500 ,y7u 1,000 .052
i
FORCE SEN')P!1- LOCATIONS	 IN N1.01REf.TTON





FIGURE 7.6-3(a). Side View of POTGEM Test Case 6.
Figures-113









3, TESt CASE 7	 THIN WING WITH TWIST, CA MBER AND DIHEDRAL
4, CARV
5, THE NEXT 2 COMMANDS CAUSE T HE AXIS TO COINCIDE W I T H THE TRAILING EDGE
6, SNT1
7, fINCRVI jC=2, N TA8 =3.V A Rt(1)^0.	 IS	 479 ^35^10 7 ,	 -
A, VAk2{ t)=X1916025,.24,5^7,^3h.411,Ct)PT:;	 SEND
9. S.,T1
10. aTNCRVI IC a3#VAR2f1)=0.,3.86975.8.77675	 REND
it, THE NEXT COMM A ND DEFINES THE TWIST	 ABOUT THE TRAILING EDGE
12. AS PHI s 0,0097363*S**2	 (DEG,)
13, S-w T 1
14} :INCRVI ICe4,COPTRr2,PARAM(2)*O,,NTABs3,VAR1(1)s0^ 	 0	 ,•.0097;363 TEND
15. THE SHENEXT Z COMMANDS CAUSE THE TWIST AXIS TO BE	 X.AXIS
1 6 . SkT1
17. {TNCRVI jC*%tCOPTxl,NTABsl,VAR2(1)m1,	 SEND
18, Sk1I
19 , vINCRVI IC=6 CO P Tso $END
?0. THE NEXT ^OMMAND CAUSES YPSCAL TO EQUAL THE LOCAL CHORD;
t 2t'. S;	 (t
22, ,INCRVI IC*P,#COPT=1rNTABs3,VAR1(I)$O.,15.479035,107,
23. VAR2(1) =19.6025v10.619419t4.8%END
24, THE NEXT 4 COMMANDS DE F I NE THE u C R O S S SECTIONS
25. SHT1
26; &TNCRVI IC,:1I,COPTsp,SCS„0,	 TFND
?7. SkTi
28. ,TNCRVI IC=12,SC.S=1S.479,COPT=*2,PARAH(2)sO.,NTAB R 3,	 {
29, VAki (1)20„ 10,619419,.10,619419 	 TEND	 —`
30. THE AFFINE	 TRANSFORMATION CA P ABILITY WILL. RE USED IN THE NEXT
S1. COMMAND TO AVOID HAND MULTIPLYING THE 7_/C VALUES BY	 12*C
32. AND TO AVOID TRANSFORMING THE 	 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TO V BY HAND,
33. AFTRAN(4)s93.55896=12*C 	 a
34'. Sf. t
3S ,TNCRVI ICs13,SC$z25,0,COPTs6.P'ARAMsO,,NTABsi5,
3 6 . VAR1(1)s-.02,0.,.Op,.04..06..OBo.Igr.12..Iy..15t.16 „ 18 „ 20,.2025,1 „ 	 ----•







	 .0154285,,0170115,38, , 4179405, .0183428„0183864„01$3463„O I A O?85„0176670 ,
O 39,
.0176119,0.,




43. ? SPAN W ISE SEGMENT$ WILL RE USED'	 THERE WILL HE 7 PANELS IN THE




45. RE 5 CHORUwISE PANELS SET BALK	 1 / 4 PANEL FROM LEADING EDGE'.
46, DsE6mviTs










55. %DATA	 InPTSVs 1 , NTAHSVsl,VARPSV ( 1)s15.479	 f_END
56. THE VL ( S)	 rURVE DEFINED RY THE FOLLOWING COMM A ND WILL HE
















69. DATA	 IOPTSVs1 , VAR2SVe35:107	 RENO
70. PANt
71, 4DATA SEND
72. THE FOLLOWING COMMAND ELIMINATES THE NULL ROW OF PANELS
FIGURE 7.7-2.	 Input for POTGEM Test Case 7 (Cont`d).
Figures-117
























92 ' 	 FINISH
93.	 TDATA FLT ( S)41, + 0.,.176326981 SE'NO
94..	 S)ORF


















rUTF AN l-EUMk tPY PkOGRAM	 VFW510N 1 * 3
ssssssssssszssssssassassssssssasass
TIHF. s U8/0"/7h	 0713bil2
ENTEk FATun
+TTTLE
TEST L A `E 7 . T HI N WIN(, WITH TWI-91, tAM).Ek A ND UIHEPPAL
+GAPY
TH}. : F4T 7 C"UMhANDb L AQ,*, THE AX IS TO C r1INCIUF -1711 T HE TRATLIW7, Emf-
+SPTt
+SHI!
+	 IH( v-FxT C()MMAt,11 L)EFI NFS THE TssIST AHOUT THE TRAILI NG ET`GF




C,LjMt-lANI)S CALVSk THE 7 n 1S1 A XIS TO S E: 1NE X.rXTS
+SkI)
+Sk)I
r	 1 H	 E>T CUM 'AND CAUSES YPSCAL T O
 
1^'11lAL , THE LL1CAL LNC}I+b.
+5kI)
+	 Itit . ,, F j, 	 L, O)MHAN(lS DEFTNF THE j! rPOSS SECTIONS
+ak l )
+5ktl
+	 1HE rFF tME IRANS i OkMAIJON CAPARTL TTY ,"ILL PE IsSEO IN 1Hf NEXT
+	 C0-"krN" 10 A'Y{)TI) HAND HOL,T1PLYING IHE 7/C V AL UES BY li?*L
+	 ANt) 10 AV0In TkAN'Sl OR M ING THE INOEPEN{IENT VAk1AtiLE TO V HY h4ND.
+Skt
tw:.rTl
(VAi, If A, # I f. ) 0 V&P?(A 0 1U)) z
i Ur;)O.10n
	
.,x873824	 1.0000000	 0`	 ."00000	 ,3yw3224
94 ')Otloo	 ,9405504	 .q?00000	 1;1108376	 ,9000000	 1,2208280






	 1 3206 8 16	 .A500000	 1..3238208	 .8400000	 t@3209336	 -.8?00000	 1.3016520
. 6 000000
	
1 .272024 0	 747,9000	 1-.26805b8 	 0'.	 0.
+	 bP•NA ISF SEGMENTS WILL PE uSEW. THERE +S ILL SF 7 PANEL$ IN THE
+
	
	 INbOlkU SFG M FNT AND ci PANELS IN THE OilTHO AR D SEGMENT, THEHE WILL






+	 THE ' 10 r&) t-, diw t. D	 NED SY THE Ft3t.LtOMIN(i CTIMMANC) !*ILL ME




+-SE GPV N T
+ Y L h G	 -- ^—•^
+SU
+PANT
+	 THt Fnt Lo wlN(, C() M" ANp !ELI M I N ATF4 'HF N ULL ROW OF PANFLS






FILE 7,L M •F' C,JLTH=
	 HAS B EE N OP F N Ei) FU R !W RITING ON U N IT	 1CR+ATION 111-F a Otl/0 4 /76	 (I123812A
CREATIO N OF CGEOHIVIRY FTL
TITL+ z	 TE',T CASE 7
	
NIN WING WITx4 TWIST, CAMBER AND DIt4LORAL i
i	
(LOG) M f 1 F F T F F F F F F 	 F F F F T F F F
(I N T)	 n	 17	 6	 1b	 5	 0	 n	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 n
(FLT) =	 4t1t.490110	 35,106999	 ja:.918957	 3S"106999	 98480775	 0.	 ,t1 648I8	 224 .022gq
FIGURE 7.7-3. Output for POTGEM Test Case 7 (Cont'd).
Figures-120
.r2402249F.u1 0, o; 0,
+PWIMT





	 rASE	 7	 .	 T H T 14 WINE,	 WITH	 TWIST,	 CA MNL R 	A N D UIHL0kAI
C(rFATIO N (I`-E	 ,	 08709/76 071381?n
r IF (, k w 1 I I I I I I III --Y---
r10)	 _ 7
rLO('.)	 = F	 F	 F	 I	 F	 F	 F F, F F	 F	 F F F	 F 1	 F	 F	 F
rTF!T)
	 = ^	 1 T	 b f6	 h	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 0 ni fFJT) 401,4904000 3'3;1069990 10.,91A9570 35.tob9990 :9646079	 0, ^11id^(d2
2?4;Oi29 g oo
-10?.24023 0 0, 0
PANEL
	
rt°F( r :F^,	 P(^IMIg'
J Y(l,J) Y(T,J3 I(T,J) S(T,J) Vr1.J)
i	 1 1,4PoIP44 10000000 0. 0, ,9500000
2	 1' 2' 9069893 2' 2112,4" F ,61042.10 2,Lt 12891 ,9500000
3	 1 4''i3;^^11F+ 42j+7 11 1,.19,9718 4` 42.25714 ,4500000
4	 1 ` 6'7SQbAI 3 b}6338y7G 1,7627275 6;633AS 71 ,9500000
S	 t N;f'R518Oo 8'8451430 ?,31h7590 tl8451430 9500000
+?	 1 10' 6099;40 I I osb12ho ?	 8bdI i I3 I I nsb4280 9500000
7	 1 1P-rl337fi10 13'2677140 3;4109012 13, 2b 771 a0 X9500000
h	 1 ► 4r4563H00 15:47(n00-0 3,9b3t)41 15,4140000 ,9500000
9	 1 1h, 3J 0 5?H0 17- f)598680 4 44»555 4 17,6591890 ,9500000
10	 1 A' ?9 Q 7800 19;6107770 5;13414998 19;8407770 ,8500000
II	 1 10°?165A60 2d,0216b6o `+,123`1971 22 .02ibbb0 j,4500000
12	 1 r'2:12gc294o 24,7025550 6,3192591 24,2025550 ,4500000
13	 i a4' 0530310 26' 3P-34440 6 1 061142 2b' 3854440 gS00000
1 4	1 ,5_48/1?00 ?1;5643320 7.2.341884 28;5643330 ,9:00000
15	 1 ?7.91?5460 30;7,15?.210 7.6H72207 ;0' 7 14 52?,;' 0 ,9500000F IF	 1 d`i, 4450	 50 12;922,1100 A Ib37940 32;9201,100 1,4500000
F 17	 1 41	 7777916 35,1069990 8 h418920 S5,t0700o0 *9500000
1	 2 4"a0ob249 ;0000000 0, (h, X7500000
2	 2 6	 570 4bS1 g 2	 2112 44 57 :4258537 2.2112851 7500006
3	 ?, ++r?33220`^ 4i 4,225713 1,6320706 4o422SI14 ,7500000	 -a
4	 ?. 919053500 6,6338570 2.4.234352 6,6338571 ,7%300000	 j









































S 2 1115674920 8'-45!430 3;2047096 a;8451430
6 2 1it22415090 1 1x0564280 3,9806230 11;0564280
7 2 148751250 13.207140 4',755860S t3,2671140
8 16:517CA90 15;4790000 5,5350512 15;4790000
4 2 18	 3048830 17`6598880 5;9061tlJ?_ 17;bS988g0
10 2 100926290- 19;8407770 6._2775055 19,8407770
11 2 ?1:881 7890 22'0216660 6'6515688 22;0216660
12 2 23'6728410 24 2025550 7.0506663 24,2025550
13 2 ?514643570 26x3834440 7;4323506 26,31334440
1 4 2 t7.25b55K0 28:5643320 1'8S249UA 28 5643330
15 2 :'1:0503230 30'7452210 13,2846900 30;7452220
t t^ 2 SO'A454g10 32x9261100 8'73131130 32,9261100
17 2 4P1,	 17270 35'1069990 9,1947380 3SA 070000
1 3 88?11?50 0000000 0' 0,
2 3 10'2544160 2i 2112857 ^91992lb 2;2112857
3 3 11'htl58790 44225713 l:A2S4412 4;4225714
u' 3 13;o537410 h" 272005A7 6,6338571
,;	 S 3 !44562581) 8.8451430 3 607243 9 8,8451430
^+ 3 15' A5'Ib g 00 11, o5b4280 44904?1 7 It	 0564280
'	 7 3 1 7'2382690 13x26771'40
5_'
1729569 13,2677140
K 3 186141770 15x14790000 6 ?58138 9 15;4790000
8 3 '0`2756390 17;6598880 b:4077737 17;6598890
in 3 rt'94327b0 19`A1107770 6.S51794i 19,8407770
It 3 3316187840 22.0216660 6;7101015 22,0216660
12 3 ?530314t20 242025550 6,8666802 24;2025.550
13 3 )b'9785430 26'3934440 7;2092867 26,3834440
lu 3 ?M'6440940 28'5643320 7'6621821 28;5643330
i s 3 30"3101110 3o' 74S2210 6,1251210 30,7452220
16 3 At 1 978398n 32;9261100 A.5980400 3z;92b1100
1'1 3 43 6466670 35.1069990 9.0A W40 35,1070000
t 41 12`7416250 '0000000 0, 0,
2 u 11 8882800 2x2112$57 8926248 2,2112857
j	 3 4 is 0532430 4114225713 1;7760835 4,4225714
4 4 16'1048550 6`6;38570 2 652.5980 6;633$571
{	 S u 1 7'35147130 8.8451430 3x5243618 8;841510430
'	 6 4 114'4914740 11;05b4280 4 ;9 35273 I!,05b42A0
I^	 T 4 19' a23192n 13:2677140 Sx?_6219113 13,2677140
r	 A 4 Po	 74494b0 1514790000 6,1323771 15,4790000
g u x272810900 1716598880 6;2553988 17bN98890
FIGURE 7.7-3.	 Output for POTGEM Test Case 7 (Cont'd).
V
Figures-122
t0 4 r'3"AlYb940 19;8407770 6 3787set t9;8007770
11 4 --S' 3Y7(,,S30 22 0216660 615057808 22,0216b60
12 4 ?6'9418550 24`2025550 6 h3tO9 08 24,2025550
13 4 <>8'4421290 26`3834440 6'9862228 26,3834440
14 4 70.0315490 ?8.56433?0 7,4730734 78,5643330
15 4 41'S710990 3017452210 7.9655526 40,7452220
16 4 >3' M 3030 32'9261100 A 4647630 32,9261100
t7 4 34.6520060 3b.1069990 8.9718110 i5; 107000017-,jH 1 5 16'6621250 .0000000 0, 0,
''d fit 2 S x7'5622450 2'2112857 7439632 2;2112857
0 1 5 18;4614140 4r 4225713 1,4839977 4,4225714
0 4 5 J9r3SAbg20 6=6338570 2;2210532 b,b3385715 5 ?0`2531520 8r 8451430 2. 4560637 138451440
0 5 ?1'14Sb640 fIr05b4280 '3?6899399 11	 05b42801 S i.2r02"g50 13`26771'30 44235607 I'S	 2677140
8 5 2'91029%11 15x4190000 S.IS77659 15,4140000
5 ?4'3?t2540 11,6598080 5,4489894 17', bS9S890
in 5 "517468850 198407770 5,140397?, 19,8407770
it S ?7`15AQI40 22`0216(,60 6,032bOby 22,0216060
12 5 >H' SHt+ w bNO 24' 2025550 h - 3262981 24,2025550
t3 nobg 15(1 26.3834441) 6,7631589 2b, 3834440
t y 5 'it' 11190441) 28'5#,,3320 7'2833647 28;5643330
1S 5 5?' 8314860 So r 7452210 7 * 8059824 50-1452220
1h S 44x244.2090 32x9261100 1+ 3314800 32.9261100
17 5 55`65714h0 55;1069990 8.e603480 35,1010000
1 6 tv`bo25000 ; 0000000 0' 0,
2 h 2n_1tn2850 2:2112851 ;5528214 2,2112857
3 n ?1'OfAO110 4	 4225113 t'10S642H 4,4225714
u h -C 72S8S70 6'6338510 1,6584645 6,6338,371
5 b a2"u33^4dO 8'8451430 2,2112851 8,8451430
6 b ^3'tuty2A0 11:0564280 2,1-41071 11,0SO0281
T ^, 13;84g2140 13'2677140 3,4169?85 13,2677140
n fb '4r55b9gg0 15'4790000 1 . 8091500 15,4190000
9 - b r5' 97 8 1100 1 7' 65g8880 4,_4149721 17 ,(,598890
t0 b 27`'1911220 119'840777o 4 9 b0t g 45 19,8407770
11 b ;>80 50 9 3330, 22r0216660 SxSOSM166 22;0216660
12 #, 29rA254440 ?.4`2025550 60506187 24_,2025S50
13 6 ,51,1425550 26`3834440 b.,5998610 26,31434440
i 4 b 57;459bb511 Z)8 5643320 7;1410832 28,5643330





































I1'5	 6	 43' 7767770 30' 7452210 7,6863050 30, 7452220 0,
16	 6	 45x0938880 32 0261100 8.2315280 32.9261100
17	 6_'	 46.uI09990 ;15;1069990 8;7767500 35,1070000 0^
UNIT	 VEr TuNG	 ALONG	 AAK	 ELEMENTS
i	 d	 T,Jl 'Iywrrl ► dl klvw7fT ► .Il
UNAVATI.AW F
t;	 BOUNDARY	 Ln,jDT T TnN	 FLAGS
—^----
^;i	 L	 J	 f3tF!	 A(, t1^31
UNAVAILABLE
D00ti1ET	 SINkULARITV	 FLAGS



























































i.::.^^cur a. usu _:., 	 .....:...uu:w.ue..::.^..uar.3.u'.e..^.3.........
Figures-125

















1 Y	 5 P
12	 5 e,
13	 5 ^+




St1URLE SI`"GULAHITY	 FL AGS
I	 J S+ifI Artt#+1)
LI	 liNAYA)LAHI f
BOUNDAR Y t O N017I g N POINTS
I YKC	 3 2RE	 I 	 1 SPt(i	 J) v 8 I J1
1	 1 118396U96 1^ IOS6428 .36q?753 1, 10S6Y28 .8500000
2	 1 5'6377u13 3r31eg286 1,091277.2 3^316928e ^E1500000
3	 1 7'434%22t, 5 524L142 I' Mp414 5;52N?143 8500000
')	 4	 1 91" 2292090 17394999 2' 4810903 1,7495000 MOS00000
5	 1 t1'0210at0 9^9507850 3:1602281 9:9507060 8500000	
--^—^:
j	 6	 1 128092420 1211620710 3`,8360364 12;1h20710 :MS00000
7	 1 14'5924680 14.3733570 a,513Rb06 14.3733570 a8500000
8	 1 16'4082760 1b5694440 5.12R6113 16,5694440 -.8500000	 J






1C) i 123'25(38550 18'7503330 5;6750262 1d 7503330 ^SS00000
to 1 r0°1021800 20.9312220 62229809 20.9312220 68500000
11 1 PI 	 9639160 23' 1121110 6` 7144831 23 1121110 ;8500000
12 1 23'7840410 25.2929990 7:3102'0783 25;2930000 :8500000
13 1 x5;6391580 27`9138880 -1.1103723 27.4738880 8500000
'i 16 1 )7_4460480 29".6547770 8;1222030 29.6547170 .8500000
15 1 ;9 ' 55416130 31' 8356660 44 S49055o 31,8356060 .22500000
ib 1 it:214S680 ;620165540 8 9 9 36100 34 0165S50 ,22900000
t 2 1	 631 #4039 1,1056428 ;4464160 1.1056426 .6SO0000	 —y---
2 gill,?8200 33169286 1,3254457 3;3169286 ^hS00000
3 2 to'7113hoU 552212142 21895291 5;5282143 06500000
4 2 122458400 1{7394999 320427954 7,7395000 .6500000
S' 2 13`174b9ho 9=9507850 3;8893600 99507860 .b500000
h 2 15:29635.24 12x1620710 4,7332106 12,1620710 6500000
T ^' 16 A09IA30 14' 3733570 5;S783929 14.3733570 Ob400000
It 2 184234200 16'5694440 6,1207851 10.5694440 ^b500000
0 ? '00'I/J"330 1821503330 6,3567032 16;750333 0 h%00000
to 2 ?1't1H00970 2029312220 h . 104042 20,9312220 .6500000
ci 1L 2 2:3'6166240 23tt211t0 `6 83500 a9 23.1121110 ,6500000
12 2 1+5°3575340 2522929990 71056871 25.2930000 X6500000
15 2 x7'0847060 27;4738880 7,,5380494 07.6738880 6500000
1 4 2 x8K15248 n 2916S47770 7.9798362 79;6547770 26500000v 15 2 5025460930 31:8356660 8.4331010 31	 N35h660 ,6500000
16 2 '02` 2780290 340165540 H 89989bo 34,0165550 6500000
2 3 i t 	 4 23 9 710 1.1056'0128 •462_3744 1,10564?& ^a500000
2 3 1 ?'7v2'x00 3231028b (;3715673 3,3169296 ,4500000
3 3 13 . Q897730 5.5282142 2;2824089 5;52222143 04500000
4 3 1ti''2bh7940 7.139ag99 3,1797460 1;7395000 .0500000
C; 3 10`5375390 99507850 4;0723873 9;9507860 ,4500000
6 3 17.PoO2380 12x 1620710 a;9b3U895 12.1620710 4500000
7 3 19' 05 323870 14' 3733570 5 ++545403 t 6, 3733570 -.4500000
8 3 102473ra00 16x5694440 6,3574039 16.5694440 04500000
9 3 .2`t176G 4b0 !9'7503330 6,66V3696 19;,7503330 n500000
10 3 33`68bba?o 20'9312220 6;52+25131 20;9312220
m
.4500000
11 3 '05'3072190 ?3j 1121110 6.6985132 23,1121110 .4S00000
12 3 '06'9349080 25x2929990 0.8649376 25.2930000 .4500000
! 13 3 'J8 S3h'^99 0 27 4738880 7.3320256 27;4738880 ,450000014 3 i0' 13 91400 29.6541770 7.80563117 T9.65a7770 .4500000
1 5 3 51.1427820 31x8356660 8,2.871980 31.8356660 :6500000
FIGURE 7.7-3. Output for FOTGEM Test Case 7	 (Cont'd).
Figures-127
16 3 53;3470800 34t0165S40 8,718t240 34,0t65y50 44500000
1 4 15 7161510 1056428 ,4176504 1,10S64?_y ,2500000
2 4 Ibr2u40000 3,3169286 1,?1176421 3.31bp286 , 2500000
3 u 17 °2697620 - 5'52+32102 2'.07t8609 S;5262143 ,2500000
u u 18'7020720 1j 1394999 2,9919417 7.l 195000 ,2500000
5 4 19r109SI20 9j 9507850 3;70911104 9,4507860 ,2500000
b u +?0`320010 12r16201t0 u 525b72K 12:,1620110 62500000
+	 7 4 ell 324"790 III	 3733570 5.3423021 14,3733570 ,2500000
A 4 z'2'559$420 16F5694440 58425875 tb,5b94440 ,2500000
j	 4 4 {4.0359560 ib;1503330 6;0253167 18;7503330 ,2500000
10 4 ?5'-199910 2O'93122?0 6-2089241 20;9312220 ;?500000
j	 It 4 i17'0130A40 23 11.21110 6.3942596 7.3;1121110 ,2500000
12 4 28;5t22820 25:2929990 66241875 2S;2930000 ,2^sObA00
13 4 l9' 9A74 g 30 27' 4738880 1,1260018 _27;4138880 ,2500000	 ---r-
d u 4 11'4632320 29;6547770 7,6314412 29;6547770 ,2500000
IS 4 329394710 31;8356680 8;1411950 31,8356660 02500000
E1	 16 4 ;4'4}61310 34`01b5540 8:6563530 34;0165550 ,2500000
1 5 1 9' 0OA3430 IrIOS6489 ,3122439 10056428 ;0400000
`I	 2 5 tq'7801000 3.31692Rb 9356700 3;316928" 04500000
3 5 do	 5513?_7n 5;5282142 1,5579451 5;528214S ;0500000
l	 4 4 1;13?1b740 7'1394499 2;1193827 1;7395000 ;0500000
5 5 .20401940 99507850 ?_,8002893 9;95078h0 ,0.100000j	 6 !; .2 H583u00 12.tb20710 3;4209608 12,1620710 ,0500000
7 S r'3; h,?;3`1 600 14'3133570 4, 0416802 14.3733570 , 0S00000
K 5 !►"'6749270 le;5b94440 4,5163358 tbr5694t140 ,0S00000
9 5 ?1+' 0191620' 187%03330 5;0241244 18,1503330 ,0500000
I	 10 5 ?7:}804450 ZOi9312220 5;11112854 20,9312220 ,OS00000
11 5 ,R'7 ;42190 ?3r112itt0 5;9222444 23;1121}t0 ,0500000
12 5 W0896560 2S 2929990 6'38341374 25'2930000 0500000
13 5 3t'4383870 "17`4738880 b;9t99'180 ?7,4738880 60500000
t o 5 1217072230 29'6547770 7,4572431 29,6547710_ 704500000
1+ 5 5%11361600 31r6356b60 7,9953422 31.83%bb60 ,0500000
16 5 95;4851810 1410165540 8,5345820 34,0lbs550 ,0500000
k	 IINIT NO W Mt1,S	 AND	 AREAS ---^-,.
'	 I J -'I,(TiJ) ONYfIrJ) tIVIrI*j 0A(1r.1)
1 1 ;026qu73 ;2947488 - •9551941 8"7761790
2 1 .OBA9628 ',2385487 .,9670471 8,,0884320





! 3 1 "9e2a938 ^17Z90u9 ..9114421 7.4705653
4 1 ^24754p6 0968012 ..9640271 6.4360656
5 1 3a2u741 0102235 .,4394717 6.5000352
ti 1 ' 44312 9 4 ..0951029 ..892.4090 b.118u334
7 t .542b756 ..1++49325 .190,5309 5,9e555nb
8 1 ;5552256 -,2745443 ..7851425 $ 618deab
9 1 4931270 .,2057153 ...OwwZ st '	 5;0938376
In 1 ^599g404 .,Jn876K9 .,9100646 4.5319505
') 11 1 :262b^uN '.07366"7 ..4645555 4.0040407
1? 1 1089801 ,0865467 .,9902866 3.580"990
13 1 112847b5 '.0744404 -,Q889148 3;2807368
!u f `t495u5S 106219'0 .,9867966 3,0048304
p	 ' 15 f ' lnt693 .0u4S220 ..4t13B21R 2.1247753
« ^< 16 1 `196290'i '03bb7'74 .,919AS96 2,05970+34
^^ 1 2 ._D113h25 3657542 .,9396421 8:.4919640
r 2 e' O3fiU012 ,3431442 .,9385!14 6.3143980
2 `0705566 .317A351 •,°455!71 1	 653S1445
f	 c 4 is ' 110451 2869960 .,95U91144 7,0110598^.^
^^'' ^^1
cam. Ems, ^+ ? 1577224 '' ?55+5483 ..4538581 6.3895310
6 ? '3156799 ;21588"5 -.QS,2u357 5.T9c'8b81
1 2 _?837714 .Jh81278 ..Q44gS75 5.2268870
Ft 2 "2$62131 .;1a3u htf - 950!786 U^6TIu13b
1
^"^ a r'. ;2.00?734 .,,0427431 ...y7R31y3 +1.2A971y,?
irl 2 `0940522 10341673 $'.4490049
11 2 .,0304365 I352611 .,4903263 3,7321280
•..143' !8!5 r?Q93130 .,(1432312 3;S17h3u14
1 i 1 •.1342918 ,1958700 ..9uS7Utt 3.34b0451
lu ? .,1207814 ;2932854 .,9u7P572 3;04bbbn9
'j 15 2 - .1157489 2919994 ..9493895 2.7493594
,i 16 ? -.1082510 (2925814 .,4500940 e-4545614
t 3 ..00319142 ;3Hb32,41 .,9223544 9,0594540
2 3 -,0101520 ;3850124 .,9226886 8`4528230
S 3 -.0165505 3853457 -,9226239 7.13404948
i 4 3 •.0?30055 ;3882721 .,9220979 7;2323456
' 5 3 ..0294U58 ;3883465 .,Q2t0267 0,62115434
6 3 .0379682 .3918479 ..9192463 b.02,00836
7 ; ..0479?07 3Q701 2b ..9165613 5.4344501
k S ..n6677u9 °0999141 x,9927533 4;541!9184
Q 3 -.084348) ;1131187 ..9899905 4,2.87336b






10 3 061043389 1289544 .99861461 4.0318066
11 3 .,1272653 11U7hEi61 ..?80766a 3,783?8u5
12 3 •.1436443 ,30587n7 ..9411745 3-.5927814(,
i3 3 ..1340279 `3019337 ..,9438606 3;3526942
1 4 3 •,1244449 2986132 ..9ub2195 3,0519051
1 5 3 •.1155899 02963279 .,Q480658 7;7531244
1 6 3 ..1081100 2954650 .19442t64 2.45bb125
1 U =,0184630 `3601170 ..9327244 a'97S8180
4 ..O578btt ;3731211 ..Q2597n7 N.43041t0
L	 3 4 •.t011724 ' 074288 ..91E+33t3 7.90491179
U 4 •. L4 Q 1At0 04030197 .,9029E OH 7,40S4946i	
-5 4 .. ' ?021+715 419h937 .,8847494 by 310804
6 4 ..?4022909 *4371367 .,14!+02944 6 44939SA4
7 4 ..V84076 ,4544116 .,H2A0450 6P 099,001
8 4
-.3641086 3224446 ..8716584 5,26091?6
Q 4 =.;2761471 ;291"468 ^H9bb7S14 4,8245777
10 u ..2771520 2671202 ..9229483 4.3797331
11 4 ..?150482 ;2289588 .,949$85t 3;9500083
32 4 -.1433312 ;3123693 ..9390855 3,63'12320
13 y •.1 337404 f30196)l .,9419489 3,3S9y78$
14 4 -.1242763 ,3039074 .,9445611 3,0`.+7?403
15 4 ..1154349 ;3005507 ..9467545 2.. 1569446
l) 4, ..IOAQ234 f29t33582 ..9483213 2;45149065
i S ..n34316n ,21425459 .,9586398 6,58910fb
2 5 .	 1078617 3041940 9464x80 ) 2207965
3 °, .,1 878885 ,32602t7 ..926r,030 5, 891f}b6O
p S •.775)461 .3472363 ..8969642 5.b0b2224
5 5 .,i63414J ;3666644 .,8564387 5.37859POj	 6 5 ..45413526 3832253 .,8041778 5.2099108
7 S •,54?8159 1956022 ..7408440 5.1984774
1	 8 S •.5360079 ;4748926 .,"979775 y;8689519
9 5
.04790513 P 451430S ..7528083 4;2677265
lO 4 . , 3Q°6004 ,4158935 ..8169162 3.6941341
it 5 ..?145%437 '3603737 ..8880254 3,lb41678
1	 12 5 •,1430000 03188583 .19369527 2 18 115?Q
13 9 ...1334149 ;313954Lt .,9400090 2,5241370
ij	 14 S . 2 1240483 .5091837 ..9428712 2,2464840
15 S ..1152703 ,3048281 .,9454061 2.0702412
1b '^ -.1074164 ,3012309 ..9474?_49 1.84Sb896
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iINAVAII ARi E
CORNFW	 POINTS	 ALt1Nr, ,VL
	 AND	 V!) EO(;LN
T	 XYt.rtt)
	 YVLC(1) LVLr_TI) SVLfIl) VVLCCll	 XViIcTI) ry{,^(I) ?Vlir,(1) gvuC(11 VvuCT1)
1	 9'	 0. 0, 0. 1'00000	 19'b025o ;00000 0. o- 0
7	 1,99109
	
2.21129 53160 2;21129 1,00000	 20.31029 2;21129 .55282 2:21129 i)
3	 3rQ^Z26	 4^v2257 1' 0v9t12 a' 42257 !' 00000	 21	 01807 v' 42257 1	 105ba 4.4225? n`
u	 5'97369
	
6.63386 1.54066 6'63186 1P00000
	
2172586 663386 t,6S8vb 663366 D:
5	 719t,561
	
8.84514 2:01891 8.84514 1.00000	 22;43;64 8:811514 2.21129 #5. 044514 0.
66	 9'gLAp	 11,05643 2.49021 1105643 t.00000
	 2314t43 11;OS643 P.7b4li !!,05641 0
7	 11'9''tµ2	 13.2b,771 2 9aO g 3 13'26771 t'00000	 23.84921 13 26771
.
3 31b93 13 26711 0.
R	 13'9u6_SK'	 t5	 47 9 00 1 43150 15.47900 1;00000	 24 55700 15u79 0 3^8b975 1'5.1117900 0.
9	 ;51915#0




17.bS989 4:41497 17.659 0.
10	 17'88587 ^a.33679 t9,84074 1:00000
	 21,19122 19;84078 4.96019 19.8401F1 0;
11	 19'85818	 22,02167 4.7909S 2p,.02161 t;00000
	 2A.50613 22.02167 50SU542 22.0210 0.	 1


















12 it;8i2?0 241?0?S6 5 0 25236	 24 20256 100000 29 82544 24 20256 6 OSOb4 24 20esb 0
13 23'811716 ?6,38344 4;1?419	 ?6.38344 100000 St.14256 26,38344 659586 26.38344 4.
1 14 25'71`454 28.Sb433 6120960	 28.56433 1,00000 32.45967 28;5b433 7,14108 ?8.Sb4J3 0.
1 S ?7`7^201 30;74522 6;71176	 30'74522 1.00000 33;7)678 30,14522 7,66631 30.745x? 0,
16 19'7;9uS 32,92611 - 123379	 32.92bil 1`00000 35 0 9 38 q 32. 92611 8.23153 32 92h1i 0.
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1 '9°)b 1.106 ,272	 t.106 1,000 19.g56 1.106 .27h 1;106 0. 18.961 2.211
2 Z'9^7 3.317 ,796	 3`317 t'000 20.664 3	 317 .829 3,317 0' 17,n78 2,211
3 4'9x8 5,528 1,291	 5;526 1.000 21,372 5.528 1,3ti2 5.528 0' 1n.i914 2,211
u h970 7,739 1,781
	
7'7d0 1;000 22.080 7;739 1,935 7.140 0^ 15.111; 2,211Hi 91
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12 22'810 2q.214A 0;1081	 25,293 1;000 30;484 25;293 6.323 25.293 0, T,.bbu 2.181
13 ?41'7y6 47.1474 5.905	 27'474 1'000 31,801 77'14711 6.848 27.474 0. 7.005 2,181
1 11 lb'77t 29.655 b.415H	 2911,55 1;000 33.118 29:655 74414 29,655 0. 6,345 2.181
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FIGURE 7.7-4(e). Side View of POTGEM Test Case 7.
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